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ABSTRACT

Development of the liquid carbon dioxide process for the cleaning of coal

was performed in batch, variable volume (semi-continuous)_ and continuous

tests, Continuous operation at feed rates up to 4.5 kg/hr (10-1b/hr) was

achieved with the Continuous System. Coals tested included Upper

Freeport, Pittsburgh, lllinois No. 6, and Middle Kittanning seams. Re-

sults showed that the ash and pyrite rejections agreed closely with the

washability data for each coal at the particle size tested (-200 mesh). A

0.91 metric ton (l-ton) per hour Proof-of-Concept Plant was conceptually

designed. A 181 metric ton (200 ton) per hour and a 45 metric ton (50

ton) per hour plant were sized sufficiently to estimate costs for economic

analyses. The processing costs for the 181 metric ton (200 ton) per hour

and 45 metric ton (50 ton) per hour were estimated to be $18.96 per metric

ton ($17.20 per ton) and $11.47 per metric ton ($10.40 per ton), respec-

tively for these size plants. The costs, for the 45 me,tric ton per hour

plant are lower because it is assumed to be a fines recovery plant which

does not require a grinding circuit or complex waste handling system.
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I.0 INTRODUCTION

This is the Final Report summarizingtechnicalprogress from inceptionon

October I, 1987 throughcompletionon April 2, 1990 on Developmentof the

LZCADO Coal Cleaning Process,ContractDE-AC22-87PC79873,sponsoredby the

U.S. Department of Enorgy, Pittsburgh EnergyTechnology Center (PETC).

The Westinghouse Advanced Energy SystemsDivision is the prime contractor

for this project, with the Universityof Pittsburghas the major subcG_-

tractor.

The LICADO (Liquid CArbon DiOxide) process is a novel, advanced coal

cleaning method conceived and patentedby the Universityof Pittsburgh,.

Liquid carbon dioxide at high pressure (about 850 psia) and room

temperature is used to separate clean coal from an aqueous suspension,

leaving the a.h and pyrite constituentsin the water phase. Since liquid

CO2 is immiscible in water, wets clean coal partic'les,and does not

wet ash or pyrite particles,these propertiesresult in the separationof

clean coal from the water, ash, and pyrite at the liquid C02-water

interface. The effectiveness of this processhas been demonstratedin

bench-scale batch tests at the University of Pittsburghprior tc the

initiation of this project. These initialtests resulted in removalof up

to 90_ of the ash and pyritic sulfur.

The program is organized into six tasks, which are listed below with the

responsibleorganizationand personnelfor each task:

DOE Technical ProjectOfficer' Dr. R. W. Lai

WestinghouseProjectManager" Dr. M. H. Cooper

Universityof PittsburghProjectManager' Dr. S. H. Chiang

University of PittsburghPrincipalInvestigator" Dr. R. Venkatadri

I-i
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Task I. Batch R_searchUnit - Universityof Pittsb,Jrgh
Dr. B. Morsi, Task Leader
Ms. M. T. Thach
Mr. D, X. He_
Mr. Y. Ou

Task P.. Continuous ResearchUnit - Universityof Pittsburgh
Dr. G. E. Klinzing,Task Leader
Mr. G. Araujo
Mr. Y. Feng

Task 3. ContinuousUnit - Universityof Pittsburgh
Dr. G. E. Klinzing,Task Leader
Mr. G. Araujo
Mr. Y. Feng

Task 4. Modeling and Evaluation- Westinghouse
Dr. M. H. Cooper,Task Leader

Task 5_ Proof-of-ConceptPlant - Westinghouse
Dr. M. H. Cooper,Task Leadei'
Mr. H. O. Muenchow

, Mr. D. _. Stimmel

Task 6. EconomicAnalyses - Wostinghouse
Mr. J. D. Mottley,Task Leader
Ms. E. H. Valkovic
Mr. C. W. Mycoff

This reporti provides a detaileddescriptionof the technicalresultsof
i

each of these tasks.
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2.0 OBJECTIVES

The objectivesof this projectare: I) the developmentof an effectiveand

efficient advanced technique for cleaningfine coal based on the LICADO

process, and 2) the testingof the major unit operationsof this process

on an integrated,continuousreal time basis.

These goals will be achieveE by establishmentof technicalfeasibility

through generation of a firm engineeringdata base from additionalbatch

testing, small scale continuousunit testing (1-1b/hrto 10-1b/hr),eco-

nomic analysis,and design of a one ton per hour Proof-of-Conceptplant.
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3.0 EXPERIMENTALPROGRAM FOR BATCH TESTS

The experimental program for the batch tests consisted of three major

components described in the followingsections.

e Fixed volume batch tests in the 0.05 m (2-inch)
Batch ResearchUnit (BRU).

e Variable volume batch tests using the 0.10 m
(4-inch)ResearchDevelopmentUnit (RDU).

e Fixed volume agglomeration/screeningtests in the
0.05 m (2-inch)Batch Research Unit (BRU).

COAL SAMPLES

Eight different coals were tested in the batch tests. Table 3.0-I shows

the ash and sulfur contents of each of these coals. The washability

analysis for -74 microns (-200 mesh) samplesof coals No. I, 3, 6 and 7

ar__provided in AppendixA.

TABLE 3.0-I

ASH AND SULFUR CONTENTSOF TEST COALS

Total Pyritic
No. Coal Ash(%) Sulfur(%) Sulfur(%)

,,, ,,,,, , , ,

i. Upper Freeport (A) 24.4 1.4 1.1
2. Upper Freeport (B) 22.7 1.4 1.1
3. Upper Freeport (C) 13.5 2.2 1.7
4. Pittsburgh-Bruceton 4.9 1.6 0.7
5. Pittsburgh 31.5 1.9 1.3
6. Middle Kittanning 7.9 5.0 3.8
7. IllinoisNo. 6 (A) 26.0 3.9 2.7
8. IllinoisNo. 6 (B) 12.6 3.1 2.0

,,,, , , ,,,

In addition to the above, a Pittsburgh#8 coal was used in tests conducted

in the Continuous Research Unit. The feed ash content of this coal was

12.2%, with total sulfur and pyritic sulfur contents of 4.3% and 3.15%,

respectively.
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SAMPLE PREPARATIONAND PARTICLESIZE ANALYSIS

All samples of coal were first ground in a jaw crusher to the size range

O.O04m x 0 (3/16"x 0). Furthersize reductionwas achieved by wet grind-

ing with a stirred ball mill suppliedby Fort Pitt Machine Company. A

standard procedurewas adopted for grinding. The feed to the stirred ball

mill was varied from 0,227 kg (0.5 Ib) to 1.81 kg (4 Ibs), and the slurry

concentration ranged from 5 to 40% solid. The grinding was achievedby

using 0,004 m (3/16")stainlesssteel balls as the grinding medium. The

speed of rotationof the impellerwas fixed at 52.3 rad/s (500 rpm). The

samples were ground for various periods rangir_gfrom 60 s to 2400 s.

Samples were withdrawn at regular intervalsduring the grinding, and the

particle size distribution was determined with a Leitz Orthoplan

microscope coupled to an image analyzer. These resultswere used to

construct _ calibrationcurve for mean particle size of the coal sample as

a function of grinding time. Based on this information,sampleswere

ground to requisitetimes to obtain a desired particle size for subsequent

beneficiation.

Figure 3.0-I shows a typical grinding curve (Upper Freeport coal). A

sharp decrease in the average particle size can be observed during the

initial 300 s (5 min) ef grinding as the weight mean diameter is reduced

from 150 microns to approximately50 microns. Subsequentgrinding to 2400

s (40 rain) resulted in ,_,_teadybut slow decrease in particle size. The

distribution in particle size for Upper Freeportcoal is displayed for

various grinding periods in Figure 3.0-2. The distributionof fine parti-

cles below 40 microns increases correspondingly with longer grinding

periods concomitant with decreases in the percentageof large particles

(above 150 microns).

SURFACE PROPERTY MEASUREMENTS

Surface wettability is an importantproperty for the LICADO process and

can be characterized by measurement of contact angle on coal surfaces.

Contact angle measurementswere carriedout at room temperatureand

3-2
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ambient pressure using a conventional goniometer by the standard

sessile-drop technique. Coal samples were pelletized in a Buehler

Pelletizer at 27.6 MPa (4000 psi), and the advancingcontact angle of

water on these prllets was measured. The contact angle of water was

subsequently measured in a speciallydesigned high pressurechamber in the

presence of liquid CO_. The results for three coals utilized in

this project are compared in Table 3.0-2.
i

lt can be observed from Table 3.0-2 that Upper Freeportcoal and Middle

Kittanning coal exhibit a hydrophobiccharacter,as evidencedby the large

contact angles at atmospheric pressure. Liquid CO2 impartsfurther

hydrophobicity to these coals since the contact angles exceed 140

degrees. However, the IllinoisNo. 6 coal exhibitszero contact angle at

room temperature and pressure,which is indicativeof the extreme hydro-

philic nature of the sample. Even in the presence of liquid C02, a

contact angle of only 75 degreeswas registered,showingthat the sample

retained a substantialportionof its hydrophiliccharacter. Experimental

results from the Batch Research Unit (BRU),Research DevelopmentUnit

(RDU) as well as the ContinuousResearchUnit (CRU)tests confirmedthese

observations.

TABLE 3.0-2

CONTACTANGLE OF WATER ON COAL PELLETS

........

EquilibriumContactAngle, 'Oegrees
F-- ,,,, , ,, ,,, .... __

Coal Atm pressure In Liquid CO_
,_,_,_ ,....

Upper Freeport 85 145
(coal #I)

Middle Kittanning 108 150
(coal #6)

IllinoisNo. 6 0 75
(coal #7)

................
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PERFORMANCECRITERIA

The performance of the LICADOprocesswas characterizedin terms of heat-

ing value recovery, ash reductionand pyriticsulfur reduction. Heating

value (Btu) recovery is expressedin terms of the clean coal yield.

Heating value recovery (%) _ Yield (%) x II00"100-CleanFeed CoalCoalAsh)Ash)

The validity of this relationship was independently verified by experi-

mentally measuring heating value recovery as a function of ash content in

a companion DOEproject (3-I). Figure 3.0-3 shows that the heating value

is directly proportional to the ash-free coal (or clean coal yield).

Based on this, the above relationship can be used to compute the heating

value recovery for test results.

The ash and pyritic sulfur reduction are defined as:

Productcoal ash content
Ash Reduction (%) : lO0 - Feed coal ash content x I00

Pyritic Sulfur Reduction (%) =

100 - Productcoal pyritic sulfur content
feed coal pyriticsulfur content x 100

3-6
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In addition, the process performance may also be measured by the ash

and pyritic sulfur rejection,which are defined as follows:

ash in prod.uct
Ash Rejection (%) - I00- (Y x ash in fee'd-'-)

PyriticSulfur Rejection (%) -

100- (Y x pyritic sulfur in product_
pyriticsu'ifur in feed J

where Y is the experimentallymeasuredyield in wt%.

The average diameters of coal feed sampleswere measured with a Leitz
i

Orthoplan microscopecoupledwith an image analyzer. Two types of average

diameters were measured: the volume surfacemean diameter and the weight

mean diameter. The equationsdefining these two quantities are provided

in the last part of Appendix A. The volume surfacemean diameter corre-

sponds to the diameterof a sphere having the same ratio of volume/surface

area as the particle. The weight mean diameter is the average of the

weight distributionof the particles.

3.1 Fixed .VolumeBatch Tests

Extensive testing of the LICADO processwas conductedin the fixed volume

batch mode using the 0.05 m (2-inch) Batch Research Unit (BRU). This sec-

tion describes the equipment and experimentalprocedureas well as the

major conclusions from the fixed volume batch tests. In the fixed volume

batch 'tests,the slurry volume is maintainedconstant,and liquid CO2
' ,i

does nt?'t, leave the system during the duration of the test.

3.1.1 _q.uipment

The Bat,cb': Research Unit is shown in Figures 3.1-1 and 3.1-2. The appa-

ratus, which has a capacity of about 0.003 m3 (3 liters),consists of

two hlgh",pressurecells of 0.05 m (2-inch) I.D. connectedby a 0.05 m

(2-inch) b_,ll valve. The size of the opening of the ball valve was chosen

to be the _ame as the internaldiameter of the cells to eliminate any
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Figure 3.1-I. Batch Research Unit (BRU)
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physical obstructions to the movement of coal slurry between the two

cells. The valve allows a quick and complete isolationof the two high

pressure vessels. Thus, clean coal and refuse can be removed completely

without any remixingwhen the system is depressurized. Other features of

the BRU include:

e Transparentwindows on upper and lower cells for visual observa-

tion.

e Two variable speed mixers up to 314 rad/s (3000 rpm) to provide

adequatemixing in both the liquid CO2 and water phases.

o A micron-sizefritteddisc distributorlocated at the bottom of the

lower cell to providea uniformdispersionof the liquid CO2 droplets

within the water phase.

3.1.2 Procedure

The coal water slurry of 0.0009 m3 (o.g liters) was prepared at

various slurry concentrationsof coal. lt was mixed for a sufficienttime

to achieve complete wetting of the coal particleswith water. The slurry

was then manually fed to the BRU, and the system was pressurizedto the

desired operating pressure of 5.5-6.2 MPa (800-900 psig). Liquid

CO2 was introduced from the top cell until it saturatedthe slurry

and the excess CO2 forms a thin layer above the coal-water-liquid

CO2 interface. Premixing of the slurry was then carried out for 60

s at an agitation speed of 104 rad/s (1000 rpm) in both the upper and

lower test cells. Subsequently, liquid CO2 was injected into t_e

slurry from the bottom of the unit while constantmixing was maintained in

both phases. After a predeterminedcontacttime (0-600 s), the mixing in

both phases was stopped. The clean coal was allowed to separate from the

refuse for a certain length of time, denoted as settling time (usually 300

s). The central ball valve was closed,and the system was depressurized

to ambient pressure. The clean coal was removed from the top cell while

the refuse was removed from the bottom cell.
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3.1.3 Results and Discussion

Four different test coals were utilized in fixed volume batch tests con-

ducted in the BRU. These includedcoals which have been designated in

Table 3.0-I as #I, #4, #6, and #7, respectively.

3.1.3.1 InitialStudy

Initial experiments in the BRU were conductedusing Upper Freeportcoal

(coal #I) with a nominal particle size of -74 microns. The effect of

mixing in both liquid CO2 and aqueous phases was examined by varying

the impeller speed in both phases from 0-125 rad/s (0-1200rpm). Figure

3.1.3-I illustrates the results for the variation in the experimental

yield and product qualitywith agitationspeed, lt can be observed that

there is a significant reduction in the ash contentwhen the impeller

speed is maintained in the range of 62-105 rad/s (600-1000rpm), while a

reasonable yield was obtained. Higher speeds resulted in an increase in

the ash content of the product. The impellersin the water phase assist

in breaking and better dispersion of the liquid CO2 droplets,while

mixing in the upper phase improvesthe breaking of the agglomeratesand

releasing the entrained ash material from the product coal as well as

reagglomeration of the particles. These results showed that mixing was

necessary to the LICADO process operation. Yet, there is a range of

mixing speed to achieve the most effectiveperformance. Higher speeds

result in undesirable transport of ash into the liquid CO2 phase and

thus, into the product. Subsequenttests were performed at an impeller

speed of 105 rad/s (1000 rpm) in both phases.

The variation in the settling time after contact with liquid CO2 was

also studiedwith Upper Freeport coal. Figure 3.1.3-2 shows that the zero

settling time (immediate closing of the ball valve at the end of mixing)

produced a high ash content. Subsequenttests were carried out for a

settling time of 300 s. The experimentalresults indicatethat a settling

period of 300 s was sufficientfor a complete separationof bulk phases
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Figure 3.1.3-1. Effect of ImpellerSpeed in BRU Tests
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(i.e., the liquid CO2 and water phases) to provide a good product

yield and quality. At a longer separationtime, disengagementof finely

dispersed liquid CO2 droplets from the water phase in the bottom

cell transported refuse material into the upper phase, resulting in an

increase of the yield as well as the ash contentof the product. When the

settling time was increasedfurther (say, beyond 1000 s), the yield tended

to decrease, becauseof the settlingof heavy agglomeratesfrom the upper

(liquid C02) phase to the lower (water)phase. Based on these obser-

vations, all subsequent tests were conductedwith a settling time of 300

$.

A set of experimentswas also carriedout with Upper Freeport coal, where-

in the injection/mixing (contact)time was varied. Figure 3.1.3-3 shows

that when the injectiontime was maintainedat about go0 s (15 minutes),

higher yields were achieved at fairly good separation characteristics.

Longer injection times at a constant liquid COz flowrate increased

the yield, owing to increased contact of droplets of liquid CO2 with

coal. However, a decrease in the productqualitywas observed, suggesting

that entrapment of ash material in the clean coal agglomerateswas taking

place.

Tests carried out at slurry concentrations varying from 3 to 17 wt%

indicated that there was essentially no effect on Upper Freeport coal.

This is shown in Figure 3.1.3-4.

The importantconclusionsfrom the parametricstudies in the BRU were that

the mixing speed of 104 rad/s (1000 rpm) in both phases yielded improved

results. A settling time of 300 s was desirable. Injectiontimes of

about gO0 s providedfavorableresults. Slurry concentrationsup to 17%

has a relatively minor effect on the process performance. Strictly

speaking, these conclusions are only valid for Upper Freeport coal (coal

#I). However, they can serve as a basis for experimentaldesign for each

of the test coals in the fixed volume batch tests. They can also be used

as design guidelinesfor subsequenttests in both the Research Development

Unit and the ContinuousResearch Unit.
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Figure 3.1.3-3. Effect of Contact Time in BRU Tests
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3.1.3.2 StatisticallyDesigned Experiments

For further investigation of the operationparameters,a 3x3x3 lacteal._

design (3 factors,3 levels)was employedto perform experimentsfor each

of the three coals. This resulted in 27 experimentsfor each coal in addi-

tion to repeat runs. The influence of particle size, liquid CO2

flowrate, and slurry concentrationon process performancewas evaluatedby

statistical analysis of the raw data. The statisticalexperimentaldesign

is shown in Table 3.1.3-I.

The particle size range varied for each coal and Table 3.1.3-2 shows the

range studied for each coal in the BRU experiments. The volume surface

mean diametershave been reportedhere.

Table 3.1.3-I

StatisticalExperimentalArrangement

Level
Factor

I 2 3
,, , ,, , , , ,,,,

Mean Particle Size * Small Medium Large

Slurry Concentration 2.5 5 10
(Wt%)

C

Liquid CO2 Flowrate 0.41 0.83 1.66
m_/s x I0-6

..... ,,, .... l

• Particlesizes for each coal are given in Table 3.1.3-2.

The particle size distributiondata of each coal after 180 s of grinding

in the stirred ball mill are shown in Appendix B in Tables B-lO through

B-12. The detailed experimental data for all the coals used in fixed

volume batch tests is documented in Appendix B in Tables B-7, B-8, and

B-9.
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Table 3.1.3-2

Values of Three Levelsof Particle Size in BRU Experiments

Particle Size (microns)
Coal

SmalI Medium Large
, , , ,I' , ' ,, rl ,,,u , , , ,, , ,,; ,,i "_,

Pittsburgh_Bruceton 33 40 50

Middle Kittanning 28 38 97

IllinoisNo. 6 41 50 70
,,,,,,, ,,

A summary of the analysisof variance results for Middle Kittanningcoal

is given in Tables 3,1.3-3 and 3.1.3-4. A completedescriptionof the

method of statistical analysis is provided in Appendix B. Detailsof

statistical analysis for each coal are given in Tables B-I through B-6 in

Appendix B.

Here, SS refers to the sum of squares, sz to the mean square for

each factor considered, and the term s2/(SR)_ can be related

to the confidence limits which determine the statisticalsignificanceof

the parameter. This term is also defined as the F-ratio. The signifi-

cance of each factor is determinedby comparingthe F-ratiowith F-distri-

bution values provided in statisticaltables (see Appendix B). When the

confidence interval for a particular F-ratio exceeds 99% (or when

s2/(SR)_ is greater' than 5.85), the parameter is considered

to exert a significanteffect on the results.

Table 3.1.3-3 shows the analysis of variance of the heating value recovery

results. The analysis of variance indicates that the heating value

recovery results are influencedsignificantlyonly by the particle size at

a 99% confidence level. The data show a clear trend suggestingthat

smaller particle size samplesgenerate higher yields.
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Table 3,1.3-3

Heating Value Recovery Analysis of Variance

Middle KittanningCoal

.... r ......

Level Average
Factor ...... SS s_ s2/sRz

I 2 3
, , ,, , ', ',",I'j '"'' " ,, , L., . ,,,,_ ,, ,' ,, , i ,

Particle Size 52 63 75 2274 1137 6,73

Slurry Concentration 57 68 64 574 287 1,70

Liquid CO_ Flowrate 63 67 60 186 93 0,55
•- , , , , • , , ,,, , , ,,,, , , , , .......,, ,

Residual 3380 169
_ _,,,,_ ,,,

Table 3,1.3-4 summarizes the analysisof varianceperformed for the ash

reduction results, The analysis indicates that none of the studied

variables exert a significant effect on the ash reduction results. To

further illustrate these effects, the ash reductionand heating value

recovery are plotted as a functionof particle size in Figure 3.1,3-5,

Table 3,1,3-4

Ash ReductionAnalysis of Variance

Middle KittanningCoal

Level Average

Factor SS s2 s2/sR2
I 2 3

...... _,,,' , ,

Particle Size 45 46 45 6,3 3.2 0.30

Slurry Concentration 47 45 45 31,2 15,6 1.48

Liquid CO2 Flowrate 46 46 45 8,2 4,1 0,39
.................. _

, ....

Residual 211.2 10.6
.... :.....................
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Figure 3.1.3-5. Variation in Operation Parameters in BRU Tests
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The data were obtained at a liquid CO2 flowrate of 0,41 x 10-6

m3/s (25 ml/min), The results are presented at three different

slurry concentrations, lt can be observedthat the heatingvalue recovery

decreases with an increasein particle size at the lower slurry concentra-

tions of 2,5% and 5%, The ash reductionremained:virtuallyunaffectedby

changes in operating conditions, The heatingvalue recovery appearsto

increaseat the higher slurry concentration,

The detailed statistical analysis results for Pittsburgh-Brucetoncoal

(coal #4) and Illinois No. 6,coal (coal #7) are provided in Appendix B.

For the Illinois No. 6 coal, the resultsare similarto those for Middle

Kittanning coal. Smallerparticle sizes generate improvedheatingvalue

recoveries in the range studied. The effect on ash reductionby all

process parameters is statistically insignificant. In the case of

Pittsburgh-Bruceton coal, the variationin particlesize (33-50microns)

was too narrow to observe any significanteffect of particle size. How-

ever, the slurry concentrationinfluencedboth heatingvalue recoveryand

ash reduction. Improvedresultswere achievedat a slurry concentration

of 5%/

To summarize the statisticalanalysisfor the data from the fixed volume

batch tests, Table 3.1.3-5 shows the confidencelimits for each of the

coals for heatingvalue recoveryand ash reduction. The main conclusions

from Table 3.1,3-5 are that particle size significantlyinfluencesthe

heating value recovery, especially for coals #6 and #7. The slurry

concentration effect is pronouncedfor coal #4 for both the heatingvalue

recovery and ash reduction. The CO2 flowrate does not influence

either heating value recovery or the ash reductionsfor the three coals

studied.

lt should be emphasizedthat the test matrices for the fixed volume batch

tests were designed to determinethe significantoperatingparametersand

not to provide optimum separationsand/oryield. While the yields and
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separations from the fixed volume batch tests were far from the opti-

mum values, these tests met their goal of providingguidelines for the

operation of the Research Development Unit and the ContinuousResearch

Unit.

Table 3,1,3-5

Extent of Influenceof OperatingVariables

on HeatingValue Recovery and Ash Reduction

ConfidenceLevels (%)

HeatingValue Recovery Ash Reduction
..... • .,, , ,,. ,. ,,,

Coal Particle Slurry CO2 Particle Slurry CO_
Size Conc. Flowrate Size Conc. Flowrate

-- -- ,',V,r - -- '...... ' ,_',I '' ,,..I, '! ' , , .

Pittsburgh- 80-90 >99 <75 <75 90-95 <75
Bruceton

(#4)

Middle >99 75-80 <75 <75 <75 <75
Kittanning
(#6)

Illinois >99 <75 <75 80-90 <75 <75
No. 6
(#7)

L,,, ........

3.2 V_riable Volqme.Batch Tests

A comprehensive series of tests were carried out in the variable volume

batch mode using the Research DevelopmentUnit (RDU). In additionto the

experiments specified in the projectproposal,tests were also conducted

to study the effectsof chemicalreagents,two-step cleaning and two-stage

cleaning operations on process performance. In two-step cleaning, the

product from a single-stagesystem is recycled through the column. Two-

stage cleaning is accomplishedin a single pass throughthe column which

has two mixing/agglomerationstages. Excellentresults for ash and pyrite
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rejection were achieved at high heating value recoveries. The clean coal

product leaves with liquid CO2, while the refuse remains in the

separationcolumn. The slurry volume in the column varies with time.

3.2.1 Equipment

A schematic diagram of the ResearchDevelopmentUnit is shown in Figure

3.2.1-I. The photograph of the experimental unit is shown in Figure

3.2,1-2. The main componentin the RDU is the 4-inch separationcolumn

with a height of 0.76 m (2.5 ft). The volume of the column is about

0.0065 m3 (6.5 liters). The pressure, temperature,and flowrate are

monitored from an instrumentpanel adjacent to the apparatus. The separa-

tion column has an impeller shaft passingthrough it and the speed of

agitation can be as high as 314 rad/s (3000 rpm). A spiral plate dis-

perser at the bottom of' the cell providesfor better dispersion of the

liquid _L.O2 droplets. The unit is also equipped with three high

pressure vessels which serve as the sample collectors for the clean

coal-liquid CO2 slurry exiting from the top of the separation

column. Refuse is collectedin a samplingport locatedat the bottom of

the separationcolumn.

3.2.2 Procedure

A slurry of about 0.0032 ms (3.2 liters) of coal and water was pre-

pared and mixed well for complete wetting of the coal particles. The

slurry concentration was maintained at about 5 wt% solids. The slurry

was then manually introduced into the separation column of the RDU.

Liquid CO2 was injected into the column until it completely satu-

rated the slurry. The mixture was preconditionedfor a desired time

period described as "premixing time", with a layer of liquid CO2

present above the interfaceat an agitationspeed in the range of 157-210

rad/s (1500-2000 rpm). Liquid CO2 was injected from the bottom of

the column at the desired flowratethrough the disperser. The clean coal
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1 column 5 product collector

2 flowmeter 6 settling tank

3 C02 pump 7 C02 tank

4 refuse collector 8 motor

Figure3.2.1-I. VariableVolumeBatchUnit
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Figure 3.2.1-2. Photograph of the Research Development Unit (RDU)
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was carried up to the top to an overflow cone and collectedcontinuously

in the product sampler, where the liquid CO2 left the system through

a back pressure valve. Refuse remained in the separationcolumn and was

removedto the refuse samplerat the terminationof each test.

3.2.3 Results and Discussion

Eight test coals listed in Table 3.0-.Iwere examined in RDU tests. Experi-

ments using the RDU were performedover a wide range of operating condi-

tions. These are listed in Table 3.2.3-I.

Table 3.2.3-I

Range of Process OperatingConditions in RDU Experiments

Temperature,K 293-300 (70-80 °F)

Slurry Concentration, 5
Wt% solid

Particle Size, microns 10-100
(Surface-volumemean dia)

Pressure,MPa 5.5-6.5 (800-950psig)

Contact Time for 300-1200

Liquid COS, s

Liquid CO_ Flowrate, 6.6-16.6 (400-I000ml/rain)
mJ/s x i0_6

Agitation Speed, rad/s 63-177 (600-1700rpm)

PremixingTime, s 30-1800

Premixing Speed, rad/s 157-230 (1500-2200rpm)

The results of experimentsconductedin variable volume batch mode in the

RDU represent a remarkable improvement over those obtained in the BRU

(presentedearlier in section3.1.3). Experimentswith Upper Freeport
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coal (coal #I in Table 3.0-i) were carriedout at a slurry concentration

of 5% while maintainingthe nominalparticle size constant at -74 microns

for a contact time of 900 s. Table 3.2.3-2 shows that excellentash and

pyrite rejection could be achieved with high heatingvalue recoveries.

When the mixing speed was 63 rad/s (600 rpm), at a liquid CO2 flow

rate of 6,6 x 10-6 m3/s (400 ml/min), it was possible to recover

nearly 70% of the original heating value. The ash and pyritic sulfur

rejections were greater than 90%. When the mixing speed was altered to

104 rad/s (1000 rpm), the heatingvalue recovery improvedfurtherto 82%

with only a marginal decrease in ash/pyriterejection. The longer column

in the RDU appearsto be more favorablefor ash/pyriterejectionthan the

BRU, The agglomerates with entrappedash material can be broken up to

release the mineral matter before being reformed and removedas product

from the column.

Table 3.2.3-2

RDU Experimentswith Upper Freeport Coal

Mixing Liquid CO2 HeatingValue Product Ash Pyrite
Speed Flowrate Recovery Ash Rejection Rejection
(rad/s) m3 (%) (%) (%) (%)

x 10-6
,,,i ..... , ,,

63 6.6 69.1 2.1 95.3 95.1

138 6.6 86.6 4.5 87.5 85.4

177 6.6 88.5 9.5 71.3 78.8

104 9.1 83.6 4.0 89.3 90.6
.....

Figure 3.2.3-i shows the variationin the rejectionof pyritic sulfur as a

function of impeller speed for Upper Freeport coal in the RDU. The results

suggest that lower impeller speeds provide more favorableconditions for

rejection of pyritic sulfur. While higher stirring speedscontribute to

better dispersionof the CO2 droplets and improvedcontactwith the
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coal particles (therebyincreasingthe heatingvalue recovery), the entrap-

ment of pyritic sulfur particles in the productis also increased, lt

should, however, be noted that even when the impellerspeed was increased

to 177 rad/s (1700 rpm), the pyritic sulfurrejectionwas close to 80%

while the heating value recoverywas nearly 90%.

Figure 3.2.3-2 depictsthe variationof the rejectionof pyritic sulfur as

a function of flowratefor the same Upper Freeportcoal in the RDU. The

trend is similarto that shown in Figure 3.2.3-Ifor variation in impeller

speed. The flowrate of liquid CO2 should be sufficiently high to

wet the coal particles and act as a bridgingliquidbetween clean coal

particles. Excessivelyhigh flow rates cause entrapmentand subsequently

entrainment of the finely ground ash material (includingpyrite) in the

clean coal phase, with a concomitant increase in the ash and pyritic

sulfur content of the product.

The effect of premixingon the cleaning characteristicsof IllinoisNo. 6

coal, as well as Upper Freeportcoal, was also investigatedin the vari-

able volume mode in the RDU. A relativelylow ash IllinoisNo. 6 coal

(coal #B in Table 3.0-I)was utilized in these experimentswhile similar

studies were conductedwith the sample of Upper Freeportcoal (coal #2 in

Table 3.0-I). The flowrate of liquid CO2 was maintained at 6.6 x

10-6 m3/s (400 ml/min). The particle size of the two coals was

nominally -74 microns. The premixingspeed was maintained at 2i5 rad/s

(2050 rpm) and a slurry concentration of 6.3% was employed in these

experiments.

The results of varyingthe premixingtime are summarizedin Table 3.2.3-3.

For the Upper Freeportcoal, a final productash content of 3.3% was ob-

tained at a heating value recovery of 78% without any premixing in the

system. When the premixingoperationwas performedfor 600 s, the heating

value recovery increased to 84% with a concomitantincrease in ash con-

tent. Howwever,a perceptibleimprovementin ash reductionwas accom-
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plished by premixing for only 30 s while using a low liquid

C02/slurry ratio (0,16). The liquid CO_/coal ratio that was

usually maintainedin the period promotesthe formationof agglomeratesof

liquid COJcoal particles, thereby increasing the recovery. How-

ever, entrapmentof ash in the agglomeratescould decrease selectivityfor

clean coal. In the case of the IllinoisNo. 6 coal, Table 3,2,3-3 shows

that the heating value recovery again increasedfor the longer premixing

time with littlechange in ash rejection, These resultsdemonstratethat

premixing time is an importantparameterin the process, and it is neces-

sary to determine the optimum premixingperiod for each coal to achieve

desired results. Generally, the hydrophobiccoals (such as Upper Freeport

coal) require less premixing time than the hydrophiliccoals (such as

IllinoisNo. 6 coal).

Table 3.2.3-3

Effect of PremixingTime in RDU Operation

Ash in Upper FreeportCoal: 22.7%

Ash in IllinoisNo. 6 Coal: 12.6%

Premixing HeatingValue Product Ash Pyrite
Coal Time Recovery Ash Rejection Rejection

Cs)
, '.... , ...... ," '' , I .........

Upper Freeport 0 78.4 3.3 90.8 82.8

Upper Freeport 30 78.3 2.6 92.7 85.0

Upper Freeport 600 84.5 5.7 82.5 74.4

IllinoisNo. 6 180 62.8 7.7 53.7 59.9

IllinoisNo. 6 600 70.5 7.4 50.2 56.8
..... ,_,, ,........... ,,

Figure 3.2.3-3 shows the change in heatingvalue recovery for the low

ash Illinois No. 6 coal and the Middle Kittanningcoal (coal #8 and #6 irl

Table 3.0-I, respectively)as the averageparticle size is increasedfrom

20 to 75 microns. In these experiments,the coal slurry in water (concen-
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tration: 6,B%) was premixed for go0 s with liquid CO_ prior to

performing the experiment, During the experiment,the flowrate of liquid

CO_ was fixed at 6,6 x 10-6 m3/s (400 ml/rain)_ and the

agitationspeed was 104 rad/s (1000 rpm),

Figure 3.2.3-3 shows that grinding the two coals to particle sizes below

40 microns is beneficial to achievinghigh heatingvalue recoveries, A

sharp decrease in the recoveryis registeredfor an average particle size

larger than 70 microns, The separationcharacteristicsare plotted in

Figure 3,2.3-4 for the same e×perimentalconditionsfor the IllinoisNo, 6

coal. ,lt can be observedfrom Figure 3,2.3-4that the rejectionof ash

and pyritic sulfur is increased only at the larger particle sizes

(exceeding 70 microns), This phenomena 'Is unique for the coal-CO2

system, Hence, there appearsto be a trade-offbetweenthe heating value

recovery and the ash and pyrite rejection, Fine grinding the particles

down to smaller particle sizes appears to enhance the heating value

recovery while a substantialportion of the finelyground mineral matter

is entrapped in the clean coal-liquid CO_ agglomerate structure,

This conclusion is similarto that obtained in fixed volume batch tests,

which have been discussedearlier in section3,1, A two-stage separator,

discussed later in this section,was designed to eliminatethe trapping

of ash material by breaking the agglomeratesfrom the first stage and

reformingthem in the second stage.

Similar separationcharacteristicswere observed fohthe Middle Kittanning

coal as a function of particle size, as shown in Figure 3.2.3-5. An

improvement in ash and pyrite rejectionis achievedas the particle size

is increased from 20 to 50 microns, lt can also be observed from Figure

3.2.3-3 that the heatingvalue recoverydecreased by about 20 percentage

points as the particle size increased,in this range of particle size.

3.2.3.1 Effect of Chemical Reagents

The effect of conditioningthe various coals with selectivechemical
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reagents was also investigated in the variable volume batch studies.

These studies were in additionto those specifiedin the projectproposal

and were primarilycarried out to seek improvedprocess performance,

The effect of fine grinding in the presenceof differentconcentrations

(in solution) of the dispersantSHMP (SodiumHexametaphosphate)is shown

in Table 3.2.3-4. For the sake of comparison,the resultsobtained by

grinding without the reagent are includedin Table 3,2.3-4, In the case of

Upper FreepOrt coal (coal #I), the dispersantdid not adverselyaffect the

heating value recovery;but for the IllinoisNo, 6 coal (coal #8), a sub-

stantial drop in the recovery was observed for the sample having an

average particle size of 36 microns. This suggeststhat the reagentwas

not effective. Furthermore,a substantialdecrease in the ash rejection

potential was registeredfor both the coals when the particleswere ground

Table 3.2.3-4

Effect of Particle Size and Dispersantin RDU Operation

Dispersant: Sodium Hexametaphosphate

...... L .....

Dispersant Particle Heating Ash
Coal Cone Size Value Rejection

Recovery
(ppm) (microns) (%) (%)

, , .,-,. , ....,,

Upper Freeport 0 30 79.5 86.9

30 30 81.0 86,3

80 30 82.4 88.6

30 13 77.0 38.6

Illinois No. 6 0 36 77.6 61.9

30 36 54.5 78.0

80 36 41.5 77.7

30 18 82.6 26.9
, ,........... _.... ,,,,.......
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finer than 20 microns. Another interesting observationwas that the

heating value recovery was significantly enhanced for the finer size

Illinois No. 6 coal. This latter finding indicatesthat the fine ash

material was being entrapped in the clean coal agglomerates, lt was

visually observed that the agglomeratesappear to be of a larger size when

the feed material containedvery fine particles, lt can be concludedthat

_!rindingthe particlesto very fine sizes is detrimentalto the removalof

ash from the product in this type of operation, lt can also be inferred

that the dispersant SHMP did not yield desirableresults in terms of

improvementsin heating value recovery or ash rejection.

Experiments were also conductedwith 1-Octanol. The results are shown in

Table 3.2.3-5. In the case of the Upper Freeportcoal (coal #2) and the

high ash Pittsburgh coal (coal #5), it was interestingto note that the

heating value recovery increasedsteadilywith reagentdosage, indicating

that 1-Octanol facilitated the attachment of the droplets of liquid

CO2 to the clean coal particles. Hence, 1-Octanolappearsto behave

as a coagglomerating agent in these 'instances. The effect on ash

rejectionis not significantfor these coals.

The effect of 1-Octanol on IllinoisNo. 6 coal (coal #7) is also illus-

trated in Table 3.2.3-5. The experimentalconditionswere the same as

those employed for the other coals. Tests were conductedwith sampleswet

ground for 600 s to a weight mean diameter of 35 microns. The addition of

1-Octanoleffected a marked improvementin the ash rejection.

3.2.3.2 Two-Step Cleaning Experiments

Variable volume batch two-stepexperimentswere conductedin the RDU with

the high ash IllinoisNo. 6 coal (coal #7). The clean coal productfrom

the first step was utilizedas the feed during the second cleaning step.

The results are presented in terms of overall heatingvalue recoveryand

ash and pyrite content of the product.
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The results presented in Table 3.2.3-6 indicate that it was possible to

reduce the ash content in the product to 6.9% for the extremely hydro-

philic sample of Illinois No. 6 coal after two cleaning steps, while

obtaining a heating value recovery exceeding 71% for the second step. The

results demonstrate the effectiveness of the process for ash removal. The

pyrite removal is, however, not as favorable and is likely due to the

problem of liberating finely dispersed pyrite particles from the coal

matrix. It should also be pointed out that the overall heating value

recovery could be further improved if the refuse from the first step were

subjected to a second reprocessing step.

Table 3.2.3-5

Effect of 1-Octanol on Test Coals

Reagent Heating Value Product Ash
Coal Conc. Recovery Ash Rejection

(ppm) (%) (%) (%)
ii ill, i

Pittsburgh 0 67.4 7.6 87.9

80 73.6 6.5 88.5

170 74.4 7.3 87.5

Upper Freeport 0 79.6 4.5 88.4

30 80.7 4.5 88.2

115 84.8 4.1 88.9

IllinoisNo. 6 0 77.6 9.1 61.9

80 73.8 7.1 84.1

155 80.3 8.2 79.8
, , iii
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Table 3.2.3-6

Two-Step Experimentswith IllinoisNo. 6 Coal

Feed Ash: 26.0%

Flowrate Heating Value Product Product
(m3/s) Step Recovery Ash Pyrite
x 10-6 No. (%) (%) (%)

6.6 i 79.8 16.0 2.0

5.3 2 71.1 6.9 1.5

5.3 I 71.3 18.6 2.2

6.6* 2 46.2 6.3 1.4
,, ,,, ,

* Sample deslimedwith hot water.

To facilitate comparison, the results of experiments conducted with

Middle Kittanning coal are presented in Table 3.2.3-7. lt can be

observed that a substantiallyimprovedremovalof ash was achievedwhile

maintaining a high heating value recovery. The pyrite removal after the

two-step treatment is excellent. While the two-step treatment was

necessary to achievedesirableresults for Middle Kittanning coal, it was

possible to obtain good separation of mineral matter and coal with the

single step treatment for the Upper Freeportcoal, as discussedearlier

(Table 3.2.3-2). These results are in agreementwith the conclusions

drawn earlier from the contact angle measurementson these coals (Table

3.0-2). Since the IllinoisNo. 6 coal exhibiteda hydrophilicnature even

in the presence of liquid CO2, it was difficult to achieve high

ash/pyrite rejection with good heating value recovery even after the

two-step treatment. The liberationcharacteristicsof Illinois No. 6 coal

could also be affectedby the distributionof mineral matter in the coal.
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Table 3.2.3-7

Two-Step Experimentswith Middle KittanningCoal

Feed Ash: 7.8%

Flowrate Heating Value Product Product
(m3/s) Step Recovery Ash Pyrite
x 10-6 No. (%) (%) (%)
..... ,,,,

6.6 I 88.8 3.9 1.4

6.6 2 77.1 2.0 0.7

6.6* I 84.5 4.6 1.7

6.6* 2 72.3 1.7 0.7
,,

* Sample deslimed with hot water.

3.2.3.3 Two-Stage Cleaning Experiments

In order to seek a further improvementin process performance,a two-stage

treatment unit for the RDU was designed and fabricated. This unit is

shown in Figure 3.2.3-6. The same feed sample was utilized in this

configuration. Two cylindricaldraft tubes of 3 inch I.D. were installed

inside the 4-inch separationcolumn of the RDU with a conical sectionon

top. A vortex inducingplate was attached to the top of each draft tube,

and the impeller shaft passed through the two draft tubes. In this

arrangement, the clean coal and refuse material were expected to be

ejected tangentially from the vortex plates after being subjected to

vigorous agitation of at least 104 rad/s (1000 rpm). The denser refuse

material was expected to sink to the bottom after collisionwith the wall

of the separation column. The lighter clean coal agglomerateswere

collected at the top after overflowingfrom the conical section.

Initial results for the two-stage cleaning device are presented in

Figures3.2.3-7 and Figure 3.2.3-8for Upper Freeportcoal (coal #3).
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•3 1 - Overflow Section

4 2 - Overflow Cone

5 3- Impeller

4 - Draft Tube

5- Mixing and Agglo-
meration Section

6

6 - Vortex-Induced
Plate

Figure 3.2.3-6. Multistage Separation Column
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Figure 3.2.3-7 compares the pyrite content in the product for Upper

Freeport coal cleaned in two stageswith that cleaned in a single stage.

The product pyrite content is significantlylower at equivalentheating

value recoveries for tile two-stage processingtests. For instance,at

85% heating value recovery,the clean coal pyrite content is 0.47 wt% for

the single stage and O.3B wt% for two stages. This correspondsto an

increase in pyrite reductionfrom 5B% to 66%, or an improvementof 13.7%

for two-stage cleaning. From Figure 3.2,3-B, it is clear that the ash

content in the product also decreases after two-stagetreatment. This

suggests that agglomerates from the first stage were being broken up to

release the entrapped mineral matter before the agglomerateswere

reformed in the second stage. The data for two-stagetreatmentwith

Pittsburgh and Illinois coals also appears very promising. There is a

substantial improvement in ash and pyrite reductionsafter incorporating

the second stage.

Additional stages can be easily and economicallyincorporatedinto the

separation column for the Research Development Unit as well as the

Continueus Research Unit, since the stage hardware is simple and does not

affect the separatorcolumn size. Furthertestingwith multistagedevices

is proposed to be conducted in the next phase of the project. Finer

grinding of particles is also proposed,since the heatingvalue recovery

has been shown to increase at smaller particle sizes (as discussed

earlier). The negative impact of smallerparticlescausing an increasein

the product ash content, due to entrapmentin the larger agglomerates,

will be eliminated through the multistage separator. In the case of

hydrophilic coals such as Illinois No. 6 coal, preconditioningwith

1-Octanol may be coupledwith multistagetreatmentto achieve the desired

results.

3.2.3.4 Moisture Content of Clean Coal Product

An outstanding feature of the LICADO process is the very dry clean coal

product. Figure 3.2.3-9 shows the variationof moisture content of the

clean coal product as a functionof impellerspeed for coal #I. lt can be
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observed that moisture contents as 'low as 5% were obtained at lower

impeller speeds. The moisture content is less than 15% at a mixing speed

of 104 rad/s (1000 rpm). Higher agitationspeeds resulted in increased

moisture in the product, Table 3,2.3-2 shows that at an impeller speed of

104 rad/s, the heating value recoverywas B2%, while the ash and pyrite

rejections were in the 90% range, lt appearsthat 104 rad/s is the

desired mixing speed for coal #I, There is also direct correspondence

between the productmoisturecontent and ash content. The ash content in

the product increases with the moisture content (at the higher impeller

speeds). Similar resultswere obtained in the operationof the Continuous

ResearchUnit, as discussedin section 4.3.

3.2,4 Summaryof Variable Volume Tests

In all cases, the results from experiments conductedin the variable

volume batch mode in the RDU have demonstratedthat high ash and pyrite

rejections were possibleat excellentheatingvalue recoveries, A summary

of the results at 85% heatingvalue recovery for four coals is given below

in Table 3.2.4-I.

Table 3.2.4-I

Pyrite and Ash Contentat 85% Heating Value Recovery

Pyrite in Pyrite in Pyrite Ash
Coal Feed Product Rejection in Product

Wt% Wt% % %
.... ',,, " i,, , , '' ,, ..... ,.... "' ' ' '" "

Upper Freeport 1.1 0.17 89.5 5.0

Middle Kittanning 4,0 0.70 85.8 3.8

Pittsburgh 2.4 0.35 88.5 5.0

IllinoisNo. 6 2.7 1.10 72.7 6.1

................

lt can be concludedthat high pyrite and ash reductionswere demonstrated

at high heating value recoveriesfor most of the coals investigatedby the
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LICADO process, As stated earlier, future tests will involveuse of

multistage devices, fine grinding, and Judicious use of additivesto

further improveprocess performance.

13.2,5 ComparisonWith WashabilityData

Washability data for the -74 micron (-200 mesh) particle size were ob-

tained for four of the coals investigatedin this project, These included

Upper Freeport coal (coal #2), Middle Kittanningcoal (coal #6), and high

ash Illinois No, 6 coal (coal #7). Washabilitydata were also obtained

for a low ash Upper Freeportcoal (coal #3),

A plot of heating value recoveryas a functionof ash in the product is

shown for the high ash Upper Freeportcoal in Figure 3.2.5-I. Within

experimental error, the proces_sperformanceobtainedwith the RDU appears

to match the washability curve closely for the -74 micron coal samples.

The anomaly that the LICADOdata appear to exceed the limits of the wash-

ability curve could be attributedto two possibilities. Firstly, signifi-

cant experimental error could be introducedwhile conducting washability

analysis for coals as fine as -74 microns. Secondly,the more likely

explanation lies in the fact that the washabilityand the agglomeration

process (LICADO) rely on two very different mechanisms and driving

forces. The former is a gravitysettling processdependingon particle

density. The latter depends on surfaceforces. Thus, the achievable

separation by the LICADO processmay indeed surpassthe limit of wash-

ability. Figure 3.2.5-2 shows the comparison_,fthe two sets of data for

the heating value recoveryas a functionof pyritic sulfur in the product

for the high ash Upper Freeportcoal. Again, outstanding results for

removal of pyritic sulfur are evident. Figure 3.2.5-3 depicts similar

characteristics for productash in the case of the low ash Upper Freeport

coal. lt can be concludedthat excellent separationcharacteristicswere

achieved with the LICADO process at high heatingvalue recoveries for

Upper Freeport coal.
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Figure 3.2.5-4 compares the performance of the LICADO processwith the

washability data for Middle Kittanning coal. The results compared

favorably with the washability curve. Furthermore,it was possible to

reduce the p',_oductash to values under 2% at heating value recoveriesof

nearly 80%. Figure 3.2.5-5demonstratesthat, for the extremelyhydro-

philic Illinois No. 6 coal, 'it was difficultto approach the limit of

separation representedby the washability':urve.However, improvementsin

process performance could be achieved by conditioning the coal with

1-Octanol. Again, this demonstratesthe importanceof coal surfaceprop-

erties for the LICADO process.

3.3 .Aqqlomeration/Screening, Test_;.

The Batch Research Unit was modified in order to carry out agglomeration

experiments to simulate the conventionaloil agglomerationprocess. The

procedure for operation of screen tests in the BRU is given below. The

operation is slightly different from that used for batch tests. This

section describes the results from the agglomerationscreeningtests.

Again, this additional work was not specifiedin the original project

proposal and was carried out after completing the work described in

sections 3.1 and 3.2.

' 3.3.1 Equipment

The 2-inch Batch ResearchUnit (BRU), as describedearlier in section3.1,

was modified by incorporating a 175 micron (80 mesh) screen inside the

ball valve of the equipment. The screenwas inserted inside the ball

valve to capture and retain the clean coal agglomerates when the

coal-liquid CO_-water mixture was drained to the bottom through the

ball valve. The equipmentfor the screen agglomerationtests is shown in

Figure 3.3.1-I.
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3.3.2 Procedure

The volume of coal slurry was maintained constant at 0.0005 m3 (500

ml), and the slurry was introducedinto the top cell after the ball valve

was closed. The system was then pressurizedwith liquid CO2 until a

small amount of liquid CO2 was observed to collectas a clear layer

above the coal slurry. A systematicstudy of the influenceof the volume

of liquid CO2 had indicated that a volume of 0.0001 m3 (100

ml) above the interface would be adequate, and this volume of liquid

CO2 was used in all subsequent experiments. The mixing speeds were

varied from 42 to 420 rad/s (400to 4000 rpm)to examinethe effect of

agitation on process performance. The liquid CO2 was mixed vigor-

ously with the coal slurry for 60 s at the desired agitationspeed. Sub-

sequently, the slurry was drainedby opening the ball valve. The clean

coal agglomerates were capturedon the screen and collectedafter depres-

surizing the system. The overallyield and ash contentof the product

were then determined.

3.3.3 Resultsand Discussion

The results of the screen-type agglomeration experiments with three

different coals are shown in Table 3.3.3-I. The mixing speed was

maintained at 346 rad/s (3300 rpm) during these tests. The volume

surface mean diametersof the feed coals are also given in Table 3.3.3-I.

The yield was not high except for the Middle Kittanningcoal. The separa-

tion characteristics were quite poor, especially for the IllinoisNo. 6

coal. The effects of mixing speed,particle size, and dispersantson

process performance were then examinedwith the coal which exhibited the

worst characteristics,the hydrophilicIllinoisNo. 6 coal.

Table 3.3.3-2 shows the yield and ash in the productobtained for the

Illinois No. 6 coal when the agitationspeed was alteredover a range of

157 to 420 rad/s (1500 to 4000 rpm). The yield appears to go through a
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maximum, but the product ash is not much affected, lt is apparent thatno

significant advantage could be gained by changing the mixing speed for

the particle size employed. The overallprocess performancewas quite

poor under these conditions.

Table 3.3.3.1

Screen AgglomerationExperimentswith Various Coals

Feed Particle Yield Product Ash
Coal Ash Size Ash Reduction

(%) (microns) (%) (%) (%)
. "!___ _....

Upper 22.7 24.7 59.1 16.7 25.6
Freeport

(#2)

Middle 7.8 24.0 84.5 5.5 29.4
Kittanning

(#6)

Illinois 26.0 33.3 42.1 23.1 11.0
No. 6
(#7)
......... ,

The effect of particle size was also investigatedon the IllinoisNo. 6

coal by selecting a narrow size distribution of particles (74 x 44

microns). The agitationspeed was varied in these runs from 42 rad/s to

147 rad/s (400 rpm to 1400 rpm). Table 3.3.3-3exhibits the experimental

results for heating value recovery and the separationcharacteristics

obtained when the agitation speed was alteredin this range, lt can be

observed from Table 3.3.3-3 that the higher agitationspeeds were condu-

cive to achieving not only high heating value recoveriesgreater than 80%,

but also lowered ash 'inthe product, in sharp contrast to the results pre-

sented in Table 3.3.3-2. This indicatesthat improveddispersionand

attachment of liquid CO2 droplets to the clean coal were achieved at

the higher agitationspeeds for samples of narrow particle size distribu-
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tion. The separation of mineral matter was increasedby removingthe

very fine particles (below44 microns). Thus, using a narrow size distri-

bution and removing the fine slime coatinggave rise to higher recoveries

and improved separation. However, the study was not extended to higher

agitation speeds, since the results in Table 3.3.3-2demonstratedthat re-

duced yields were obtained at higher agitationspeeds.

Table 3.3.3-2

Effect of Agitation Speed

Particle Size (SurfaceVolume Mean Diameter):33.3 microns

IllinoisNo. 6 coal

Agitation Yield Product Ash
Speed Ash Reduction
(rad/s) (%) (%) (%)

......... , ,",..... ,,

157 11.7 20.8 19.9

260 46.4 22.9 12.0

346 42.1 23.1 11.0

420 25.6 22.5 13.6

:_ .......

The effect of dispersants on process performance in the screen type

agglomeration studies was also investigated. Three different dispersants

were employed at a concentrationof 20 ppm in solution. These included

Sodium Hexametaphosphate (SHMP), Sodium Silicate (SS), and 1-Octanol.

Each of them was mixed vigorouslywith the slurryprior to the experiment.

Illinois No. 6 coal was again utilized for these tests with an average

particle size of 33 microns. The mixing speed was maintained constant at

346 rad/s (3300 rpm). The results indicatedthat there was no signifi-

cant improvementin the yield in the presenceof the dispersants SHMP and

SS. However, pretreatmentwith 1-Octanolappearedto enhance the separa-
tion characteristics.
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Table 3.3.3-3

Effect of AgitationSpeed on Samples of

Narrow Particle Size Distribution(74 x 44 microns)

IllinoisNo. 6 Coal

Agitation Heating Value Ash in Ash in Ash
No. Speed Recovery Clean Coal Refuse Reduction

(rad/s) (%) (%) (%) (%)
,,,, ,,,,, ,,,, , , , , ,,,,,

I. 42 40.1 25.8 32.0 17.8

2. 126 75.7 17.4 45.4 44.6

3. 147 87.1 14.3 56.9 54.5
J ,,, ,,

t

Based on the above finding, further experimentswere conducted in the

presence of 1-Octanol with one additionalcoal listed in Table 3.3.3-I

(Middle Kittanning coal). The average particle size of the sampleswas

nominally -74 microns. The results for Middle Kittanning coal and

Illinois No. 6 coal are shown in Table 3.3.3-4. For Middle Kittanning
l

coal, there was no lowering of ash in the product after conditioningwith

1-Octanol. However, there was a steady increase in the heating value

recovery, from 70% without the reagentto 87% with 220 ppm of 1-Octanol.

In the case of Illinois No, 6 coal, a significantimprovementwas observed

in both the heatingvalue recoveryand separationof mineral matter. The

heating value recovery was enhanced from 48% to 84% after pretreatment

with 1-Octanol solution at a concentrationof 210 ppm, while the product

ash content decreased from 15.8% to 14.3%. lt could be speculatedthat

the -OH group on the alcohol adsorbedpreferentiallyon the coal surface,

while the hydrocarbon tail group was oriented towardsthe bulk solution,

thereby increasing the hydrophobicity of the coal particles. At a much

higher dosage of 1000 ppm, the reagent behaved as a dispersantas the

heating value recovery declined slightly to 77%, while the product ash

decreased to 11.8%.
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Table 3.3.3-4

Screen-type Agglomeration Experiments

Reagent: 1-Octanol

, ..... ,, .... ,

Dispersant Product Heating Value Ash
Coal Conc. Ash Recovery Reduction

(ppm) (%) (%) (%)
,, ,,, ,,,, ,, ,,,

..... I,,,,, ,,,,, ,,

Middle Kittanning 0 3.9 70.7 50.4

55 3.9 73.0 50.4

105 3.9 80.9 50.4

220 3.9 87.7 50.4

IllinoisNo. 6 0 15.8 48.3 39.9

30 16.0 56.4 39.4

120 14.1 81.6 45.9

210 14.3 84.3 45.1

1000 11.8 77.0 55.0
_;: ,,, .. , ,,, _, ...., .......

A comparisonof the screen-typeagglomerationexperimentsand the variable

volume batch operation can be made for the high ash IllinoisNo. 6 coal

(coal #7). The results obtained in the 0.10 m (4-inch)RDU were described

in section 3.2.3 (Table3.2.3-5)with and without conditioningthe coal in

1-Octanol solutions. The RDU test resultsprovided lower ash contents in

the product compared to those obtained in the screen agglomerationtests.

The heating value recoveries obtainedafter conditioningwith 1-Octanol

are comparable in both types of tests, lt can be inferredthat the

variable volume batch operationis more favorablefor achievingimproved

process performance, lt must be emphasizedthat, while the screen-type

agglomeration experimentsprovide a quick method to determinethe trend of

the results, the variable volume operation is the preferredmethod to

provide desirable process performance.
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4,0 CONTINUOUSRESEARCH UNIT

A Continuous Research Unit (CRU) was designed,constructed,and operated

to demonstrate the performance of an integrated LICADO process, The

system was designed for a capacityof 0.45-4.53 kg/s (I-I0 Ib/hr). The

design of the CRU is principally based on the experience gained from

extensive testing in the RDU and BRU. The diameter of the separatorinr

the RDU is also 0.10 m (4-inches),and the experimentaldata from RDU and

BRU experiments were used as the basis for the design of the CRU. Cold

model experiments and computer simulation of high pressure discharge

operations were also utilized to simulate the critical operating

components prior to construction. The operation is fully automated. Both

process control and data loggingare performedusing a personal computer

interfacedwith the gauges, valves, and pumps in the system.

4.1 Eauipmeni_

A flow diagram of the CRU is shown in Figure 4.1-I. A photograph of the

unit is provided in Figure 4.1-2. The CRU is mounted on a steel frame

3.04 m (10 ft) long, 1.52 m (5 ft) wide, and 5.5 m (18 ft) irlheight. A

detailed description of the principalcomponentsof the system is given

below.

4.1.1 Clean Coal/RefuseSeparator

The central unit of the LICADOcontinuoussystem is the separation column

shown in Figure 4.1-3. In this unit, the coal-water slurry is mixed with

liquid COz to separate the clean coal from the mineral matter. The

separation takes place in a 0.10 m (4-inch)I.D. stainless steel column.

Mixing is provided by a variablespeed motor. Two injectionpoints for

liquid CO2 and one for the coal-water slurry are provided,and their

vertical positions can be adjustedalong the column. Both column ends are

of conical shape, in order to eliminateany solids accumulationand to

facilitate their removal from the unit.
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The clean coal-liquid CO2 product stream is removed from the top of

the unit through a tube leadingto a high pressure clean coal filter. On

the other hand, the refuse stream is continuouslywithdrawnfrom the bot-

tom of the unit. The position of the liquid C02-waterinterfaceis

controlled using a capacitanceprobe coupledwith a regulatingvalve for

the withdrawal of the refuse/waterslurry from the bottom of the separa-

tion column.

4.1.2 PremixingTank

A premixing tank was designed and installedfor high-shearagglomeration

of feed coal with liquid CO2 'From the slurry injectionto the sepa-

ration column. This device was used to increasethe capacity of the sys-

tem and improvethe quality of the clean coal product. Figure 4.1-4 shows

the premixing unit of 0.101 m (4-inch)I.D. and a height of 0.51 m (20

inches) equipped with a mixer which can operateup to 210 rad/s (2000

rpm).

4.1.3 Slurry PreparationUnit

This unit consists of a 0.21 m3 (55-gallon)plastic stirred tank and

a _,Igh pressure slurry pump. The feed coal-waterslurry is prepared in

the tank. Mixing in the tank is provided using two f_ur-pitchedblade

impellers driven by a 0.19 kW (I/4 hp) motor. The coal-water slurry is

transported into the separation vessel by the slurry pump. The pump is

specified to develop a maximumdischargepressure of 8612 kPa (1250 psig)

and a maximum slurry flowrate of 0.075 m3/s (72 gph).

4.1.4 Clean Coal/LiquidCO2 Separator

The clean coal leaves the separationcolumn in the form of an agglomerate

with liquid CO2 and a small amount Of water. In order to remove the

clean coal from the mixturewith minimum losses,a high pressure filter
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was designed and installed. The high pressurefilter, shown in Figure

4.1-5, is composed of a porous tube enclosed in a 0.15 m (6-inch)I.D.

stainless steel tee. The clear, coal-liquid CO2 slurry is fed inside

the porous I tube, and the liquid CO2 is filtered out throughits

wall. The clean coal is removed by a variablepitch auger driven by an

external high torque motor and falls into a 0.05 m (2-inch) I.D., 0.31 m

(12-inch) long container. The containercan be depressurized,emptied,

and repressurized by operating a vent, a connection to a CO2 source

and two 2-inch pneumaticallyactuated ball valves at its ends. The liquid

CO2 leaving the clean coal filter is recycled into the separation
column so that the requiredmakeup is minimized.

4.1.5 Refuse/WaterSeparator

The refuse is removedfrom the bottom of the separationcolumn in the form

of a dilute coal-water slurry. The refuse removalunit consists of two

stainless steel 0.15 m (6-inch)diameter flangedtanks 0.51 m and 1.02 m

(20 and 40 inches)tall. The refuse slurry is discharged from the column

to the tanks by hydrostaticpressure (see below).

4.2 Procedure

A brief descripti_l_of the operatingprocedurefor the CRU is given below:

I. Coal-Water Slurry Preparation

a. The original coal sample is crushed in a jP'_crusher and pulver-

izerto 0.003 m x 0 (I/8" x 0).

b. Further size reduction is achieved by wet grinding using a

stirred ball mill. For each batch, 1.81 kg (4 Ib) of coal and

4.1 kg (9 Ib) of water is ground using 1.36 kg (30 Ib) of

stainless steel balls of 0.009 m (3/8")size. The resulting

slurry is wet screened to remove particles larger than +590

micron (+ 28 ;nesh).
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c. The slurry is loaded into the feed tank, and water is added to

adjust the slurry concentration to a predeterminedvalue. The

mixer is turned on to preventcoal settling.
h '

2. ContinuousOperation Start-Up

a. Turn on the main power for the CRU.

b. Load liquid CO2 into the liquid COz tank.p

c. Check the pneumatic valves,the pumps, and gauges to insure their

proper working condition.

d. Run the continuous system program. This program interactively

performs the followingsequenceof operations needed to start-up

the unit:

- Reset relays and regulatingvalves.

- Display, set, add log operatingconditions.

- Determinecontrolparameters.

- Pressurizethe system.

- Add water to the separationcolumn.

- Turn on the stirrermotors.

- Start liquid CO2 injectioninto the premixingtank

and separationcolumn.

- Start coal-waterslurry injectioninto premixingtank.

3. OperationManagementand Control

The operation of the CRU is controlledby a personal computer using a

continuous system program. The program allows for the display of all

the variablesmeasured, lt is also possible to adjust operatingcondi-

tions in terms of the liquid C02 flowrate, the interfaceposi-

tion in the separationcolumn, and the clean coal discharge time inter-

val without interruptingthe operation.
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4.2.1 ContinuousOperationControl Schemes

The operation of the CRU is fully automated. A microcomputerfurnished

with a 32 channel A/D input board, an 8 channelD/A output board, and a 16

Channel relay card is interfaced with the equipmentcontrol valves and

measurementdevices.

The signals from 16 measurementdevicesare used to control three regu-

lating valves, eight ball valves,and two pumps. The signals from four

pressure transducers,/_1fpur/ thermocouples, two flowmeters, a liquid
' _ _ ,'_,,

C02-water interface _,(_!_I'/,indicator, and five level alarms are
, ,

received by an A/D coi=ver_er,module and read by a microcomputer. The

system information'0is processed and used to control the equipmentoper-

ation. The 4-20 mA output signalsare sent to the pneumatic regulating

valves via a D/A converter module. The ball valves and the pumps are

operated using a relay output card.
i

J

Eight pneumaticball valves,the high pressureslurry pump, and the liquid

CO2 recirculation pump can be operated manually from a control panel

or switched to computercontrolmode. The measurementsfrom the pressure

transducers, the level indicators,and the Coriolis type mass flowmeters

are displayed on the controlpanel and also received by the computer via

an A/D board.

Considerableeffortswere devotedto updatingand refining the process con-

trol schemes for the continuous operationof the LICADO process. These
include.

I. Interfacepositioncontrol

2. Refuse dischargecontrol

3. Liquid CO2 flowratecontrol

4. Clean coal dischargecontrol

A brief descriptionof the main control loops is presented b_low.
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4.2.1.1. InterfacePositionControl

Figure 4.2-I shows the equipment used for the control of the interface

position in the separation column. The position is read with a 0.73 m

(2g-inch) capacitance probe which transmitsthe signal to the computer.

In turn, the computer positions a 0.02 m (l-inch)pneumatic regulating

valve which is used to adjust the rate of underflowfrom the separation

column and therefore, the position of the water-liquidCO2 interface

in the separation column. The controllerwas tuned by first determining

calibration curves for the slurry pump (_ % stroke length vs flowrate)

and the regulating valve (% open vs flowrate)using water and coal-water

slurries. The system dynamic response was also studied. A software

driven proportionalcontrollerwas adopted.

4.2.1.2 Refuse DischargeControl

Figure 4.2-2 sI_ows the refuse slurry dischargesystem. This sectionofh

the CRU operaII(scyclically by automaticallyoperating the valves con-

nected to the tl,lli:_refuse tanks. After each discharge,Tank 2 is repressur-

ized by conne,:cling it to the liquid CO2 tank. When Tank 2 attains

h

i

system pressur,li_the two tanks are reconnectedagain. While Tank 2 is

discharged, the refuse slurry is continuouslytransferredfrom the separa-
!

tion column t,i>Tank I. This procedurewas tested at low pressure and was

also simulated using a model based on fundamentalfluid mechanics equa-

tions that in,;:prporatedthe results of these tests. The simulation

results were use to design the high pressure refuse removal system.

4.2.1.3 Liquid 02 FlowrateControl

Figure 4.2-3 di.=pictsthe liquid CO2 recirculation circuit. Liquid

CO2 is injected into the mixing tank and into the separationcolumn.

The flowrate of both streamsis measured using Coriolis type mass flow-

meters. The signals from these devices are used to position two 0.01 m

(I/2-inch)pneumatic regulatingvalves. Because a gear pump is used to
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recycle liquid CO2, a bypass to the liquid CO2 tank must be

provided to control the total flowrate of liquid COz. The regulat-

ing valves are locatedon the bypasslineand on the linecarryingliquid

COz to the mixing tank. The total liquid CO2 flowrate and the
ratio between the two flowrates is calculatedand used to positionthe

valves. A manualregulatingvalveon the line leadingto the separation

column is adjusted before each experiment,depending on the flowrate

values to be used in the test. A proportional-integralcontrollerwas

adoptedfor the liquidCO2 flowratecontrol.

4.2.1.4 CleanCoal DischargeControl

,)

Figure 4.2-4 showsthe cleancoal vesselusedfor the separationof clean

coal from liquid CO2 and the discharge of the product. The clean

coal is cyclicallydischargedat presettime intervalsby isolatingthe

clean coal container from the vessel, venting it, and unloadingthe

product to a receivingvesselat atmosphericpressure.The containeris

then depressurlzedand connectedto the cleancoalvessel. Typicaldis-

charge intervals are 1800 s (30mln) long. The cleancoal containeris

unloadedat 345 kPa (50pslg)to facilitatethe coal discharge.

4.3 lRe_sultsand Di_scu.ssion

Most of the CRU experimentswere performedwith UpperFreeportcoal (coal

#3). The rang__f operatingconditionsin the CRU experimentsare shown

in Table4.3-I.

Initial sets of experimentswere conductedwithouta conicalsectionon

top of the separationcolumn. UpperFreeportcoal (#I in Table3.0-I)was

utilized in thesetests. Problemswere experiencedwith the operationof

the clean coal filter due to carryoverof waterfromthe separation

vessel. Water intrusionintothe poresof the filterresultedin clogging

of the porous tube by the clean coal and has restrictedusageof the

filter. An improveddesignof the filteris required.
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The experiments confirmedthe trend observed in the batch tests, suggest-

ing that lower mixing speed yields a cleanerproduct. A phenomenon common

to all these experimentswas the strong correlationbetween the water con-

tent and the ash content in the clean coal samples. In general, the lower

water content in the product correlatedwell with lower ash contents in

the clean coal product. Mixing speeds higher than 125 rad/s (1200 rpm)

caused water entrapmentin the agglomeratesand, cnnsequently,a wet prod-

uct. Mixing speeds below 63 rad/s (600 rpm) had a similareffect, which

was likely caused by poor dispersion of the liquid CO_ droplets in

the slurry. The resultsobtained in the variable volume batch unit showed

that the additionof a conical sectionon top of the separationcolumn lm-

proves the processperformance. A similardevice was added to the separa-

tion column of the CRU.

Table 4.3-I

Range of OperatingConditionsin CRU

Slurry Flowrate,m3/s x 10-6 :.3-15 (200-900ml/mi

Slurry Concentration,Wt% 5-10

Slurry InjectionPoint, m 0.31-0.51 (12-20 in)
(below top of cone)

Interfaceposition,m 0.15-0.45 (6-18 in)
(below top of cone)

Liquid COz Flowrate,kg/s

In PremixingTank 0-0.01 (0-600g/min)

In SeparationColumn 0.0016-0.04(100-2500g/m)

Mixing Speed, rad/s

In PremixingTank 125-209 (1200-2000rpm)

In SeparationColumn 42-125 (400-1200rpm)

Residence Time in Sep. Column, s 360-1440 (6-24 min)
_-- _ _ _ , . .... , , _'
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Freshly ground samples of Upper Freeport coal (coal #3) were utilized to

prepare new batches of 4,8% feed coal-water slurry, Tests 31 through 37

were carried out using these slurry samples. Experimentswere performedr

using a mixing speed of 84 rad/s (800 rpm), a slurry flowrateof 3.6 x

10-6 m3/s (220 ml/min), and an interface location of 0.30 m (12

inches) below the top of the cone. The resultsof these tests are shown

in Table 4.3-2,

A large reductionin the amount of water present in the clean coal samples

was observed in this set of experiments. The clean coal throughput

increased abow .0001 kg/s (O.B lh/ht) when the liquid COz was

injected at a higher point in the separationcolumn, lt is believed that

entrainment of liquid CO2 in the refuse stream caused the lower

yield observed in the lower injectionpoint tests. The duration of these

tests ranged from three to seven hours.

Figure 4.3-I shows the resultsobtained duringTest 31. The clean coal

was discharged every 1800 s, and each samplewas weighed out. As can be

observed from Figure 4.3-I, the clean coal output rate increasesto about

0.00075 kg/s (0.6 Ib/hr) at the higher CO2 flowrate of 0.016 kg/s

(1000 gm/min). The ash content in the productwas reduced to about 4%

throughout the entire durationof the test. The clean coal solid content

(the amount of dry product coal as a functionof the product discharge

consisting of coal, water, and some C02) was held nearly constant at

65% except toward the end of the test period.
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Table 4.3-2

CRU Tests with Upper FreeportCoal _coal#3)

Coal Feed Rate = 0.00017kg/s (14 Ib/hr)

Liquid CO2 Clean Coal

Test I ....

No. Injection Heating Pyritic
m below Flowrate Value Solid Ash Sulfur

cone top kg/s Recovery* Content Reduction Reduction
% % % %

",'"' ,

31 0.013 35 75 71.8 76.8
31 1.11 0.016 44 70 71.1 76.8
34 0.020 48 61 77.5 78.5

37 0.013 58 69 74.0 79.2
36 0.81 0.016 6g 65 71.8 76.2
34 0.020 63 64 'T7.5 78.0

., ,_ . , , • , • jj,,,,

• Average over duration of run

Further investigation of the aging effect on slurry samplesshowed that

the contact angles obtained from samples taken immediatelyafter wet

grinding and two days after wet grinding remain above gO degrees (i.e.,

the coal was hydrophobic)as indicatedin Table 4.3-3. The contact angle

decreased sharply after 3 days, and a zero readingwas registeredafter 6

days (i.e., the coal was completelyhydrophilic). These results strongly

suggest that CRU tests shouldbe carried out within two days of preparing

'the feed slurry in order to obtain meaningfuland reproducibleresults_

The alteration in surfacepropertyof the coal is thus an importantvari-

able affecting the processperformance. The improvedresultsobtained in

Tests 31-37 ceuld be attributednot only to better operatingprocedures

but also to the fact that freshlyground hydrophobiccoal was utilized.
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Table 4.3-3

Contact Angle Results for Upper FreeportCoal Samples

Days After Advancing
Slurry ContactAngle

Preparation (degrees}
L, ,,

0 119
I 96
2 104
3 49
6 0

,,,, ,,

For experiments conducted after installing the premixing tank, Upper

Freeport coal (coal #3) with an ash contentof 16.6% and a sulfur content

of 2.6% was used. A coal feed rate of 0.00016 kg/s (1.3 Ib/hr) and a

slurry concentration of 5% were used in these tests. A mixing speed of

168 rad/s (1600 rpm) in the premixingtank and 84 rad/s (800 rpm) in the

separationcolumn was utilized.

The effects of the liquid CO2 injection rate into the separation

column, as well as the influence of the slurry injectionpoint, were

investigated. Table 4.3-4 shows the resultsof these tests.

Table 4.3-4 shows the importance of the liquid CO2 injection rate

into the separationcolumn. In both cases, for slurry injectionpoints of

0.30 and _.41 m 112 and 16 inches), there is a linear relationshipbetween

the yie_Id and the rate of liquid CO2 injected in the separation

column. In the experiments in which the slurry is injected above the

interface at 0.30 m (!2 inches) below the cone top, the effect of the

liquid CO2 rate on the yield is more pronouncedthan in the case of

slurry injection below the interface. Table 4.3-4 shows that under this

condition, a heatingvalue recovery as high as 80% was achieved with good

separation characteristics when the liquid CO2 flowrate was main-

tained at 0.005 kg/s (_i00g/min) in both the premixingtank and the separ-

ation column. When the slurry is injectedabove the interface,the
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liquid CO2 injected directly into the separation column is the only

stream available for capturingagglomeratesin the aqueousphase. In the

case of the injection below the interface, the liquid CO2 carried

from the premixing tank also contributes to transferringagglomerates

across....the interface. In the latter case then, the liquid CO2

injected into the column does not play a role as critical as in the case

of injection above the interface. The above data also indicate that the

water content of the product is higher when the slurry is injectedbelow

the interface. The additional water entrainment is caused by the

carryoverin liquid CO2 from the premixingtank.

Table 4.3-4

Effect of the Liquid COz Injection

Rate into the SeparationColumn and

the Slurry InjectionPoint Position

InterfacePosition: 0.36 m (14 inches) below top of cone

Liquid CO2
Slurry Flowrate,kg/s Clean Coal
Injection .....................................
Point, Heating Pyritic
m below Mixing Separation Value Solid Ash Sulfur
cone top Tank Column Recovery Content Reduction Reduction

% % % %
' LL _ _Z_ ..... _ ,','li ' " ,,,, Z '' ',....... , _''," ' , ,,

0.0016 22 52 66.2 77.1
0.30 0.005 0.0033 48 57 66.2 77.I

0.0050 80 57 65.6 77.0
,,,, ,,, ,, ....... ,, ,,,

0.0016 47 48 65.6 77.0
0.41 0.0033 0.0033 61 53 63.8 76.2

0.0050 73 44 62.6 78.5
.................

J

The effect of the liquid CO2 injection rate into the premixingtank

on the process results is shown in Table 4.3-5.

From the data in Table 4.3-5, it can be observed that conditioningof the

slurry in the premixing tank increasesthe productrecovery (also compared
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with results in Table 4.3-2). The results show that only 0.83 x I0-3 kg/s (50

g/min) of liquid CO2 are needed in the premixing tank to form agglomer-

ates, and that a larger amount of liquid CO2 does not significantlyin-

fluence the process performance.

Table 4.3-5

Effect of LiquidCOz Injectioninto

the PremixingTank

SeparationColumn LiquidCO2 Flowrate:0.005 kg/s

Clean Coal
PremixingTank .......
Liquid CO_ Heating Pyritic
Flowrate Value Solid Ash Sulfur

kg/s x 10-3 Recovery Content Reduction Reduction
, % % % %

,, , ,,,, ,,

0.0 44 67 72.9 75.0
0.83 72 61 70.5 74.4
1.66 77 62 66.3 73.8
5.0 68 61 66.3 73.8

:-- .....

The influence of the liquid C02-water interface position in the

separation column on the process performancewas studiedby conducting

tests with the interfaceat 0.36, 0.41, and 0.46 m (14, 16, and 18 inches)

below the top of the cone. These tests were carriedout using a liquid

CO2 flowrate of 0.0083 kg/s (50 g/rain) in the mixing tank and 0.083

kg/s (500 g/min) in the separationcolumn. The slurry injectionpoint was

kept at 12 inches below the cone top. The res._tsof these experiments

are shown in Table 4.3-6. They ind',catethat a lower interfacetranslates

into a higher solid content in the productbut at the expenseof a lower

product recovery.
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Table 4.3-6

Effect of the InterfacePosition

i .............

Clean Coal
Interface .........
Position, Heating Pyritic
m below Value Solid Ash Sulfur
cone top Recovery Content Reduction Reduction

% % % %
, .... ,, ,,,,

0.36 69 49 66.3 72.6
0.41 64 61 69.3 73.8
0.46 57 69 72.3 74.4

.....

The effect of the mixing speed in the premixing tank was studied in

experiments carried out with the interface located 0.46 m (18 inches)

below _ the top of the cone. The feed coal rate was 0.00017 kg/s (1.4

lh/br) and the slurry injection point was located 0.30 m (12 inches) below

the top of the cone. The liquid CO2 injection rate into the mixing

tank was 0.00083 kg/s (50 g/min) and 0.0083 kg/s (500 g/min) in the

separation column. The results of these experiments are given in Table

4.3-7. The results show that the product recovery improves with lower

mixing speed in the premixing tank with only a minor decrease in the

product quality.

Table 4.3-7

Effect of the PremixingTank Mixing Speed

Clean Coal
Premixing .....

Tank Heating Pyritic
Mixing Value Solid Ash Sulfur
Speed, Recovery Content Reduction Reduction
rad/s % % % %

_' _ _"' ,....... _,"'

125 67 69 69.3 73.8
166 57 69 72.3 74.4
210 46 72 73.5 75.0

.......
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The effect of the liquid CO2 distribution was studied using a total

liquid CO2 flowrate of 0.015 kg/s (900 g/min). The mixing speed was

kept at 63 rad/s (600 rpm) in the separationcolumn and at 125 rad/s (1200

rpm) in the premixing tank. The interfacewas located at 0.36 m (14

inches) below the top of the cone. Table 4.3-8 illustratesthat excellent

heating value recoveriesclose tO 80% were achieved at a flowrate of 0.005

kg/s (300 g/min) in the premixer. The heatingvalue recovery increased

steadily as the flowrate in the premixingtank was increased.

Experiments With Upper Freeportcoal (coal #3) have also been conductedat

higher capacities of 0.00076kg/s and 0.0012 kg/s (6 Ib/hr and 10 Ib/hr).

The system operated smoothly at its rated capacityof 0.0012 kg/s (10

Ib/hr).

Table 4.3-8

Effect of Liquid CO2 Distribution

Liquid CO2 Flowrate
kg/s x 10-3 Clean Coal

,

Heating Pyritic
Premixing Separation Value Solid Ash Sulfur

Tank Column Recovery Content Reduction Reduction
% % % %
,,, ,,,

1.66 13.3 57 63 66.3 72.6
3.33 11.6 71 58 65.7 72.6
5.00 10.0 78 63 67.5 74.4

, ,,

Results with Upper Freeport coal (coal #3) were compared with data from

the washability analysis of -74 micron size samples, and they are

presented in Figure 4.3-2 for a feed rate of 0.00017 kg/s (1.4 Ib/hr). lt

can be observed that the CRU resultswere close to the washabilitycurve.

lt must be pointedout that the washabilitycurve was obtained for a batch

of coal #3 with a feed ash contentof 13.5%,while the CRU experimental
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results were obtained with another portionof the same sampleexhibiting

an ash content of 16.6% in the feed. In other words, the washability

curve was obtained for a cleaner feed coal. The inherentdifferencesin

the results due to this factor must also be considered. A similar plot

was generated for a feed rate of 0.00038 kg/s (3 Ib/hr), as shown in

Figure 4.3-3. The variationof pyriticsulfur in the product with heating

value recovery for Upper Freeport coal is representedin Figure 4.3-4.

In Figure 4.3-5, the coal feed rate, up to 0.0012 kg/s (10 Ib/hr), has

been plotted as a function of heating value recovery and ash reductionfor

coal #3. The range of experimentalresults for variousoperatingcondi-

tions at each capacity is representedin the graph inthe form of bars. lt

can be observed that heating value recoveriesare in the 80% range for

capacities up to 0.00038 kg/s (3 Ib/hr),but they decrease at higher feed

rates. The effect on ash reductionis not so pronouncedat higher feed

rates, and the ash reductionremained in the 60-70% range. After complet-

ing an extensive number of tests with Upper Freeportcoal (approximately

80 experiments in the CRU), two other coals were also tested in the CRU,

utilizing the optimum values of parametersobserved for Upper Freeport

coal as a starting point in the investigation. Limitednumber of tests

were carried out with PittsburghNo. 8 coal and IllinoisNo. 6 coal.

The results obtained in processingPittsburghNo. 8 coal in the CRU are

shown in Figure 4.3-6, and comparisonis made with the washabilitycurve

at the same particle size (-74 microns). The results shown in Figure

4.3-6 were for a capacity of 0.00017 kg/s (1.4 Ib/hr). The graph reveals

that the separationobtained is better than the washabilitycurve for this

particle size. Improvedresultswere obtained by maintainingthe inter-

face position at 0.3 m (12 inches) below the top of the cone. Tests

performed at higher feed rates again resulted in a decrease i_ the heating

value recovery. A limited number of experimentswere also conductedwith

Illinois No. 6 coal (coal #8). Figure 4.3-7 compares the experimental

results at a capacity of 0.00017 kg/s (1.4 Ib/hr)with the washability
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Figure 4.3-7. Comparison with Washability Curve for
Illinois No. 6 Coal
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curve for the ..14 micron sample, Again, the performance of the LICADO

process appears to be superior to that. indicated by the washability

analysis. Improved heating value recovery as well as separation were

observed when the interface position was raised to 0.25 m (10 in) below

the top of the cone.

The resuIts indicate that for tile present column design (including column

dimensions and mixer), tile CRU can achieve excellent process performance

up to 0.00038 kg/s (3 Ib/hr). Mechanical modifications are required to

upgrade the performance characteristics of CRU for larger throughputs.

Larger CO_/coal ratios may be required to obtain improved process per-

formance for through_uts exceeding 3 lh/hr. Minor modifications in the

design of the clean coal filter will permit the handling of larger volumes

of liquid CO_.

In conclusion, the integrated LICADO process was successfully developed by

const.ructing and operating the Continuous Research Unit up to its capacity

of 10 lh/hr. The unit was operated smoothly in tests lasting up to 14

hrs. The different units in the CRU (i.e., the separation column, filter,

premixing tank, and the various control schemes) functioned well in con-

junction, and troublefree operation was achieved. The effects of various

process parameters such as nlixing speed, f'lowrate of CO2 in premixer

and separation (,olumn, and interface and slurry injection positions were

investigated. The findings obtained in the CRU can be used to establish

design crit, eria for t_e development of a I ton/hr proof-of-concept plant

based on t.he LICA[)O process.
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5.0 CONTINUOUSUNIT

The objective of this task was to design and develop a Continuous Unit to

process up to 0.006 kg/s (50 Ib/hr) of feed coal by the LICADOprocess.

5.1 _ment

To upgrade the Continuous ResearchUnit to process up to 0.006 kg/s (50

Ib/hr) of feed coal, a new separationcolumn was designed and fabricated

at the Universityof Pittsburgh. The separationcolumn is shown in Figure

5.!-I. lt has a diameter ot about 0.15 m (6 inches) I.D. and a height of

O.g3 m (37 inches). A conicalsectionwill be added to the top of this

unit. Owing to time limitations,the test program was redirected;and the

experimental program for the 0.006 kg/s (50 Ib/hr) tests was not per-

formed.
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6.0 SIMULATIONMODEL

A plant simulation model was developed to provide scale-updata for the

Proof-of-Concept Plant and to provideequipment and process information

for the commercial plant economic studies.

6.1 Descriptlonof Model

The plant simulation model (LICADO _lant _Simulation),LIPS, provides

material and energy balances around each of the unit operations in the

LICADO Plant. This model, which is program,,euin FORTRAN, is operational

on _ny Personal Computer (PC) having FORTRAN IV software. Two programs

are available, LIPSA, which is for Pittsburgh-Brucetoncoal, and LIPSB,

which is for Upper Freeport coal. The listings for these programs are

attached to this report as Appendix E and F. Other coals can be modeled

simply by using their propertiesas input to the program.

Input data for LIPS includes the identification of the coal being

processed, its compositioniash, moisture,pyritic sulfur,organic sulfur,

sulfates), and process separationfactors for ash and pyritic sulfur. The

desired clean coal productionrate for the plant simulationis also speci-

fied. Other plant characteristics are also provided as input to the

program. These data includecoal particle size, feed slurry concentra-

tion, residence times in the mixer and separator,separationefficien-

cies at the filter, cyclone and dewateringunit, solubilityof carbon

dioxide in the water, solubilityof water in the carbon dioxide, and ratio

of liquid carbon dioxide flow to slurry flow rate. These plant character-

istics for the model were based on the test data obtained from both the

batch tests and the experimentswith the ContinuousResearch Unit.

The unit operations for the simulationmodel are shown in Figure 6.1-I.

The power required to grind the coal is calculated using an algorithm
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based on the final particle size. This algorithmand the supportingdata

are provideH in Appendix E. The materialbalance at the slurry tank pro-

vides the makeup water that is requiredto be added to the recyclewater

to yield the required solids concentrationin the slurry. The slurry pump

power is calculatedfrom the slurry flow and Pressuredifferentialacross

this pump.

The mixer and separatorare sized to providethe specifiedresidencetime

in each unit. The wall thicknesses of the shell and the head of each of

these units are calculated using the ASME Code for Unfired Pressure

Vessels. The Mixer and Separator are assumed to be fabricatedof

stainless steel clad carbon steel. Therefore,the mechanicalproperties

of SA516, Grade 70 carbon steel, were used to calculatethe requiredwall

and head thicknesses for the pressurevessel. From the separator,the

carbon dioxide/cleancoal slurry flows to the cyclone. The cyclone,which

is not included in the ContinuousResearchUnit, has been added to the

Proof-of-Concept design as a result of the plant simulationstudies. The

cyclone removes about 65% of the liquidcarbon dioxide from the carbon

dioxide/clean coal stream leaving the separator. Removal of this liquid

carbon dioxide reducesthe liquid flow throughthe filter and reduces its

size.

The cyclone is modeled using the overflowand underflowdistributions

recommended by the cyclonemanufacturer. Since the small amount of coal

entrained in the overflow is recycled to the process,the coal in the

liquid carbon dioxide will reach a steady-stateconcentration;and its

effect upon the clean coal productionrate can be neglected.

Refuse and water, discharged from the bottom of the separator,enters a

dewatering tank, where the liquid is depressurized,the refuse slurry is

discharged, and the water is recycled to the wet grinder. The carbon

dioxide in solution in the water flashesto vapor when the pressure is

released in the dewatering unit. This vapor is recompressedand cooled to

a liquid and recycledto the liquid carbondioxide system.
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The underflow from the cyclone flows to the Filter in which the clean coal

is separated from the liquid carbon dioxide, The liquid carbon dioxide

from tile filter flows to the liquid carbon dioxide system, while the clean

coal passes to the clean coal depressurizer, where the clean coal is

discharged and tile absorbed liquid carbon dioxide flashes to vapor upon

depressurization. This carbon dioxide vapor joins tile carbon dioxide

vapor released from tile water and is liquefied by the compressor/cooler,

The output from LIPS is displayed in two arraI_gements. In the first, the

output is presented in tabular form, together with the input and plant

characteristics. A sample of this output is illustrated in the Appendix.

In order to provide a graphic output that is visually linked to the plant
i

flow diagram, the output file from LIPS can be transferred to the CADD

system in which the plant flow diagram is programmed. The output file

from LIPS is stored on a disk, and this file carl be _ _d into the CADD

system, which then provides a plant flow diagram integrated with the state

point data obtained from the LIPS output file. Figure 6.1-I is an example

of the plant flow diagram incorporating tile LIPS output data using this

method. The output data are presented in FORTRANexponential notation for

compactness and uniformity of the tables. In this notation, the decimal

at the left -is multiplied by 10 raised to the power indicated after the

"E". lhe numbers irl the column headings refer t,o the flow streams in the

flow diagram.

In order to define the complete process, both the integrated statepoint/

flow diagram and the tabular process sunlmary must be used. The tabular

process summary provides information specifying the coal characteristics

and the process constraints and assumptions. The assumptions and

constraints include constraints such as the CO_-to-coal slurry

ratio, residence time in the mixer and separator, for example, and

assumptions such as separation efFiciencies at the various unit

operations. The assumptions are base,d on experiment.al data from t.he batch

tests and Lhe Continuous Research Unit.



t

The process data, constraints and assumptions made for this analysis are:

Coal Properties:

Fract. Ash 0.244 (dimensionless)

Fract. Moisture 0.0074 (dimensionless)

Fract. Pyrite Sulfur 0.0104 (dimensionless)

Fract. Organic Sulfur 0.0039 (dimensionless)

Fract. Sulfates 0.0001 (dimensionless)

Process Data:

Clean Coal Production Rate 2,000 Ib/hr

Coal Heating Value 13,000 Btu/lh

Coal Particle Size 73 microns

Slurry Concentration 0.10 (dimensionless)

Mixer Residence Time 100 sec

Separator Residence Time 500 sec

Fract. Ash Removed 0.90 (dimensionless)

Fract. Pyrite Removed 0.90 (dimensionless)

Fract. Water in CO2 0.002 (dimensionless)

Fract. CO2 irl Water 0.005 (dimensionless)
System pressure 850 psia

CO_to Slurry Ratio 0.50 (dimensionless)

Fract. Coal Separated by Filter 0.999 (dimensionless)

Fract. Water in CO2 0.002 (dimensionless)
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6.2 Results

6.2.1 Plant Studies

Plants with cle:,_ coal capacities of 1-ton/hr (0.91 metric ton/ht), 50

tons/hr (45 metric tons/hr), aJld 200 tons/hr (181 metric tons/hr) were

analyzed with LIPSA (for PittsburghBruceton coal) and LIPSB (for Upper

Freeport coal). These analyseswere used for the design of the Proof-of-

Concept Plant (0.91 metric ton/hr)and for economic analysesof 45 and 181

metric ton/hr commercial scale plants. Minor differencesin the plants

using Pittsburgh-Bruceton and Upper Freeport coal were observed. The

differences result from the higher ash content of the Upper Freeportcoal,

which requires more feed coal, compared to Pittsburgh-Brucetoncoal, to

yield the same clean coal product. The higher feed requirementresults in

more water and liquid carbon dioxidefor the same productionrate. For

the purposes of the Proof-of-Concept and plant economic studies,Upper

Freeport coal was selectedas the referencecoal, since this coal resulted

in the slightlyhigher flow requirements,and hence the moreconservative

design parameters.

6.2.2 Separator/MixerStudies

The plant simulation code has been used to perform a parametricstudy of

the radius of the Separatorfor the Proof-of-ConceptPlant. Parameters

which were investigated include slurry concentration, C02-to-coal-

water slurry ratio, and residence time. Figures6.2-I through Figure

6.2-3 show the correlationbetweenSeparatorradius and residencetime at

three C02-to-slurry flow ratios; each figure represents a coal con-

centration in the slurry of 10, 20, or 30 percent, respectively. Figure

6.2-4 shows the correlation betweenSeparatorradius and slurry concen-

tration at a residence time of 500 seconds and at CO_-to-slurryflow

ratios of 0.20, 0.35, and 0.50. The aspect ratio for the separatorand

mixer was fixed at 20 in these studies;i.e., the length is 20 times the

radius.
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Figure 6.2-I. SeparatorRadii, I Ton/Hr Plant
10% Slurry Concentration
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Figure6.2-2. SeparatorRadii,I Ton/HrPlant
20% SlurryConcentration
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Figure 6.2-3 SeparatorRadii, I Ton/Hr Plant
30% Slurry Concentration
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Figure6.2-4. SeparatorRadii,I Ton/HrPlant
500 SecondsResidenceTime
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As expected, the Separatorradius is a strong function of residencetime

and slurry concentration, and is a weaker function of CO2 flow

ratio. The parametersfor the preliminarydesign for the Proof-of-Concept

Plant Separatorwere selectedbased upon test data which had been obtained

with the ContinuousResearchUnit (CRU) and the ResearchDevelopmentUnit

(RDU) as follows:

Coal concentrationin slurry 10%

CO2 to slurry flow ratio 0.50

Residence Time 300 seconds

With these parameters, the radius of the Separatorfor the Proof-of-

Concept Plant is 26.7 cm (10.5 inches).

6.2.3 ContinuousResearchUnit Study

The potential maximum capacity of the ContinuousResearchUnit (CRU)was

investigated using LIPS. Since the Separator Column is the critical

component determining the maximum system capacity,a parametricstudy of

the relationships among the column diameter, residence time, C02/

slurry ratio, and coal concentrationin the feed slurry was performed.

Figure 6.2-5 shows the SeparatorColumn radius as a functionof residence

time at CO2 to water/coal feed slurry, and a clean coal production

rate (Pittsburgh-Brucetoncoal) of 100-1b/hr. Since the radius of the CRU

Separator Column is 5.1 cm (2-inches), residence times of 120 to 150

seconds can be achieved at a product rate of 45.4 kg/hr (100-1b/hr). The

required Separator radius increases as the COz-to-feed slurry ratio

rises. However, the C02-to-feed slurry ratio is not a strong factor

in determining the Separator radius. For example,at 100 seconds resi-

dence time, the range of C02-to-feed slurry ratio of 250% (i.e.,

from 20% to 50%) only results in a difference of about 10% in the

Separator Column radius.
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The Separator radius is highly dependent upon the concentration of coal in

the feed slurry. In Figure 6.2..-6, i,he Separator radius increases by about

50% as tile coal concerlt, rai, ion in the feed slurry decreases from 30% to

I0%.

The results of this si;udy irldicate that the CRUcan be operated at a

capacity of 45.4 kg/hr (100-..Ib/hr) and a Separator residence time of; 100

seconds if the coal concentratiorl in the feed slurry is 30%. However,

since the design objective of the Continuous Unit is a clean coal capacity

of 22.7 kg/hr (50-1b/hr), these result, s indicated that the Continuous

Research Unit could be operated at, tIYis capacity without corlstructing a

new system. Therefore, the proposed (;ontinuous System was not required,

In order to provide the capacity For loager residence times and lower coal

concentrations in the slurr,y_ a 15.24 cm (6-inch diameter) column was

designed and constructed for the 22,.7 kg/hr (50.-Ib/hr) capacity experi-

ments. This column will provide __nincrea.se of more than a factor of two

in residence t,ime, compared to l.,he 10.2 cm (4-.inch) diameter column irl the

Continuous Research l.lr_il:_
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7.0 CONCEPTUALPLANT DESIGN

Three coal beneficiation plants were conceptually designed. Two plants

use the LICADO process to clean "Run of Mine" coal while the third plant

processes the residual coal in the waste stream from a mine mouth coal

washing plant or from a waste pond.

Most effort was applied to the LICADO Proof-of-Concept (POC) plant, oper-

ation of which will supply scaling factors, design, operating and mainte-

nance information needed for extrapolation to a large plant. This plant

was developed in the most detail, since its construction is planned for

the next phase of the LICADOprocess development.

A commercial 181 metric ton/hr (200 tons/hr) LICADO plant was conceived,

roughly sized_ and used to establisha budgetarycost estimate for the

economic evaluation. This site plant will supply fuel for a 500 MWe

generating plant,

The third, waste stream recovery plant, processes45 metric tons/hr (50

tons/hr) using CO_ to agglomerate coal Fines in the waste of a

washing plant stream or Fines pumped from a waste pond. In this process,

the agglomerated coal is recoveredfrom the water phase by screening. A

budget,ary cost estimate of this plant was developedand used in the econo-

mic evaluations.

7. I Proof-.of.-.Con_cep_t.PI ant

Systems and components for a plant having the capacity to produce 0.91

metric ton (I ton/br) of clean coal provide a realistic first step scale-

up from laboratory data and operation to the final commercial plant.

Design and fabrication problems of components and systems are representa--

tive of those whicl_ will be encountered in a larger plant. Design,

construction, and operation of the POCplant will provide system data,

component and equipment design inioY'mation, componentscaling criteria,

and operating and maint.enanceexperienc:erequired for a pilot plant of

approxinlately45 metric t.ons/hr(50 tons/llr).
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Experience will be obtained on the followingplant operationsand their

subsystems:

o CoB! PreparatIQn: Preliminarycleaning to remove

sand and other debris,grinding to a size of 200

mesh (85-90%), adding water to form the optimum

slurry concentration.

o Separation: High pressure slurry pumps, COz

injectionpumps, mixing and separationcolumns.

o Prodqct Recovery: Clean coal product separation,

CO2 recycle, recovery of desorbed gaseous

CO2 from product, depressurization of pro-
duct stream.

• Waste Treat.ment: Recovery of CO2 from waste

stream, separation of water and recycle to slurry

subsystem, dewatering of waste solids,disposal of

waste solids.

• product Handling: Sampling,weighing, and pack-

aging of product coal in a safe manner.

7.1.1 Requirementsof the POC Plant

The plant has been designed to meet the followingoverall requirements:

• Production rate will be 0.91 metric ton/hr (I

ton/hr) of clean coal product.

• Feed material will be 5.1 cm (two-inch)top size

bituminous coals, either Pittsburgh, Middle

Kittanning,Upper Freeport,or IllinoisNo. 6.
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® About 90% of the initial pyritic sulfur will be

removed.

e The plant will operate using scaled versions of

the same components, systems, and equipment to be

installed in the commercial plant.

• Safe storage of the clean, powdered coal product

will be provided using sealed, plastic lined drums

with inert cover gas (argon).

• The waste produced by the process will be separ-

ated, the solids concentrated, and both liquids

and solids will be disposed of in a lawful and
safe manner.

• Sampling will be provided for the feed, product,

and waste streams.

• A weighing and packaging station will be provided

for shipment of clean coal. The components and

system used in the POCpl ant will be different for

this step in the process than that to be used in

the commercial plant, which will pneumatically

transport the product to storage silos. This

operation will be performed in a CO2 atmos-

phere as a precaution against coal dust explo-

sions.

Figure 7.1.1-I presents the stream flows and material balance, which is

the basis for the system design and component sizing. A system computer

model, discussed in Section 6, was developed to provide this information

and to be used in scaling future larger plants. Input data used in the

process flow sheet were based on the experimental data from the University
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of Pittsburgh Variable Volume Batch Tests and Continuous Tests, These

input data were:

Slurry Concentration, % Solids ....... 10

Residence Time in Separator, minutes .... 5

CO2 to slurry ratio (dimensionless ..... 0.5

Design Basis Coal.............. Upper Freeport

Upper Freeport coal was selectedas the design basis coal_ since it has

the largest ash content. Therefore, Upper Freeport coal requires the

maximum feed rate which must be processedto yield the required product

rate and results in the largestplant components.

7.1.2 ProcessConsideration

Investigation of methods, consultation services,and equipment supplier

discussions were considered in selectingprocessesor components for the

system. At the beginning it appeared that there were various ways to

accomplish a desired condition. However, upon examination,the choices

were reduced because of previously experienced operating problems,

economics, or safety. The resultingdesign is consideredto produce an

economical product from a plant which is easily operated and safe to the

environment,community,and plant personnel.

Decisions were made on I) the coal feed preparationmethod, 2) product

recovery (coal/CO2 separation), 3) maintaining the recycle water,

pressurizedor not.

7.1.2.1 Coal Feed Preparation

The coal preparationprocess has gone through three iterations. The first

system used the standard atmosphericdry pulverizingwhich is generally
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used t,hrou!lhout, t,he. coal irlc]tlst, l'y, llj_, _:oal p_'(.!p sUbsyStem coFItali'lod a

coal feed [')ill, C)"(IsHo'I", corIIv()y()1 ' , i_tilve,rize_', (,:las,sifier, second conveyor,

, avid t:ines st, t_rage hoppe_',

lhis system was cho.set_ he(:aus(_ it l)rOvi(l_,200 mesh feed materia1 with

miniw+um (:apital expet+<:liLt.lr[.,, rL.,quired "+",:.,)/,,less power per ton Lo operate

than a wet+ t_roc:e.ss, al_¢l tLht.,city prt+(lut:L tltw.,I,_ relakiv(+ly easily and could

be t.ran:_port.ed and st.(J+'_:_t:twithout mut.:tl diff"iculky, tlowever, af'ter later

dat:a fronl the Coal Surt:a(:e. {i;otlt.r'oI rrc>jeer, became avail able, it was

decided t.o weL grin(t t.f_e co+(I ft+cd t.o recItlce surf"a(:e oxidation and enhance

CO., surf'ace absorption during t+he cot_t:.ac:t. I:)rocess. From i:he safety&

aspect., well (.lrindir_g also reduces the pot.ent.ial for uncontrolled rapid

f'ines oxidat:iot_ which enh+._llces the overall planL saf'et.y,

Flowability ol wet. coal f:ivles av'e very floor'; therefore, they are

hydraulical+iy tran.sport.ed at. a soli(Is (.ovlc:t_tlt,rat, ion oF 35 wt, % or less.

'lhc c:oal preparaLion :;y,'..,Lem {_peral.es aL abl)ut+ at,mospheric pressure; and

the, Lransport. waLr;r muc_;l,be rel>la(.:(!cl by pre};_,ut"izecl recycle process water

which cont, ains itl_l_roximat, ely ,!i% dissolv(;d C().,,+ lhus, the majorit, y

of the t.ran.';port water ,mu'+;t+t+_t_removed t:'r'ol, Lh(:: (:oa'l fines hefore they are

C.:tlaY'(Jc:(J {L()the pr(+c:ess +._ub,;.y:;t.emlock hopp<.+r,

t)ur'in!l l.tle c.:(>i_(:el+t.ua/planL (lt.,_!;i!t_ _'eviuw, iL wa+, +-,t_gclest,ed that the best

sy++,t.r.,rll,tclr tl_:., feed ,;i/c, redtl(:l, il>t+ wc>tII¢l t_e L+_tl,,.,(, a <try grirlding syst, em

etnpioyit_Gt, a CO;, ¢>+" N+,, ,:tt,,l(>:;pi_t,t"e i l_ t,t,(,, bal I ttli I 1 and main..

tair_inq l..tlaL atrno_,l_hC:,.t'(: [(, the I(_,::k, ll_l_t,t+,,_'+ irl t.his way Lhc fines would

bu _lly, tlnux _li]'ed, flow tl't,i_l.y+ l.runt_t++_+'t. <_a_ily, t.t+u (:orr'ect. slurry

cur_c.et_t.ral, iol'l _:c+tll(I t+_.,s iilll_ly (:+l_l.ail_+.,tl !.t1+, ¢:al_':I+al cu:;t atld recluced power

c:(_n:_;tln}t+t,ion a(Ivalil.,tfle wuttl_l I.J_, __'(.la ,_(.,_t, al+,,l +>lit_lt, saf"t,t.y wuuld nok be

_oml+P'cmlis:;(,¢t. t _,Ir(.!'l'_litt.a f'r(_Ul utht'_" I_'_'.li''tl":' il+".ti_'_t.(+ (bir't, dry grinding is

det.t'imt!rlt.al t.t_ u,;h i_,..juul it_vl+ l_rt It_,i+,t_>t_, ttli!, (_l_t..i(itl will not. be

p l.l1"t-,t.l(!t.l I tj'+' t.l_,._r'.
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7.1.2.;:', Pr'odli_:L P,ecovery (Cual/C;O;, '3ep,_'at, ion)

Cleanc_d c:oa_l i_ carrioct from t,he separ'at,c)r iii the liquid CC3_,pha.*_e
aL _J,ppl"ox i Inat,oI.y 5,86 × L0_ IJa_cal s (_50) ps icj avid 21, ] °C;

(70°F:'). 'lh).: ne.×t, ._t:ep nlil.<;t _'ec:ovev" I.he c:oai f'ronl t:he lIc.lUld CO

while inalnl;ainin!j Lhc CO_ Irl L,he liquid st,at.e f:or recycllng, 1o

reduce, system pressur_ and vaporizin!j Lhc C:O_,.wouId provide dry coal

aL ativlospher'ic l_r'e.ssure; ho_ever, lhc C:C)_vented lo tile atinosphere

would not; be L)enef"icial Lc) t.he envirc)nment, arid wouId be pr'I_hIbitlvely .

cosL-ly, Io recoinpr'es_; lhc {:C)_! For recycl Ing wouId cost; approxi-.
maLely orle-t.hircJ of the or iginal c:o.<:,t,;but because oF the large volume,

[hi_ pr'oce,,s wouId _:;t.ill be I:,oo eXpevlsive, lllerefore, CC)_./coal

._ei)aratiori must be ac:(:OmlJli<:,hed ai;, Ct)e saturation pressure or
9l"e_{,el",

Fil tor nlarllifae:t.tJrel,,<; were cor_l,act:ed Lo el)lain performance and pricing

irlformat_iorl, C)f" t,hose contacl..e(l, only two couId supply a high pressure

Filt.c:,r wil,l_ t.he required capac',it.y: ]lldust, rial FiIt.er and Puillp Ml'g. Company

at_d MILMII:IOAnlerica l:;orporat, iurl, Bolh suppliers suggest lhe saine type of

f:i 1t(;t', genoi"ally called a c:aiidle filter, iri which tubular filtering

i:"ilL'lllt)ll[!-; a,l"(-7 t.,uspended wi t.hin _ pl"(.!sstli"e shell, rbe coal sol icls are

di:l>o.<iit._.,d on t.he out!.4id_, oi: t,he liILering tubes whi]e the liquid f"lows

t,hi"(_utjh Lo t,he ir,,<,idl; uf l,lic: Lul)o, Ali of t.lle f"iIter t,UI:)E_;are connected

LO i.l c.:()llllllCJVlheader' bc,fort.; l,tl_, t"learl 1 i¢ttlic:l c:xit,s t.ht_ pt"e<,.<;urevossc::l, Ihe

lllalitlf/.lc.I;ul'elr'.<.; tl'..,(_ tWO c.lit J_._'_{)iii.. W,.IyY; {,O rec:l.)vel" the IilLei" cake, One

l>l(_w', t>_<..1<,f:t'Olll l,tl{_ filtl'at, o !.,ict_ whic:tl dislodtJe'.._ the coal to the bottom

(.ii 1,}_ Vl.'t,_,()l. liit:_ :_eCl)il(J lllatliitac:t, tli'er vihr'at, es the c:oal cake From the

filt._,t" l.ut)_<i, ,ili_J t.iie. <:o,.ll cJi()l_,; l,(:) t.he ve.':,!-;t:lbot.t.c)m, irl bottl cases, tile

t;(jai Iriti',{ [)t_ l"t,(:(_vi.!l'o(J [i'(.Jlll l.h(_ vL'.<,fi(]] i)ot. Lolll.

ltlc: ll_allcifi_c:t,urc_i" of t.h(_ lecl_;t, experlsivc_ filLc:r, who also provided the

dr'yet' alld liior'e adapt.at)le .<_,ysLelll,quot,ed 40 filler tiilit, s at, ari urlinsla]led

co.<.,Lof approxinlalely $30 mi]l ion to provide 200 tOll/hit' Of C:Oa'lpr'call.icr;,
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A system of pressurizedsettling tanks for concentratingthe coal product,

instead of filters,was considered. Plant capacityof 181 metric tons/hr

(200 ton/ht) required a farm of 30, 2,14 m (7 ft.) diametertanks. The

filter cost was cut by approximately I/3; however,the CO2 recompres-

sion cost approached $30/tonof product,which is too much.

Therefore, it appears that d velopment of an efficient,high capacity,

continuous filter system is required for a commercialplant. The contin-

uous auger filter built by the Universityof Pittsburgh(Pitt)could be

developed to fulfillthe LICADO large plant requirement. However,during

operation, the filter unit should be preceded by a cyclone to deslimethe

feed to the filter in order to reduce filter medium plugging,

For the POC plant, we have assumedthat the auger type filterdescribed in

Section 7.1.5 will be developedfor use at the commercialplant capacity.

7.1.2.3 PressurizedRecycleWater

A large volume of water is used to preparethe feed slurry in the LICADO

process, therefore,requiringthe water to be recycled both from an ecolog-

ical and cost standpoint. During the reactionprocess, the water is inti-

mately mixed with COz at approximately 6.20 x 10s (go0 psia)

and 21.1°C (70°F) and becomes saturatedat these conditions.

The solubilitiesof CO_ in water are:

0.17% wt. at 1.01 x I0s (14.7 psia) and 21.1°C (70°F)

6.2% wt. at 6.21 x 10s Pascals (go0 psia) and 21.1°C (70°F)

Should this water be allowedto return to an atmosphericholding pond from

a pressurized refuse letdown tank, the lost COz would amount to about

$g6/ton of product. If the water were depressurizedand the escaping

COz recompressed for recycling, the cost would be approximately

$32/ton of product. However, if the recyclewater is maintainedat 850 to

860 psia, the COz cost is between 5 to 10 cents/tonof product; and
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this is due to the CO2 absorbed on the product and refuse and will

always be lost no matter what method is used. Therefore,the LICADO plant

is designed to operate with a pressurizedrecycle water system.

7.1.3 Plant Subsystems

The LICADO system is basicallyfive subsystems integratedinto a continu-

ous operating plant which supplies cleaned fine coal for combustion,

Figure 7.1.3-I. The plant is fully automatedand is computer controlled.

Subsystems are: ,

e Feed Coal Preparation

• L!quid CO2 Processing

• CleanedCoal Recovery

• Refuse Disposal

• GaseousC02 Recycle

• ProductHandling

The POC coal preparationsubsystemreduces 5.1 cm (2 inch) top-size coal

to 90% _ 200 mesh fines, which are used as feed stock to the LICADO

plant. The subsystemcan measure and control one ton per hour of coal as

it is crushed to approximately 0.64 cm (I/4 inch) material,then wet

ground to 200 mesh as feed to the slurry tanks. In the slurry tanks,

pressurized water is added to the fines to obtain the correct slurry

concentration. The slurry is continuouslymixed to maintain a homogeneous

feed. Slurry pumps take suction from the tanks and deliver a controlled

slurry rate at an increased pressure of approximately4.14 x 105 (60

psi) to the hydraulicmixer.

In the hydraulic mixer, liquid CO2 is thoroughlymixed with the coal

particles; and the mixture of coal-COz-water is sent to the multi-

stage separator to facilitate additional CO2 contact and liquid

phase separation. Here, the lighter CO2 phase containingthe clean

coal particles rises to the top of the separator,while the heavierwater

phase with refuse sinks to the separatorbottom.
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In the next two operations, the coal product is recoveredand packaged

while the refuse is reduced to atmosphericconditionsand prepared for

waste disposal.

The coal in the liquid COx phase is concentrated in a cyclone from

around 6-I/2% solids to 16-I/2%solids before the coal product is stripped

from the remaining CO2 using a high pressure filter. The filter

cake is reduced to atmosphericconditions,then is drummed for shipment.

The drums will be provided with a plastic liner, and the drums will be

filled with argon gas prior to sealing. The liquid CO2 overflow

from the cyclone and the filtrate from the filters is returned to the

system pressurizer,from which it is recycled to the separator.

The refuse material (ash and pyritic sulfur) is concentratedthrough a

cyclone from around 3-I/2% solids to an underflowof about 30 to 35%

solids, and then allowed to settle from the water phase _n a refuse
P

letdown tank. The high pressure water from both the cyclorJeand the

settled solids is sent to pressurizedrecyclewater storage. The settled

solids are extruded from the tank bottom into drums for refuse disposal.

Gaseous CO2 from the product and refuse depressurization is accumu-

lated, recompressed, cooled to liquid, and returnedto the system for

recycling.

The process operates at saturated CO2 conditions of 21.1°C

(70°F) and 5.88 x 106 Pascals (853 psia). Insulation and a

COx loop cooler maintain the system temperature at 21.1°C

(70°F). A loop pressurizer through heating and cooling capability

automaticallymaintains the requiredsystem pressure.

The C02/water liquid interface level in the separator is controlled

through setting the flow rates of the inlet CO2 and slurry to the

mixer and controllingthe outflowof the water/refusefrom the separator
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using the level signal. This also automatically establishes COJ

coal flow from the separator. This control scheme is routinely used to
control the interface in the Continuous Research Unit.

l

7.1.4 Instrumentationand ControlSystem

The POC plant will be computer-controlledwith operator attention in the

control room and two operatorsin the plant to supply raw coal to the feed

hopper, handle productand refuse drums, and survey equipmentoperations.

The controlsystem computerwill consistof an IBM PC/AT operatinga multi-

tasking version of DOS. The computerwill be dedicatedto the process

control tasks necessaryfor the plant,with these functionstaking prece-

dence over the logging capabilitiesof the computer. Specifically,the

system will have 640K memory with a floppy drive and a 20M hard drive.

The hard drive will be used mainly to store data collectedduring plant

runs. The computer will consistof plug-in boards in a standard PC/AT

backplaneencased in a rugged housing. The boards are identifiedbelow:

I) PC/AT ProcessorCard

2) 640K Memory Card

3) Disk Drive ControllerCard

4) Graphics ControllerBoard

5) Digital I/O Board (24 Inputs)

6) Digital I/O Board (24 Outputs)

7) Analog I/O Board (16 Inputs)

8) Analog I/O Board ( 6 Inputs)

Several expansion slots will be left open for future requirements. The

numerous different suppliers of these boards and the rapid growth of the

market make the specific selectionof the manufacturerunnecessaryat this

time. The final computer layout will not take place until the final

design phase of the plant. In addition,the selectionof a specific

computer language (C, Basic, Fortran,etc.) to program functionswill be

delayed until a later date.
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To properly isolatecontrolsystem signalsfrom the field devices, indus-

try, standard I/O moduleswill be used. Signalsto/from the computer I/O

boards will be run throughthe modules for two purposes. First, to ensure

optical isolation from the sensitivecomputerboards so that a failureor

overvoltage does not do seriousdamage to the controlsystem. Second,to

provide a means to condition the computerboard signals to the levels

necessaryfor field activationof valves/motors.
J

Although a layout sketchof the controlsystemwas not undertakenat this

time, a process I/O list for the controlsystemwas prepared and is shown

in Table 7.1.4-I. This listing describesthe processcontrol inputsand

outputs of the computerand does not cover the operator inputs (emergency

stop, start, stop, continue buttons,etc.) and outputs (annunciators,con-

trol panel lights,etc.), which will be configuredduring the final design

stage.

The Piping and InstrumentationDiagram (P&ID) is shown as Figure 7.1.3-I.

The circle and bar symbol is used for functionsincluded in the control

room. The plain circle symbol for Field mounteddevices. The dashed line

with an arrow symbol is used to indicatethat the measurement/functionis

either input to or generatedfrom the controlsystem. The circle in a box

symbol indicatesa signal generatedby the controlsystem computer for the

purpose of process control. No other attemptwill be made, on the P&ID,

to show the interactionbetween plant systemsthat take place in the con-

trol system computer. These interactionswill be developed and documented

later in the form of microprocessorsoftware.

A Measurement RequirementsList (MRL), shown in Table 7.1.4-2,was gener-

ated based on the preliminaryP&ID. This listingdefines the functionor

purpose for which each of the measurementsshown on the P&ID is to be

used. Each processmeasurementpoint shown on the P&ID is listedwith a

short word descriptionof the parameterand the number of any valve or
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TABLE 7.1.4-I i

CONTROLSYSTEM

DIGITAL INPUTS ANALOGINPUTS

Description Level Description Level

I) Lo Seperator Press. 115 VAC I) Level Xmitter for 4-20 mA
Seperator

2) Hi Seperator Press. 115 VAc
2) Level Xmitter for 4-20 mA

3) Lo Depressurizer 115 VAC CO2 Pressure Tank
Tank #I Pressure

3) Temp. for CO2
Pressure TanR4) Hi Depressurizer 115 VAC

Tank #I Pressure
4) Water to Slurry 4-20 mA

5) Lo Depressurizer 115 VAC Tank Flow Rate
Tank #2 Pressure

5) Slurry to Mixer 4-20 mA
6) Hi Depressurizer 115 VAC Flow Rate

Tank #2 Pressure
6) Liquid CO2 to 4-20 mA

7) Lo Refuse Letdown 115 VAC Mixer Flow Rate
Tank #I Pressure

7) Coal to Slurry Tank 4-20 mA 2
8) Hi Refuse Letdown 115 VAC Flow Rate

Tank #I Pressure
8) Water to Coal 4-20 mA

9) Lo Refuse Letdown 115 VAC Crusher Flow Rate
Tank #2 Pressure

9) Level Xmitter for 4-20mA
10) Hi Refuse Letdown 115 VAC Recycle Water Tank

Tank #2 Pressure
10) Level Xmiter for 4-20mA 3

11) Lo CO2 Tank Press 115 VAC Slurry Tank

12) Hi CO2 Tank Press 115 VAC ANALOGOUTPUTS
Description Level

13) Lo Filter #2 Dif. 115 VAC
Pressure I) Temp. Control for 0-5 V

CO2 Pressure Tank
14) Hi CO2 Tank Press 115 VAC

Pressure 2) Seperator Interface 4-20 mA
Level Control Valve

15) Lo Filter #2 Dif. 115 VAC
Pressure 3) Water to Slurry Tank 4-20 mA

Flow Control Valve

16) Hi Filter #2 Dif. 115 VAC
Pressure 4) Slurry PumpMotor 0-5 V

Speed Control

17) CO2 Accumulator 115 VAC
Pressure Switch (Lo) 5) Liquid CO to Mixer 4-20 mA

Flow Control Valve

18) CO? Accumulator 115 VAC
Pr_ssyre Switch (Hi) 6) Coal to Slurry Tank 4-20 mA 6

Flow Control Valve

7) Water to Coal Crusher 4-20mA
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TABLE 7.1.4-I

CONTROLSYSTEM

DIGITAL OUTPUTS

Description Level

I) Depressurizer to Coal Bin Valve ( HS-OI ) 115 VAC

2) Depressurizer to Coal Bin Valve ( HS-02 ) 115 VAC

3) Filter #I to Depressurizer Valve ( HS-03 ) 115 VAC

4) Filter #2 to Depressurizer Valve ( HS-04 ) 115 VAC

5) Filter #I CO2 RecYcle Line Valve ( HS-05 ) 115 VAC

6) Filter #2 CO2 Recycle Line Valve ( HS-06 ) 115 VAC

7) Cyclone to Filter #I Valve ( HS-07 ) 115 VAC

8) Cyclone to Filter #2 Valve ( HS-08 ) 115 VAC

9) Depressurizer CO2 Recycle Valve ( HS-09 ) 115 VAC

10) Depressurizer CO2 Recycle Valve ( HS-lO ) 115 VAC

11) Refuse Tank #I Water Drain Valve ( HS-II ) 115 VAC

12) Refuse Tank #2 Water Drain Valve ( HS-12 ) 115 VAC

13) Seperator to Refuse Tank #I Valve ( HS-13 ) 115 VAC

14) Seperator to Refuse Tank #2 Valve ( HS-14 ) 115 VAC

15) Refuse Tank #I CO2 Recycle Valve ( HS-15 ) 115 VAC

16) Refuse Tank #2 CO2 Recycle Valve ( HS-16 ) 115 VAC

17) Water Make Up Valve (HS-17) 115 VAC

18) Water Tank to Slurry PumpValve ( HS-18 ) 115 VAC

19) CO2 Makeup Line Solenoid Valve ( HS-19 ) 115 VAC

20) CO2 Tank Cooling Solenoid Valve ( HS-20 ) 115 VAC

21) Water to Slurry Tank (HS-21) 115 VAC 3

22) Slurry Tank to Slurry PumpValve ( HS-22 ) 115 VAC 3

23) CO2 Compressor Motor Starter ( HS-23 ) 115 VAC
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TABLE 7.1.4-2

MEASUREMENTSREQUIREMENTSLIST

I I I I I I
,DEVICE DESCRIPTION CONTROL INDICATEI ALARM TYPE I.QUTPUTI RANGE I,RESPON_ I ACCURACY I

I
PT01 SEPERATORTANK INTERLOCK/ LOCAL I DIAPHRAGM/ 0-1000

PRESSURE ALARM REMOTE I C_PACXTIVE l..4-20mA PSIG

PT02 DEPRESSURIZINGTANK #I INTERLOCK/ LOCAL I DIAPHRAGM/ O-BSO

PRESSURE ALARM _ REMOTE I ,CAPACITIVE I 4-20_ PSIG,

PT03 DEPRESSURIZINGTANK #2 INTERLOCK/ LOCAL I DIAPHRAGM/ 0-B50

PRESSURE ALARM REMOTE I CAPACITIVE I 4-2.,OT_A,PSIG,

PT04 REFUSE LETDOWNTANK #I INTERLOCK/ LOCAL I DIAPHRAGM/ 0-200

PRESSURE ALARM REMOTE I CAPACITIVE I.,,,4-2,0mAI PSIG 1

PT05 REFUSE LETDOWNTANK #2 INTERLOCK/ LOCAL I DIAP,HRAGM/ I 0-200 I

PRESSURE ALARM REMOTE I CAPACITIVE ,4-20mAI PSIG I

PT06 CO2 PRESSURE TANK INTERLOCK/ I DIAPHRAGM/ 0-I000I
PRESSURE ALARM _ REMOTE I CAPACITIVE I 4-2.0T!_AI PSIG I L ......

PDT01 FILTER #I DIFFERENTIAL INTERt.OCK/ I DIAPHRAGM/ 0-25 I

PRESSURE ALARM REMOTEI CAPACITIVE I 4-20mA I PSID I

PDTO2 FILTER #2 DIFFERENTIAL INTERLOCK/ I DIAPHRAGM/ 0-25 1

PRESSURE I ALARM REMOTE I CAPACITIVE 1,4-20mAI ,PSID I .....

LT02 CO2 PRESSURETANK I I CAPACITIVE I
LEVEL (HV19) J REMOTE REMOTE I INTERFACE 4-20mA .......I

TE01 CO2 PRESSURETANK I I I
TEMP. ( HV20,TICO!) I REMOTE N/A I I I I

PS01 HI/LO PRESSURE SWITCH I I DIAPHRAGM I I I

CO2 ACCUMULATOR( HS21 ) I REMOTE LOCAL I I,,.DIGITALI I
LT01 SE_ERATORTANK INTERFACEI I CAPACITIVE I I I

LEVEL (FCV-02) I REMOTE REMOTE I INTERFACE I 4-20mA i ......[

FEOI WATER TO SLURRY TANK I I TURBINE I I 0"I00 1

FLOW ( FCV-OI ) ! REMOTE REMOTE I FLOW METER I,..4-20_I GPM I

FE02 SLURRY TO SEPERATOR I I FULL PORT MASS I I O-iOO I

TANK FLOW ( MC-OI ), I REMOTE REMOTE I FLOW METER I 4-2,0mAI GPM I

FED3 WATER TO COAL CRUSHER I I TURBINE I I I

FLOW ( FCV-03 ) J R_MOTE I FLOW METER I I I

FE04 LIQUID CO2 TO MIXER I I TURBINE I I 0-100 1
FLOW ( FCV-04 } I REMOTE REMOTE I FLOW METER I 4-2,0mA I GPM. I

LT03 RECYCLEWATER TANK I I FLOAT/OTHER I I I

LEVEL {HS24) _ I REMOTE REMOTE I 14-20mAi I
LT04 I SLURRY TANK LEVEL I I I I I

I(HV ) I I I I I
FEO5 COAL TO SLURRY TANK I I I I I

FLOW (FCF-O5) I REMOTEI __ I I I
I I I I I
I I I I I
I I I I I
I I..-- I I I
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motor controlled by the measurementshown in parentheses, The location

and/or purpose of the control, indication, and alarm requirementsis

shown. Local and remoteentries refer to field mounted devices and con-

trol room functions,respectively. The type of process instrumentsto be

used has been identified along with the output signal and range. When

more information is available,the responsetime and accuracy requirement

of the parametermeasurementwill be added.

A Control Valve List (CVL), shown in Table 7.1.4-3,was generatedbased on

the P&ID. This listingdefines the valve number,type, size, and control

system requirements. Each controlvalve is identifiedwith a valve number

and a description. An attemptwas made to standardizethe valve types and

sizes in order to simplifythe purchasingand maintenanceof the system.

The pipe size and pressure requirementsare shown. This list includes

only valves controlled by signals generated in the control system

computer. The controlcolumn shows the type of computer signal (digital

or analog) the valve requires. As would be expected,a digital signal

commands the valve either to open or close; while an analog signal is used

to proportionallycontrol the valve stem position. At this time, the digi-

tally-controlled valves use motor actuators (air actuatorsw/solenoid con-

trol is another option being considered);and the analog valves use air-

operated diaphragm actuators.

7.1.5 Descriptionof POC Plant

For the purposes of this design study, the Proof-of-ConceptPlant was

located in the GPL-I Buildingat the WestinghouseWaltz Mill site.

A preliminary conceptof the plant was arrangedwithin the GPL-I building

which will require an additionalstructureon its roof to accommodatethe

height of the pressurizedcoal/water slurry feed system, separatorcolumn,

and system pressurizer. Also, a new extensionis required to cover the

coal weight feeder,crusher, and part of the ball mill.
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TABLE 7,i,4-3

CONTROLVALVE LIST

I_VALV,E,#l.....pESC_I?_ IP!PES.!ZEJ CONTROLIPRESSURE]........_TYPE....I AC,TUATOR

HS-OI IDepressurlzerto Coal Bin Valve 2 Inch Digital1850PSIG Full Port Ball I Electric

- I I. I Teflon Seals I Motor'

HS-02 I Depressurlzerto Coal Bin Valve 2 inch Digital I 850 PSIG Full Port Ball I Electric

-- 1 1 Teflon seals I Motor
HS-03 :IFilter#I to DepressurlzerValve 2 Inch Digital I 8BO PS G Full Port Ball J Electric

,-- I I Teflon Seals I Motor

HS-04 I F_Iter#2 to DepressurlzerValve 2 inch Digital I 850 PS G Full Port Ball I Electric

_.I J Teflon Seals J Motor

HS-05 I Filter#i CO2 Recycle Line Valve 2 inch Digital I 850 PS G Full Port Ball I Electric
..... I I Teflon Seals I Motor

HS-OB I Filter#2 CO2 Recycle Line Valve 2 Inch Digital I 850 PS G Full Port Ball I Electric
- l J Teflon Seals I Motor

HS-07 I Cycloneto Filter #! Valve 2 inch Digital I 850 PS G Full Port Ball I Electric

I I Teflon Seals I Motor

HS-08 I Cycloneto Filter #2 Valve 2 inch Dlgltal I 850 PS G Full Port Ball I E1ectrlc

,, J J Teflqn Se_a!s_ 1 Motor

HS-09 I Depressurizer CO2 Recycle Valve I Inch Digital j 850 PS G Full Port Ball I Electric
I 1 Teflon Seals I Motor

HS-IO I Depressurizer CO2 Recycle Valve I inch Digital I 850 PS G Full Port Ball I Electric
I I Teflon Seals I Motor

HS-II I Refuse Tank #I Water Drain Valve 2 5 inch Digital I 200 PS G Full Port Ball I Electric

- 1 1 Standard Seals I Motor

HS-.12 I Refuse Tank #2 Water Drain Valve 2 5 inch Digital I Z00 PSIG Full Port Ball I Electric

J J Standard SeaIs I Motor

HS-13 I Seperatorto Refuse Tank #I Valve 2 5 inch Digital 1850 PS G Full Port Ball I Electric

I I Teflon Seals I Motor

HS-14 I Seperatorto Refuse Tank //2Valve 2 5 inch Digital I BSO PS G Full Port Ball l Electric

...... I I Teflon Seals I Motor

HS-15 IRefuse Tank #I CO2 RecycleValve I inch DigitalIes0 PS G Full Port Ball I Electric
-- J I Teflon Seals I Motor

HS-16 I Refuse Tank //2 CO2 Recycle Valve I I inch Digital I 850 PS G Full Port Ball I Electric
__: 1 ,1 1 teflonSeals 1 Motor
HS-17 I Water Make Up Valve Digital I es0 PS G J

I I I
HS-18 I Water Tank to Slurry Pump Valve I 5 inch Digltal I 200 PS G Full Port Ball I Electric

] I Standard Seals I Motor

HS-19 ICO2 Makeup Line SolenoidValve 0 5 inch Digital I 850 PS G CO2 Service I Solenoid
I __[ Solenoid I

HS-20 I CO2 Tank Cooling SolenoidValve 0 5 inch Digltal j lD0 PS G Low Pressure I Solenold

.,. I I Solenoid I
HS-21 I Water to Slurry Tank Digital I 850 PS G I

__ I I I
HS-22 I Slurry Tank to Slurry PumpValve I 5 inch Digital 120o PSIG Full Port Ball I Electric

.... I J Standard Seals I Motor
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TABLE7,1,4-3

CONTROL' VALVELIST (continued)
i

I.__LALVE#1 __. DESCRIP[ION I !'_lP[ siZE i cONTROLI PRESSUREI .... TYP_ ,,I A_,,TUATOR,I

FCV-OI Water to SlurryTank Flow Valve 2,5 inch I Analog 100 PSIG Pnuomatlc/I

I , l;)laphranm,I
FCV-02 SeperatorLevel ControlValve _,5 inch I Analog 850 PSIB Right Angle Pnuematlc/I

! Diaphraqm I

FCV-03 Water to Coal Crusher 2 inch IAnalog 40 PSI6 I
I I

FCV-04 CO2 to Mixer Flow ControlValve 2 Inch IAnalog 850 PSIG Pnuematlc/I
I Dlaphraq m I,

FCV-O5 Wet Coal to SlurryTank IAnalog I
I I
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The plant area occupies approximately 371,6 m2 (4000 ft_),

not including a separate controlroom which is elevated 3,65 m (12 feet)

and located adjacent to the operating area, The control room is air

conditioned, which precludes computer and instrumentationcontamination

with coal dust,

Arrangement is such that the product, refuse, and coal feed are serviced

by a fork lift or front loader from the site nlaterials handling area

adjacent to the building roller door. The bulk CO2 storage tank and

the raw coal storage are located outside the building, System makeup

CO_ Is piped to the pressurizer from the tank, Additional building

ventilation will be installed to prevent CO_ buildup should a major

COS leak occur.

The plant is designed for operation by three technicians. One will be

stationed in the control room to monitor operation, while a second will

tend the raw coal feed. The product drum and refuse drum removal in the

material handling area will require a third operator. Also, a shift

supervisor and instrumentation specialisl are required.

The following discussion of the plant refers to the components and their

arrangement, as shown in the P&I diagram (Figure 7.1.3-I), Preliminary

Plant Arrangement Plan (Figure 7.1.5-I) and Elevations (Figure 7.1.5-2),

and the Grinding Systems Elevation (Figure 7.1.5-3).

Feed Coal Preparai_ion.

Feed Coal Preparation consists of a coal bin, crusher, weight indicator,

wet grinder, slurry sump, coal/water slurry pumps, and the appropriate I

valves, cyclone classifier, feed storage, instrumentation, and controls,

Here the coal is ground to 200 mesh for feed supply.

The coal/water slurry feed system employs pressurized recycle water.

Maintaining the recycle water at high pressure reduces the substantial

amount of absorbed COS lost if the water were decompressed.
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Some components of the pressurized water feed system requiremultiples

based on plant requirementsof 0.91 metric ton (I ton/hr)coal feed slurry

concentration of 10% weight solids, 6.89 x 106 Pascals (1000 psi)

pressure, and vessel fabricationconstraintsof keepingthe wall thickness

between 2.54 to 5.08 cm (I to 2 inches).

A bucket lift delivers the fine coal to the Coal Feed Receiverwhich is at

atmospheric pressure. Coal passes into one of two Lock Hoppers through a

pipe and ball valve. The Lock Hoppershold a 40 minute feed coal supply.

Each may feed coal to any of three slurry tanks which hold a 20 minute

slurry supply at about 5.79 x 106 Pascals (840 psig). Mechanical

mixers keep the coal/water slurry homogeneousin the on-streamtank, while

the slurry pump drains the tank and suppliesthe hydraulicmixer.

Liouid_CO2 Processing

The liquid CO2 Processing Loop pump circulates subcooled liquid

CO2 at approximately 5.93 x I0B Pascals (860 psig) and 21.1°C

(70°F) through the hydraulic mixer, C02/water separator, CO2

clean coal filter, and CO2 loop cooler. Insulation covering the

subsystem in conjunction with the CO2 cooler allows loop temperature

control. A pressurizer maintains CO2 saturation pressure at about

5.79 x I06 Pascals (840 psig) througha temperaturecontrol system.

In the Hydraulic Mixer, liquid CO2 first contacts the coal/water

slurry, as shown in Figures 7.1.5-4and 7.1.5-5. Coal/water slurry enters

along the axis of the mixer pipe while the liquid CO2 is injected

into the water slurry through a multiholed nozzle. The 73 3.1 mm

(one-eighth inch) diameter streams degrade to droplets due to the drag

created on the CO2 stream by the difference in velocities of the

coal/water and liquid CO2. This mixture of coal/water/CO2

droplets flows through a series of orifice disks which further promote

turbulence and thoroughly mix the stream. Orifice plates are of two

patterns and alternatealong the lengthof the mixer. The first plate has

four 1.91 cm (3/4 inch) holes, and the second plate has a 6.35 cm

(2-I/2 inch) wide cross.
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Figure 7.1.5-6 is the preliminarydesign and layout drawing for the inte-

gral multistageseparator. The unit has four separation stageswithin one

pressurized column. The separatorcolumn has a pressure shell of 61 cm

(24 inch) O.D. Schedule 40, 304 stainlesssteel pipe 6.71 m (22 feet)

long. The column bottom is a steep conical section with a center

discharge to facilitatefluid flow with a high solids concentration.

The coal/COt exits the column through two diametrically opposed

pipes 50.8 cm (20 inches)below the unit top. Water containingrefuse

and pyritic sulfur issues from the bottom. The raw coal/water/COz

feed nozzle is approximatelyI/3 the distance up the column.

The top of the column is closed by a 600 lb. blind flange from which all

of the column internals are supported or pass through. All of the

internalsare removedfrom the column when the top flange is raised.
q

Each stage consists of a conical flow tube throughwhich the mixture of

coal/water/CO2 is accelerated by a propeller at the lower and larger

diameter end. Also, attachedto the lower or base end of the conical flow

tube is a tubular ring with eight small holes directed toward the center

of the cone and propeller. Either CO2 or water may be injected

through these holes to enhance coal/refuse separation. The mixer

velocity, as it passes through the conicalflow tube, will be increasedby

four items and be dischargedat 450 toward the column periphery. The

heavier refuse/water will travel furtherand concentratenear the column

wall, while the lighter coal/CO2 will remain nearer the center of

the column. Stages are separatedby a quiescentzone.

All mixing blades may be positioned along a single central shaft driven

from above through a magnetic coupling to the externally mounted motor.
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Cleaned Coal Recovery

Cleaned coal and CO2 exit the top of the separators (approximately

12% wt. solids). The coal/CO_ slurry flows through a cyclone into

the auger filters (Figure 7.1.5-7), operatingat saturatedconditions.

The feed slurry liquid level is maintained in the filter medium auger leg

while saturated vapor is above the liquid in the remainingauger leg and

in the vertical coal receiverleg. The auger is constantlyturning at I

to 3 RPM, strippingcoal from inside the filter medium and delivering it

to the top of the unit where it falls into the coal receiver leg. The

coal in each filter is cyclicallydischarged into the ProductCollection

Vessel (Depressurizer Tank), in which it is depressurized. The CO_

goes to a CO2 Accumulator while the clean coal is packaged in drums;

however, in a commercial operation, the productwill be pneumatically

transportedto large storagesilos.

Filtrate (liquid C02) from the filters is delivered to the CO2

loop pressurizer.

Refqse Disposal

Refuse and water are constantlydrawn from the bottom of the separator,at

about 3-4% wt. solids concentration, through a level control valve and

into a cyclone separator within the Refuse LetdownTank. Water with

absorbed CO2 vents at the top of the cyclone and concentratedrefuse

at the bottom. Expanded CO2 vents to the recycle subsystemwhile

the water is decanted from over the refuse and passes to the pressurized

recycle water tank. While the first tank is filling, refuse settling,and

water being decanted, the second is dischargingrefuse sludge from the

bottom for disposal.

Both the product and refuse tanks are duplicatedto assure continuous

plant operation by switchingfrom Tank I after fillingto Tank 2.
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Gaseous_C_C_q,z.__cvc 1e

In thts and larger plants, some COp. wtll accompany the refuse and

product in the depressurtzing operation, Economics require that thts

gaseous COz be ' compressed and recycled to the liquid COp,

loop, The gaseous CO_ subsystem contains filters, accumulator,

compressor, and after-cooler,

7,1,6 Plant Operation

Run of mine coal is loaded into the hopper outside the building and is fed

onto a weigh feeder inside the building at the rate of i ton/hour, The

feeder conveys the raw coal to a crusher where it is reduced to I/4 inch

and smaller, A ball mill wet grinds the 0,63 cm (I/4 inch) coal to a 200

mesh top size and discharges it into e, sump from which a slurry pump

delivers the coal fines to a wet cyclone classifier, The overflow from

the cyclone carries the 200 mesh and smaller particles to feed storage,

while the cyclone underflow returns oversized material to the ball mill,

From the feed storage, where the excess water drains back to the atmos-

pheric recycle water tank, a bucket conveyer lifts the 200 mesh top size

coal to the top of the building and deposits them into the feed receiver.

The feed receiver supplies two lock hoppers, each sized to hold a 40

minute supply. Ball valves isolate the feed receiver from the lock

hoppers to allow pressurization of the lock hoppers with CO_
saturdted vapor. From this point, the slurry tank, refuse letdown tank,

coal depressurizer, and recycle water tank are interconnected with a

pressure equalization system, which is connected to the vapor space in the

pressurizer and maintains these vessels at CO_ saturation pressure

of 5.79 x 10_ Pascals (840 psig) at 21.1°C (70°F). However,

each tank may be isolated from the equalization system, if desired,
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There are three slurry tanks, Bach holding a 20 minute process feed

supply, While Tank I is on-stream,Tank 2 is mixing and Tank 3 is being

filled, l'ofill a tank, water is first filled to a prescribedlevel, the

stirrer turned on, and then the contentsof a lock hopper is deposited

into the slurry tank, The concentrationmay be changed by controllingthe

amount of coal added,

A slurry pump increases the feed pressure to approximately 6,21 x

10_ Pascals (900 psig) to supply the hydraulic mixer, Liquid

CO_ is injected into the slurr._ within the mixer. The mixer has a
series of eight orifice plates through which the coal/water/CO 2

mixture passes. Pressure drop through the mixer is calculated to be

appro)<imately 3.44 x 105 Pascals (50 psi),

The mixture enters the separator which has four stages, each of which

separate and concentrate the coal/CO 2 and water/refuse phases of the

previous stage.

The coal/CO_ phase concentrates near the center of the column and
exits the unit at the top, while the heavier water/refuse phase accumu-

lares at the column periphery and exits at the bottom of the column.

Slurry pump flow rate plus the CO_ flow rate give the total sepa-

rator "in" flow, while the "out" flow is balanced by control of the water/

refuse stream exit rate through the bottom CO_/water interface level

indication. Thus, the remaining coal/COp "out" flow is automati-

cally established.

Water, refuse, and absorbed CO_ are drawn from the bottom of the

separation vessel and into the liquid cyclone within one of the two Refuse

Letdown Tanks. Concentrated solids exit from the bottom of the cyclone,

while water and absorbed CO2 vent from the top. Solids will concen-
trate in the tank bottom while water is decanted from over the refuse and
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returned to the pressurized recycle water tank, Whena prescribed solids

level is reached in the on-line tank, it will be isolated from the system;

and flow will be diverted to the second tank, CO2 will be vented to

the accumulator from the first tank to reduce its pressure to about 1,72 x

105 Pascals (25 psig), This pressure will be used to force the

refuse sludge out of the vessel into disposal drums.

At some time during operation of the plant, runs will be made to investi-

gate continuous venting of refuse sludge and recycle water from one tank

only; thus, the second tank will be held in reserve,

The same procedurewill be used for the coal depressurizingtanks.

' The product stream (- 12% solids, coal/CO2) from the top of the

separator is concentrated in a cyclone to about 25% solids before it

enters one of two auger filters. The second filter is a standbyunit.

Any coal fines in the overflow are recirculatedto the separatorwith the

CO2 flow.

Coal cake is delivered by the auger to the receiverleg and flows through

into the depressurizer tank. At a prescribedlevel in the depressurizer

tank, it is isolated from the system; CO_ is vented to the accumu-

lator until the tank has 10 psig remaining. Then this pressure is used to

fill the productdrums. Meanwhile,the coal filter cake continuesto fill

the receiver leg of the filter until the emptied receivingtank is put

back into the system,at which time the cycle is repeated.

7,1.7 Required Development

Two areas which requiredevelopmentfor successof the LICADO process are,

I) an efficient means for separating the two liquid phases (CO2 and

water), and 2) recovery of product from the process. These are presently
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I

being examined in the Bench Research Unit and the ContinuousResearch

Unit. Dewatering of the refuse is required also; however,conventional

dewatering technologieswill be applied.

7.1.7.1 Separator

The conceptualdesign for the separatorshould be tested in the Continuous

Research Unit to demonstrateits expected performanceimprovementcompared

to a single-stage separator. The effectivenessof the design and para-

metric variation should be assessedbefore the 0.9 metric ton/hr (l-ton/

hour) unit is finalized. Separatorparameterssuch as mixture residenceI

time, effect of fluid velocitieswithin the separator;mechanicalmixer

speed, blade placement and relative size; necessity for the mechanical

mixer; need for and location of CO2 injection ports in the separa-

tor; need for and location of water injectionports; and optimumlocation

of coal C02/waterash ir'_rfacewill be investigated.

The preliminary design for these componentswill be updated,based on the

test results from the scaled unit during final design.

7.1.7.2 Product Recovery (Coal/CO2 Separation)

High pressure filtration is necessary to remove the liquid CO2 from

the cleaned coal; and to date, only multiple candle-typefilterscycling

in a batch mode will provide the required capacity for a commercial

plant. However, these candle filtersare very expensiveand potentially

could require extensive maintenance. Therefore, it is necessarythat a

continuous high pressure filter be developed. The auger filter,Figure

7.1.5-7, is a good candidate for furtherinvestigation. However, if dif-

ficulty is encountered during scale-upto a commercial size, an alterna-

tive would be a moving belt filterwithin a pressure housingsimilar to

Figures 7.1.7.2-Iand 7.1.7.2-2.
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7.1.8 ConceptualDesign Review of POC Plant

A conceptual design review was held on July 13, 1989 at the Westinghouse

Large, PA site. The review material presentedwas a condensedversion of

Section 7.1 of this report, "Proof-of-ConceptPlant (I Ton/Hour)."

The significantdesign modificationsresultingfrom the review are:

o Dry grind the coal in a CO2 atmosphere.

o Add a "Super Scalper" to remove slate and rock

from the ROM coal before it is ground.

e Specify apex of cyclone to prevent plugging by

coal particles. The apex diameter should be at

least three times the largest particle diameter.
#p p_

o Provide for individualoperationof subsystemsto

check out and start-upthe plant. These modifica-

tions will be implementedduring the preliminary

design phase.

A summary discussion of the significant questions is presented in Appendix
7.1.8_

7.2 Commercial Plant (200 Ton/Hour)

A commercial size plant was conceived to provide 181 metric ton/hr (200

ton/hour) of product feed for a 500 MWe utility. This concept was used

to provide a budgetary capital cost estimate that was input to the econo-

mic evaluation presented in Section 8.0.
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The system and flow schematicfor the commercialplant was based on the

0.9 metric ton/hr LICADO Proof-of-Concept system. From the 181 metric

ton/hr schematicand materialbalances, plant componentswere sized; and a

budgetarycapitalcost estimatewas developed.

7.2.1 Requirements
I

The plant is designed to meet the requirementsand assumptionswhich

follow"

e The production rate is 181 metric tons/hr for

cleanedcoal (90%<200 mesh)

e Feed material ROM bituminous coal from Upper

Freeport seam

e Cleaned coal ash contentwill be less than 2.0%

• Approximately 90% of the pyritic sulfurwill be

removed

• Feed is availablein feed hopper,and product is

ready for transport

m Feed coal/waterslurry 20% wt. solids

m CO2 slurry ratio is 0.5

• Coal residencetime in separatoris five minutes

• Utilities are site available
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e All process wetted containment material is 304

stainlesssteel

e Vessel wall thicknessis <_5.72cm (2-I/4 inches)

e Based on the discussionpreviouslypresentedin

Section 7.1.2.2, it is assumed that the auger

filter is developed; and this componentis used

in this plant concept

7.2.2 Discussionof System (Figure7.2.2-I)

The LICADO process system is basicallythe same as discussed in Section

7.1, with the exceptionof the feed coal preParationstep. In the commer-

cial plant the coal size reductionball mill is air swept; and air is used

to transportthe coal fines to the classifierand bag house. This will be

modified by replacing with a closed gaseous CO2 system,which may be

accomplishedat minimal cost.

t

Also, this plant's separatorallows refuse settlingand concentrationto

approximately 19% solids in the:bottomof the separator,with pressurized

water being decanted for recycle before the refuse slurry exits to the

refuse_ cyclone for furtherconcentration. In the POC plant, refuse exits

the separatorat about 3-I/2% solids as it enters the cyclone. The assump-

tion for this plant is that separator development will allow this

approach.

7.2.3: Descriptionof Plant

Raw coal is processedthroughone of five 49.5 metric ton/ht (55-ton/hour)

feed preparation stations. From the rail car it passes through a coal

hopper, to a weight feeder, and into an air swept Ball Mill. Crushed coal
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is classified in a cyclonewith bottoms (largerthan 200 mesh) returning

to the Ball Mill, and the 200 mesh and smallermaterial passing througha

Bag House and into a Fines Storage Vesselwhich has an oxygen depleted

atmosphere.

Coal fines pass from storage into one of two Lock Hoppers. Eac_ Lock

Hopper may feed one of two Coal Slurry Tanks and cycles between them. The

pressure is equalized between the Lock Hopper and one Slurry Tank which

contains high pressure CO2, and then the coal fines flow into the

Slurry Tank. The tank is filled to a prescribedlevel with high pressure

water (saturated with CO2 at about 5.8%), isolated, and stirring
initiated.

When the slurry is homogeneous, the slurrypump sends a 20% wt. solids

water slurry to all four Hydraulic Mixers where liquid CO2 is

intimately mixed with the slurry. Each HydraulicMixer is connectedto

one Separator column. Within the column, CO2 containingcoal rises;
and the refuse remains with the water and sinks. Residencetime in the

separator is five minutes.

Refuse and water are constantly drawn from the bottom of the separator at

a 19 wt. % solids concentration. Part way up the column, water is

decanted from the concentrated refuse and stored in two Recycle Water

Vessels. Meanwhile, the refuse stream is further concentrated in a Refuse

Cyclone, with the overflow water going to the Recycle Water Vessels and

the concentrated refuse (34 wt. % solids) alternately filling one of the

three Refuse Depressurizer Tanks. Again, water is decanted from the

settled sludge and is sent to atmospheric water storage. The water may be

filtered to remove waste particles entrained in the cyclone underflow, or

it may be recirculated with these particles. The settled refuse paste

(approximately 50% wt. solids) is forced from the bottom of the vessel

into disposal cars. If necessary, flocculents may be used to achieve
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these solids concentrations in the waste. While the first tank is fill-

ing, the second tank is settlingand its water is being decanted; and the

third is dischargingrefuse paste from the bottom into the cars.

Cleaned coal and CO2 exit the top of the separators (23% wt.

solids). The coal/CO_ slurry flows through a deslimingcyclone (not

shown) Into the auger filters (16 units) operatingat saturatedcondi-

tions. The feed slurry liquid level is maintained in the filter medium

auger leg, while saturated vapor is above the liquid in the remaining

auger leg and in the verticalcoal receiver leg. The auger is constantly

turning at one to three RPM, strippingcoal from inside the filter medium,

and delivering it to the top of the unit where it falls into the coal

receiver leg. Four filtersare connectedto one ProductCoal Collection

Vessel. The coal 'ineach filter is cyclicallydischarged into the Product

Collection vessel in which it is depressurized. The CO2 goes to two

CO2 accumulators, while the clean coal flows to a closed rail car

with depleted oxygen atmosphere.

Filtrate (liquid COs) from the filters is delivered to the process

system pressurizer.

Gaseous COS, at approximately 4.41 x 10B Pascals (640 psig)

from the accumulators, is recompressed in a recycle compressor to 5.79 x

10_ Pascals (840 psig), cooled to 21.1°C (70°F), and returned to

the process system pressurizer.

The system pressure is maintained at saturated conditions 21.1°C

(70°F) and 5.79 x 106 (840 psig) by automatic temperature control

of the pressurizerthrough heatingor cooling.
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7.2.4 Budgetary Cost Estimate

The fixed capital cost was based on a method presented in Reference 7-i

and is used in the process industry to provide budgetary plant costs.

Equipment and component costs are estimated, and then the remaining direct

and indirect costs are calculated as a factor of that cost, The factors

are based on historical data of chemical process plants, which were

modified because of the high capital cost of this plant resulting from the

costly grinding system and high pressure, stainless steel vessels. This

approach was also used to provide the costs of Reference 2,

Vessel and tank fabricators were contacted; and a cost per pound of metal

was obtained for code stamped vessels built to tile ASMEPressure Vessel

Code, Section VIII and made of 304 stainless steel. The cost estimates of

standard equipment and components were provided by manufacturers and

suppliers. The total of these costs were considered as Primary Equipment

Costs and used as the basis for estimating the remaining direct and

indirect Fixed Capital Costs.

The total Fixed Capital Cost for the commercial 181 metric ton/hr

(2._O-ton/hour) LICADO plant is $94,580,500. This cost (breakdown

presented in Appendix G) is used in the economic studiespresentedin

Section 8.0.

In this estimate for the fixed capitalcost, there was no cost allocated

for land or buildingsbecause it was assumedoutdoorconstructionwould be
J

used for the equipment on land furnishedby the host coal mine or util-

ity. Space for the controlroom was assumedto be availablein existing

buildings. Other factors,such as engineeringand supervisionand process

contingencies, were estimated at about one-half the values used in

previous studies because of the high capital cost of the equipmentfor

this plant. Without this reduction,the costs for these factorswould

have been overestimated.
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7,3 Waste Stream Recovery Plan% (50=Ton/Hour)

A modified process was conceptually designed which used CO2 for coal

beneficiation differently than it 'is used in the LICADOprocess, In the

LICADO process, sufficient CO2 is used to form a coal-rich liquid

CO_ phase separate from the refuse-rich water phase. The CO2

and water phases are separated, and the coal is then removed from the

CO2 phase,

In the modified process, just enough CO2 is used to bridge or agglo-
merate the coal fines into particles which are larger than the refuse

fines, The refuse fines are not affected and remain with the water

phase. The mixture is then screened, and the coal agglomerate stays on

the screen while the water with refuse passes through the screen,

Tests of the modified processwere made with several coals in the 2-inch

diameter batch system, which demonstrated the feasibilityof this ap-

proach. This work is described in Section3.3 of this report. Promising

results were obtained with IllinoisNo. 6 coal, which is hydrophilic,as

coal wastes may become after extended storagein water.

A conceptual design of a 45 metric ton/hr (50-ton/hour) plant was devel-

oped to be used as the basis for a budgetary cost estimate and comparison

with the LICADO process. Feed to this 50-ton/hour plant is assumed to b_

the waste stream from a commercial coal washing plant and contains about

3% wt. solids in water. The coal feed was based on Upper Freeport coal

with approximately 25% wt. refuse.

7.3.1 Requirements

The plant is designed to meet the requirements and assumptions which

follow'
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I

e Feed is 45 metric ton/ht (50-ton/hour)of 3% wt,

solids from a waste streamof a CommercialCoal

washing plant

e Feed is bituminous coal from the Upper Freeport

seam at <200 mesh

e The plant will be designed for 50% ash rejection

and 70%yield

o Feed coal/water stream concentrated to 20%wt.
r

solids before CO2 contact

e 20% wt, CO2 per weight of coal used in

process

e Limited water saturation with CO_ at high
J

pressure due to short residence time

e Coal residencetime in separatoris one minute

I

e Utilities are site available

e All process wetted containment material is 304

stainlesssteel

e Vessel wall thicknessis <_5.1cm (2 inches)

o Concept sufficient to provide basis for budgetary

capital cost estimate

e A pressurized moving screen continuous filter

will be used for product recovery, similar to

Figure 7,1,7,2-I and-2.
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7.3,2 Discussionof System (Figure7.3.2-I)

The process appears to be simpler than the standard LICADO process, since

there is no liquid CQ_ phase requiring separation from the water
phase.

However, should more CO2 be required than anticipatedor be absorbed

in the water phase, then a COjwater separator could be installed

between the product filter and the refuse pond to reclaim the CO2.

In the laboratory, separation of the larger size coal agglomeratesfrom

the refuse/water phase by screeninghas been very effective. Therefore,

this method of product recovery is used in the plant, assumingthat a con-

tinuous belt screen contained in a pressure housinghas been developed.

, This plant does not recycle the processwater as is done in the standard

LICADO process. Separation of the refuse from the water is no longer

required, and both are dumped into the on-site refuse pond. The energy of

the high pressure refuse water might be partiallyreclaimedby driving a

coal/water slurry booster pump installedup stream of the regular slurry

pump.

7.3.3 Descriptionof Plant

The waste stream (containing 3% solids) from a coal washing plant is

concentrated to 20% wt. solids in a cyclone. Underflowfrom the cyclone

goes to a slurry feed tank from which a slurry pump pressurizesthe feed

into a mixer in which it contacts liquid CO_ at approximately5.89 x

106 (855 psig). Fhe CO2 agglomerates the coal fines into

larger particles; and the mixture of agglomeratedcoal, smaller particle

refuse and water passes onto a moving screen which allows the refuse and

water to pass through while retainingthe agglomeratedcoal particles.

This moving screen filter is containedwithin a pressurizedvessel which

incorporatesa separate filtrate receiver and clean coal storage in the
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vessel bottom. Filtrate (refuseand water) is returnedto the refuse pond

while the cleaned coal passes through the coal receivers into the

depressurizer,and from there is ready for combustion.

Based on the requirementsand the informationgiven in Figure 7.3.2-I,the

plant components were sized and a budgetarycost estimate was established

for the plant.

7.3.4 BudgetaryCost Estimate
J

The same budgetarycost estimatingprocedurewas used for this plant as is

outlined in Section 7.2.4.

The total fixed capital cost for the commercial45 metric ton/hr (50-ton/

hr) Agglomeration Plant is $9,670,000. This cost (details presentedin

Appendix 7.3.4) is used in the economic evaluationspresented in Section

8.0.
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8.0 ECONOMICSTUDIES

Economic studies of the LICADO processwere made to determine the market

potential for this process. Studieswere made of the product sales price

for two applications of this process: a 181 metric ton/hr (200-tonper

hour) plant, such as would be located at a mine or utility, and a 45

metric ton/hr (50-tonper hour) waste recoveryplant, which would process

the fines in the waste stream from an existing conventionalplant or would

recover fines from a waste pond. The economicsmodel and results o'fthese

studiesare discussed in this section.

8.1 EconomiclModel

A process economicsmodel was developedusing a personal computer spread-

sheet that calculated the required sales price per ton of coal processed

by the LICADO process. This sales price was calculated from the capital

cost of the plant, financing costs, taxes, return on investment,plant

operating and maintenance costs, and refuse disposal costs. The sensi-

tivity of the sales price to variationsin key parameterswas investi-

gated.

This reference case parametersfor the economic studies are summarizedin

Table 8.1-I. Sensitivityanalyseswere made to determine the effect upon

the required sales price for variationsin return on investment,capital

cost, carbon dioxide usage, and plant capacity factor. An exampleof the

program output is provided in Appendix 8-I.

8.2 Economic Study Results

Results of the economic studies of the 181 metric ton/hr per hour, ROM

plant and the 45 metric ton/hr plant Waste Recovery Plants are discussed

in this section.
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TABLE 8.1-I

PARAMETERSUSED IN ECONOMICMODEL

Run-of-Mine Waste

' .._./_ ,Pla_!__TLtt Recovery Plant

Plant Capacity,tons/hr ' '/ 11 200 50
Capital Cost, $M 95 12.5

Carbon Dioxide Usage, wt. % of Product 1.0 2.0

Return-On-Investment (aftertaxes),% 20 20

'[axes,% 37 37

Plant Capacity Factor (Dimensionless) 0.80 0.80

Operating and Maintenance,$M/yr 12.45 2.15

Plant Life, Years 20 20

Escalation,% per year 5 5

Interestduring Construction,% 10 10 '

% Debt 0.75 0.75

Long Term Interest,% 12 12

Refuse Disposal Costs, 2.00 1.00

$ per ton of refuse

BREAKDOWNOF OPERATINGAND MAINTENANCECOST

Run-of-Mine Waste
Plant Recovery Pl..ant

Labor, $M/yr 3.0 0.92

Utilities,$M/yr 6.0 0.188
/

CO2, SM/yr 0.91 0.595
Waste Disposal, $M/yr 1.59 0.318

ReplacementEquipment I%, first 5 years I%, first 5 y_ars

2%, last 15 years 2%, last 15 years
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8.2.1 ROM Plant
i

Economic analyses of the 181 metric ton per hour, ROM plant, were made

using the computer-based model. The plant capital costs and operating/

maintenance costs were estimatedfrom the plant conceptualdesign and flow

sheet described in Section 7.2

Results of the analyses for this plant are graphicallycorrelated in

Figures 8.2-I, 8.2-2, and 8.2-3. The required sales price for the refer-

ence case was $17.10/ton ($18.85/metricton) (product). In Figure 8.2-I,

the sales prices per ton of product for the base case is correlatedwith

the return on investmentafter taxes. The sales price is not very sensi-

tive of the return-on-investment;for example, the sales price decreases

about $0.70 per ton ($0.77per metric ton) for a 5% reduction in return-

on-investment.

Similarly, the sal s price is not strongly affected by the carbon dioxide

loss or capital (ist. From Figure 8.2-2, a decrease in capital cost of

$IOM reduces the _tles price by less than $I.00 per toR ($1.11 per metric

ton). A doublin!iof the carbon dioxide loss from I% to 2% per ton of

product increases ,hesales price by only $0.70 per ton ($0.77 per metric

ton) on product.

The sales price, Ii,wever,is very sensitiveto the plant capacity factor,
I

as illustrated inl igure 8.2-3. A decrease in plant utilizationfrom 0.8

to 0.7 results in aliout $1.50 per ton ($1.65per metric ton) rise in sales

price. The sensitivityto this parameterresultsfrom the large capital

cost of the LICADO plant.

The estimated sales price for the LICADO process indicatesthat the

process is in the same range as most of the deep cleaningprocesses based

on price per ton of product. However,when prices are compared on the

J
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basis of heating value, the LICADOprocess will be 15 to 20% less because

of the low (10% to 15%) moisture resulting from this process, compared to

the high moisture contents of other physical cleaning processes (25% to

30% moisture).

8.2.2 Waste Recovery Plant

Process economics were investigated for a 45 metric ton/ht (50-ton per

hour) plant that recovered fines from the waste stream of an exiting,

conventional working plant or from a waste pond. For both of these

applications, the plant is that described in Section 7.3. The capital

cost of the plant is much lower than the ROMplant not only because of the

difference in size by a factor of four, but because of plant equipment not

required in the waste stream or waste pond application. For these appli-

cations, the grinding circuit and most of the waste processing systems are

not required. The grinding circuit, which can be as much as one-third of

the total plant capital cost, is not required in these applications, since

the coal is already in the form of fine particles. Refuse concentrating

and handling systems are w,_inimized in this design, since the wastes can be

discharged directly into the waste pond for the existing plant or back

into the waste pond, which is the source if pond waste is being processed.

The required processing sales price is $10.40 per ton ($11.46per metric

ton) for the 45 metric (50-ton)per hr plant operating to recoverwaste

fines. The sales price per ton of product is correlatedwith the plant

capital costs, with all the other parameters at their referencecase

values, in Figure 8.2-4. The sales price is not overly sensitiveto the

capital cost. For example, a change in capitalcost of $2M results in a

change of only $0.80 per ton ($0.88 per metric ton) of product.

TI,e sensitivity of the product sales price to the cost of carbon dioxide

i illustratedin Figure 8.2-5. Changes in carbon dioxide cost of !50%
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per ton of product result in about +SO.gO per ton ($0.99 per metric ton)

change in the sales price of the product. These costs are the result of

the small amount of carbon dioxide that is absorbed on the product surface

and the dissolved carbon dioxide in the waste water dischargedwith the
refuse.

The sales price per ton of product is correlatedwith the plant capacity

factor in Figure 8.2-6. In this case, the sales price is affected J

significantly by a decrease in plant capacity factor. A decrease of 25%

in plant capacity (from 0.80 to 0.60) results in an increase in sales

price of about $2.00 per ton ($2.20 per metric ton),

This pric_.per ton of recoveredcoal is very competitive,since a valuable

product has been convertedfrom waste materials. Compared to other pro-

cesses that can recover and clean waste coals from the same sources, the

LICADO process will have a 15-20% advantagebecause of the lower water

content of its product.
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9.0 SUMMARY,CONCLUSIONS,AND RECOMMEhDAYIONS

In this s_ction, the summaryof this final rep(rt is presentedtogether

with conclusionsand recommendations.

9.1 Summary

The test program for this phase of the LICADO developmentprogram included

batch tests using eight differentcoals: three Upper Freeportcoals, two

Pittsburgh seam coals, two IllinoisNo. 6 coals, and one Middle Kittanning

coal. Initial tests were performedin a 5.1 cm (2-inch)diametercolumn

in the fixed volume mode of operation. In these tests, a fixed volume of

coal-water slurry was mixed with a fixed volume of liquid CO2, and

the two phases were separated and analyzed. Initialparametrictests

demonstrated that a mixing speed of about 800 rpm providedthe best

separationand recovery.

Twenty-seven experiments were performed for each of three coals using a

factorial matrix to examine the effect of particle size, liquid CO2

flow rate, and slurry concentrationupon process performance. The coals

used in these experimentswere PittsburghBruceton,Middle Kittanning,and

I11inois No. 6. Results of these tests showed:

e Finer particles increasedheatingvalue recovery.

e Higher slurry concentrations decreased heating

value recovery and ash reductionfor Pittsburgh-

Bruceton coal, but not for the other coals.

o CO2 flowrate did not affect either the

heating value recovery or ash reductionfor any

coal tested.
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More than 100 tests were made using variable liquid COz volume

operation. In these tests, a fixed volume of coal-waterslurrywas con-

tacted by flowing CO2. Clean coal was continuouslyremovedfrom the

top of the separator column. Thus, this variable volume (or semi-

continuous operation) simulated the COz portion of the process,but

the coal-water slurry became depleted of coal and enriched in mineralcon-

centration as the coal particles were Carried out by the flowing

CO2. All eight of the coals were tested in the variable volume

apparatus. Excellentresults for these coals were obtained,with the best

results of 95% ash and pyrite rejectionbeing obtainedwith Upper Freeport

coal. Results are very close to, and in some cases, betterthan the mea-

sured washability data for the same coal and particle size. The powdered

coal product is relatively dry, containing 5 to 10% moisture. Use of

1-Octanol at 155 ppm improvedthe processperformancefor IllinoisNo. 6

coal from 70% Btu recovery and 50% ash rejectionto 80% for both Btu

recovery and ash rejection. Use of sodium hexametaphosphatedid not

benefit the process.

Two-step (i.e., use of the product as the feed for a second cleaning)

cleaning resulted in higher overallash and pyrite rejection,but at lower

overall yields. The reducedyield resultedfrom the additionallosses of

coal particlesduring the second cleaningstep.

Tests of an integral two-stageseparationsystem in the variablevolume

batch apparatus resulted in noticeableimprovementsin ash rejectionand

about the same Btu recovery as for a single-stageat low impellerspeeds.

At higher impellerspeeds, the ash rejectionremainedrelativelyunchang-

ed, whereas ash rejection was significantlyreduced at higher speeds in

the single-sl;agesystem.

The Continuous ResearchUnit, which simulatesan integratedLICADO process

with continuous coal-water slurry feed, Iiquid CO_ injection,

product withdrawal and separation, and waste water withdrawal,has been

successfullyoperated for periods as long as fourteen hours. Coal feed
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rates of 0.45 to 4.5 kg/hr (I to 10-1b/hr)have been tested. The heating

value recovery increases when the feed rate increasesfrom 0.45 kg/hr (I

Ib/hr) to 1.35 kg/hr (3 Ib/hr),but the heatingvalue recovery decreases

at feed rates greater than 2.70 kg/hr (6-1b/ hr). This decrease at 2.72

kg/hr (6-1b/hr) is"caused by the limit of the CO2 flow rate through

the column. This limit resultsfrom excessivecoal carry-over from the

coal product/CO2 separator and is not a process limit. At 1.35

kg/hr (3-1b/hr)feed rate, heatingvalue recoveriesof 80%, ash reductions

of 75%, and pyrite reductionsof 80%, are achievedwith a product that is

relatively dry. These resultsindicatethat the overall performanceof

the continuous system approachesthe limit of washabilityfor the particle

size (-200 mesh) tested.

A LICADO Simulation Model has been developed for use with a personal

computer which provides material balances for each of the unit opera-

tions. The model, which is programmed in FORTRAN IV, uses input data

characterizing the feed coal and required productionand process data such

as slurry concentration, CO2 flow rates, and separator/mixer resi-

dence times determined from the experimental program. In addition to

material balances at each process unit, the program sizes the mixer and

separator, including wall thicknesses,in compliancewith the ASME Pres-

sure Vessel Code. Piping sizes are also calculated.

Three conceptualplant designs have been developed,a 0.9 metric ton/hr (I

ton/hr) Proof-of-Concept Plant, a 181 metric ton/hr (200 ton/hr) commer-

cial plant, and a 45 metric ton/hr (50 ton/hr) fines recovery plant. The

o.g metric ton/hr Proof-of-ConceptPlant conceptualdesign was developed

in the most detail, includingplant arrangementdrawings,equipmentlay-

outs for the grinding system,mixer, separator,and filter, and control

system instrumentationfunctionsand schematic. A detailed cost estimate

was prepared for the Proof-of-Concept Plant, since final design and

construction of this plant is the next logical step in developing the

LICADO technology. The 181 metric ton/hr and 45 metric ton/hr plant
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designs were more conceptual and were used to providebudgetarycapital

and operatingcosts for use in economic studiesof the process.

Economic studies have been made for a 181 metric ton/hr,stand-aloneplant

using run-of,-minecoal as feed, and a 45 metric ton/hr plant processing

waste fines from the waste streamof a conventionalwashing plant. Th_

input p_rameters, other than capitaland operating/maintenancecost, for

the two studieswere identical;i.e., 20% return on investment,37% taxes,

20-year plant life, 12% interest,5% inflationrate, and O.BO plant capa-

city factor.

The required sales price for the LICADO process is $17.20/tonfor the 181

metric ton/hr (200-ton/hr) plant and $10.40/tonfor the 45 metric ton/hr

(50-ton/hr) waste recovery plant. The sales price is not strongly sensi-

tive to plant capitalcost or return-on-invesi_ment,but is very sensitive

to the plant capacity factor. These costs are competitivewith other ad-

vanced physical coal cleaning processes,showinga 15-20% advantageon a

cost per heatingunit comparisonbecause the lower moisture content of the

LICADO processprovides a higherheatingvalue.

9.2 Conclusions

The followingconclusionsresult from the work described in this report"

• The LICADO process effectively reduces ash and

pyrite from all the coals tested,with typical

heating value recoveriesin the 80 to 85% range,

and ash/pyrite rejectionsof 80 to 90_ ,

m Results in both variablevolume batch tests and

continuous tests have achieved resultsclose to

or exceeding the washability data. This indi-

cates that the process is limited by mire_al

liberation,and higherash/pyriterejections
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could be achieved with smaller particle sizes and

multistage separation.

e Adequate ash/pyrite rejections at high Btu

recoveries are achievable at a top size of -200

mesh. This particle size is more economical than

finer sizes and is typicalof the size used in

pulverizedcoal boilers.
I

• Premixing the coal-water slurrywith a portion of

the CO2 enhances yield and slightly

decreases ash/pyriterejectioncompared to mixing

all of the CO2 with the slurry in the Separ-

ation Column. For example, the yield of Illinois

No. 6 increasedabout 12%, while the pyrite rejec-

tion decreased 5%, with an increaseof premixing

time from three to 10 minutes.

• Multistep variable volume batch operation

improves ash/pyrite rejection at the expense of

lower Btu recovery. Since the overallyields in

this mode of operationare decreased,multistep

operation is economically noncompetitive. For
J

Middle Kittanning coal, the ash reductionJ

increased by almost 50% after the second step,

with the loss of about 14% in yield.

• Multistage operation in the Batch Variable Volume

operation showed noticeablyimprovedseparation,

(-13%) at equivalent heating value recoveries,

and significantly less sensitivity to impeller

speeds.
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e Multistage operation shows promisein improving

the performance of the LICADO process in larger

systems.

SJ

• Steady-state operationof the ContinuousResearch

Unit has been demonstrated for up to fourteen

hours. Continuous operation is limited only by

the supply of ground coal and the availabilityof

the operators.
,,

• The product is relativelydry (5 to 15% moisture)

compared to other advanced physicalcleaning pro-

cesses (25 to 30% moisture). This eliminatesthe

necessityof drying the coal product.

• Process costs, $17.40/tonestimatedfor a stand-

alone plant or $10.40/ton for a waste recovery

plant at an existing plant, are competitivewith

other advancedphysical coal cleaning processes.

• On a cost per heating value basis, the LICADO

processed coal will have a 15 to 20% cost advan-

tage over precesseswith wet productsbecause of

its lower moisture content (lower moisture

results in a higher heating value per pound and

savings in drying cost).

9.3 Recommendations

The following recommendationsresult from the work performed in this phase

of the LICADO development.

• Further experiments should be performed in the

Continuous Research Unit at higher capacities,to
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22.5 kg/hr (50-1b/hr), in the 15.2 cm (6-inch)

diameter separator.

• The multistage separator with several CO2

in3ectlons and mixing sections followed by

agglomerating sections should be tested in the

Continuous ResearchUnit.

• Performance assessments of the process in

cleaning coal fines from severalwaste storage

ponds should be made. Waste ponds containing

severaldifferent coals should be investigated.

• The auger filter should be developedfor larger

capacities.

• A 0.9 metric ton (1-ton/hr) Proof-of-Concept

Plant for the LICADO project should be

constructed and operated to confirm the data

obtained with the smaller scale systems, and to

provide the data base for scale-up to a

commercial scale demonstrationplant.
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The washability data for four of the eight coals is presented
Tables A-I through A-4.

Table A-I

Washability data for Upper Freeport coal ( # i)
Particle Size: 200 x 0 Mesh

Feed Ash : 23.8%
Feed total sulfur : 1.39%
Feed pyritic sulfur: 1.13%

m

Specific Gravity Cumulative Float Cumulative Sink

Yield Ash Pyritic Yield Ash Pyritic
Sink Float Sulfur Sulfur

(%) (%) (%) (%) (%) (%)

- 1.30 30.4 2.40 0.05 i00.0 25.31 1.44

1.30 1.35 45.3 3.51 0.08 69.6 35.31 2.05

1.35 1.40 50.6 4.32 0.ii 54.7 43.36 2.57

1.40 1.60 69.2 7.36 0.38 43.4 53.28 3.19

1.60 1.80 73.5 9.34 0.30 30.8 65.64 4.27

1.80 - 100.0 25.31 1.44 26.5 69.60 4.59
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Table A-2

Washability data for Middle Kittanning coal ( # 6)
Particle Size: 200 x 0 Mesh

Feed Ash: 6.9%
Feed total sulfur : 3.76%

Feed pyritic sulfur: 3.32%

Specific Gravity Cumulative Float Cumulative Sink

Yield Ash Pyritic Yield Ash Pyritic
Sink Float Sulfur Sulfur

(%) (%) (%) (%) (%) (%)

- 1.30 59.9 1.42 0.24 i00.0 7.23 2.69

1.30 1.35 76.7 2.12 0.46 40.1 15.92 6.35

1.35 1.40 82.8 2.66 0.66 23.3 24.06 10.03

1.40 1.60 89.6 3.44 0.88 17.2 29.24 12.46

1.60 1.80 92.4 3.92 0.97 10.4 39.90 18.28

1.80 - i00.0 7.23 2.69 7.6 47.50 23.55

_m____m__,_
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Table A-3

Washability data for Illinois No.6 coal ( # 7)
Particle Size: 200 x 0 Mesh

Feed Ash : 25.8%
Feed total sulfur : 4.07%
Feed pyritic sulfur: 2.09%

Specific Gravity Cumulative Float Cumulative Sink

Yield Ash Pyritic Yield Ash Pyritic
Sink Float Sulfur Sulfur

(9) (9) (9) (9) (9) (%)

- 1.30 38.8 3.43 0.21 i00.0 24.62 2.19

1.30 1.35 51.8 4.71 0.21 61.2 38.05 3.44

1.35 1.40 60.4 4.95 0.22 48.2 46.02 4.32

1.40 1.60 71.0 7.58 0.25 39.6 54.61 5.20

1.60 1.80 74.6 7.88 0.33 29.0 66.34 6.94

1.80 - I00.0 24.62 2.19 25.4 73.8 7.64
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Table A-4

Washability data for Illinois No.6 coal ( # 8)
Particle Size: 200 x 0 Mesh

Feed Ash : 13.5%
Feed total sulfur : 2.20%

Feed pyritic sulfur: 1.40%

Specific Gravity Cumulative F3oat Cumulative Sink
_mN

Yield Ash Pyritic Yield Ash Pyritic
Sink Float Sulfur Sulfur

(%) (%) (%) (%) (%) (%)

- i. 30 50.7 i. 90 0.06 i00.0 ].3.50 I. 25

1.30 i. 35 53.5 i. 90 0.06 49.3 25.4 2.77

1.35 1.40 70.3 3.10 0.06 46.5 26.9 2.94

1.40 1.60 85.1 4.90 0.06 29.7 38.1 4.57

1.60 1.80 89.2 6.20 0.06 14.9 152.6 9.05

1.80 - i00.0 13.50 1.25 10.8 73.8 12.46

mu _mm mmmm_
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DEFINITION OF DIAMETERS

Volume-Surface Mean Diameter:

Weight Mean Diameter:

n

i-I
_w = n

I-i

Where N i = Number of particles

Di = Diameter of particles
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DEFINZTZON OF D_,ETERS

Volume-Surface Mean Diameter:

DVB -- n

Weight Mean Diameter:

Where Ni = Number of particles

Di = Diameter of particles
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APPENDIX B

RESULTS FROM FIXED VOLUME BATCH TESTS
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STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF THE FIXED VOLUME BATCH TESTS
WITH THREE DIFFERENT COALS

A bzief description of the methodology for statistical
analysis is given below. This is followed by the presentation of
the results for experiments conducted using the fixed volume
batch unit.

The experiments in the fixed volume batch mode were designed
at three levels and for three factors. These are indicated in

Tables B-I and B-6 The m@ximum n_mber of tests (without
replication) in this case is 3- = 27.

Two parameters were analyzed:

(a) Btu Recovery, defined as

(i00 - Clean Coal Ash Content)
Btu Recovery (%) = Yield *

(i00 - Feed Coal Ash Content)

(b) Ash Reduction (AR), defined as

Clean Coal Ash Content

AR(%) = i00 -- * I00
Feed Coal Ash Content

The data are analyzed for each factor as follows:

n

Total for each level: tj = SUM Yij J = 1,2,..., mi=l

n = No. tests/level = 9
m = No. levels = 3

Total number of tests: N = nxm = 27

Sum of Squares: SS = SUM t 2/n - SS
j=l J t

n m
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SS t = (SUM SUM Yij)2/Ni-ij=1

n m 2

= SUM SUM Yij - SSt
Total Sum of squares: SSTo T i=l j=l

Each factor has f = m - 1 = 2 degrees of freedom and the

total number of degrees of freedom is fTOT = N - 1 = 26.

The mean square for each factor can be calculated as
i

s2 = SS/f

The residue is considered an estimation of the experimental
error. The same parameters calculated for the factors can be
determined for the residue:

SS R = SSTo T - SUM SS
factors

2
(SR) = SSR/fR

- SUM f = 20.
fR = fTOT factors

The s_gnifi_ance of each factor is determined by comparing
the ratio s /(sD) with F distribution values with (f,fR) degrees
of freedom. In _his case these values are:

% Confidence F(2,20)

75 1o49
90 2.59
95 3.49
99 5.85

The analysis of variance was performed for the Btu recovery
and the ash reduction results of the fixed volume batch

experiments. This was carried out for all three coals
investigated ( i.e. coals designated as # 4, # 6 and # 7 in
Tables 3.0-1).



q

A summary of the analysis of variance results for
Pittsburgh-Bruceton coal is given in Tables B-I and B-2.

Table B-1

Btu Recovery (%) Analysis of Variance
Pittsburgh- Bruceton Coal

FACTOR LEVEL AVERAGE SS s 2 s2/SR 2
1 2 3

PARTICLE SIZE 71 77 74 208 104 1.95

SLURRY CONCENTRATION 77 81 68 865 433 8.12

LIQUID CO 2 FLOWRATE 74 76 76 13 6 0.12

Residue 1066 53

Table B-I demonstrates that slurry concentration is the only
factor that significantly affects the Btu recovery of Pittsburgh-
Bruceton coal. This is especially significant at a slurry
concentration of 5% when higher Btu recoveries were obtained. The
effect of particle size does not play a dominant role, possibly
due to the small variation in particle size investigated.

Table B-2

Ash Reduction (%) Analysis of Variance
Pittsburgh-Bruceton Coal

FACTOR LEVEL AVERAGE SS s 2 s2/sR 2
1 2 3

PARTICLE SIZE 29 30 32 65 33 1.34

SLURRY CONCENTRATION 34 30 28 164 82 3.38

LIQUID CO 2 FLOWRATE 33 30 29 80 40 1.64mm

Residue 486 24

Table B-2 shows that none of the three factors exert a
i

significant influence on the ash reduction characteristics of
Pittsburgh-Bruceton coal. There is a marginal effect of slurry
concentration at the lower value of 2.5% where the ash reduction

appears to be higher.
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Table B-3

Btu Recovery (%) Analysis of Variance
Middle Kittanning Coal

--m _ _--mm _mmm

FACTOR LEVEL AVERAGE SS s 2 s_/sR2
1 2 3

_m --m

PARTICLE SIZE 52 63 75 2274 1137 6.73

SLURRY CONCENTRATION 57 68 64 574 287 1.70

LIQUID CO 2 FLOWRATE 63 67 60 186 93 0.55
--m_m mm-- mm

Residue 3380 169

J

Table B-3 shows the analysis of variance of the Btu recovery
results. The analysis of variance indicates that the Btu recovery
results are influenced significantly only by the particle size.
This conclusion is significant at a 99% confidence level. These
results show a clear trend suggesting that smaller particle size
samples generate higher yields.

Table B- 4

Ash Reduction (%) Analysis of Variance
Middle Kittanning Coal

FACTOR LEVEL AVERAGE SS s 2 s2/sR 2
1 2 3

m

PARTICLE SIZE 45 46 45 6.3 3.2 0.30

SLURRY CONCENTRATION 47 45 45 31.2 15.6 1.48

LIQUID CO 2 FLOWRATE 46 46 45 8.2 4.1 0.39--mm m_

Residue 211.2 10.6

Table B-4 depicts the analysis of variance performed to the
ash reduction results. The analysis indicates that none of the
studied variables exert a significant effect on the ash reduction
results.

A summary of the analysis of variance results for Illinois
No.6 coal (26.0% ash sample) is given in Tables B-5 and B-6.
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Table B-5

Btu Recovery (%) Analysis of Variance
Illinois No. 6 Coal

FACTOR LEVEL AVERAGE SS s 2 s2/sR 21 2 3

PARTICLE SIZE 52 54 68 1359 680 9.51

SLURRY CONCENTRATION 58 58 59 6 3 0.04

LIQUID CO 2 FLOWRATE 57 57 60 54 27 0.37
N_gm_

Residue 1430 72

Table B-5 shows the analysis of variance of the Btu recovery
results. The analysis of variance indicates that the Btu recovery
results are influenced significantly only by the particle size.
This conclusion is significant at a 99.9% confidence level. The
Btu recovery results show a clear trend suggesting that smaller
particle size samples generate better results. This is similar
to the conclusion drawn for Middle Kittanning coal.

r

Table B-6

Ash Reduction (%) Analysis of Variance
Illinois No. 6 Coal

FACTOR LEVEL AVERAGE SS s 2 s2/sR 21 2 3

PARTICLE SIZE 48 50 53 109.5 54.8 2.28

SLURRY CONCENTRATION 49 51 52 48.3 24.2 1.01

LIQUID CO 2 FLOWRATE 48 51 51 52.4 26.2 1.09

Residue 479.7 24.0
--mm _ ..... ------mmm----m--_------

Table B-6 depicts the analysis of variance performed to the
ash reduction results on the high ash Illinois No.6 coal. No
significant effect can be observed for the slurry concentration
and the liquid CO_ flowrate. There is a small effect of particle
size on the ash r_duction.

The raw data for the test results of 27 experiments with
each of the three coals discussed above are presented in Tables
B-7, B-8 and B-9.



Table B-7

Pittsburgh-Bruceton coal ( # 4)
Fixed volume batch tests

Impeller Speed: i000 rpm.

Test Particle Slurry Liquid CO2 Ash Btu Pyritic
No. Size, Conc. Flowrate, Reduction Recovery Sulfur

microns wt.% ml/min % % Reduction, %

1 50 2.5 I00 29 87 36
2 40 5.0 i00 33 82 44
3 33 i0.0 25 29 76 42
4 40 2.5 50 35 89 38
5 33 5.0 i00 27 88 38
6 33 5.0 50 31 81 33
7 40 i0.0 i00 31 67 23
8 33 2.5 50 35 62 30
9 50 i0.0 25 39 73 23

I0 33 5.0 25 29 79 26
ii 50 5.0 I00 35 82 26
12 50 i0.0 i00 24 65 20
13 40 5.0 25 35 71 29
14 50 5.0 50 29 84 24
15 33 2.5 25 33 69 29
16 33 2.5 i00 39 62 32
17 40 2.5 25 33 80 33
18 40 2.5 I00 29 84 21
19 50 2.5 25 39 75 26
20 50 i0.0 50 35 68 27
21 33 i0.0 50 27 61 20
22 50 5.0 25 31 75 26
23 33 i0.0 i00 18 64 18
24 40 5.0 50 22 86 29
25 50 2.5 50 37 86 32
26 40 i0.0 50 18 66 24
27 40 i0.0 25 33 69 32



Table B-8

Middle Kittanning Coal ( # 6)
Fixed Volume Batch Test Results

Impeller Speed: i000 rpm.

Test Particle Slurry Liquid CO2 Ash Btu Pyritic
No. Size, Conc. Flowrate, Reduction Recovery Sulfur

microns wt.% ml/min % % Reduction, %
mmm _mm_

1 97 2.5 i00 46 53 59
2 38 5.0 i00 44 73 58
3 28 _ 10.0 25 42 92 56
4 38 2.5 50 45 71 59
5 28 5.0 I00 47 82 62
6 28 5.0 50 50 80 611
7 38 i0.0 I00 45 65 62
8 28 2.5 50 47 88 59
9 97 i0.0 25 46 71 60

i0 28 5.0 25 38 87 54
Ii 97 5.0 i00 47 54 61
12 97 i0.0 i00 44 65 63
13 38 5.0 25 41 56 57
14 97 _ 5.0 50 42 70 57
15 28 2.5 25 49 66 62
16 28 2.5 i00 47 57 62
17 38 2.5 25 51 59 61
18 38 2.5 i00 49 58 63
19 97 2.5 25 44 21 61
20 97 i0.0 50 49 52 64
21 28 i0.0 50 41 58 58
22 97 5.0 25 45 42 59
23 28 i0.0 I00 41 62 58
24 38 5.0 50 46 73 60
25 97 2.5 50 44 43 60
26 38 i0.0 50 49 65 61
27 38 i0.0 25 45 49 58
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Table B-9
Illinoi_ No. 6 Coal ( # 7)

Fixed Volume Batch Test Results

Impeller Speed: 1000 rpm.
_m m

Test Particle Slurry Liquid CO2 Ash Btu Pyritic
No. Size, Cone. Flowrate, Reduction Recovery Sulfur

microns wt.% ml/min % % Reduction, %

1 70 2.5 100 42 48 33
2 50 5.0 100 57 56 37
3 41 10.0 25 56 76 31
4 50 2.5 50 46 47 34
5 41 5.0 I00 58 75 33
6 41 5.0 50 56 55 37
7 50 i0.0 i00 44 56 32
8 41 2.5 50 52 60 36
9 70 i0.0 25 55 51 34

i0 41 5.0 25 58 80 30
ii 70 5.0 i00 37 37 30
12 70 i0.0 i00 51 55 33
13 50 5.0 25 45 52 32
14 70 5.0 50 45 45 32
15 41 2.5 25 47 63 32
16 41 2.5 100 51 71 28
17 50 2.5 25 51 49 33
18 50 2.5 i00 68 53 38
19 70 2.5 25 49 67 34
20 70 i0.0 50 53 53 32
21 41 i0.0 50 52 70 32
22 70 5.0 25 51 52 30
23 41 i0.0 i00 48 63 31
24 50 5.0 50 52 70 34
25 70 2.5 50 51 60 34
26 50 i0.0 50 55 52 34
27 50 i0.0 25 51 52 31
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Table B-10

Particle Size Distribution after 3 min grinding
Middle Kittanning coal ( # 6)

Size Particles No % Weight %
(miorons) Over Over Over

2.0 8042 I00.00 i00.00
4.0 5007 62.26 99.89
6.3 2682 33.35 99.47

10.0 1259 15.66 98.44
12.6 868 10.79 97.69
15.8 622 7.73 96.74
19.9 429 5.33 95.28
25.1 305 2.79 93.39
31.6 211 2.62 90.53
39.8 147 1.83 86.64
50.1 i01 1.26 81.07
63.1 60 0.75 71.14
79.4 30 0.37 56.65
i00.0 15 0.19 42.].9
125.8 7 0.09 26.82
158.4 0 0.00 0_00

Size No % Weight %
Range Range Range

2_0-4.0 37.73 0.109
4.0-6.3 28.91 0.424

6.3-IU.0 17.69 1.029

10.0-12.6 4.,86 0,753
12.6-15.8 3.05 0.941
15.8-19.9 2.40 1.466
19.9-25,1 1.54 1.886
25.1-31_6 1.16 2.860
31.6-39_8 U.79 3.888

39.8-50 ,_! 0.57 5. 579
50.1-63 _i 0.51 9. 927

63.1-79_ _ 0.37 14.489
79.4-100,, 0/, 0.18 14.456

h

100.0-125.B 0.09 15.373
125.8-158,4 0.08 26.820

Length Diameter = 7.7 microns

Su:_f_!c.e-Volume Diameter = 57.4 microns
Weight Diameter = 90.1 microns
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Table B-II

Particle Size Distribution after 3 min grinding

Pittsburgh- Bruceton coal ( # 4)

Size Particles No % Weight %

(microns) Over Over Over

2.0 15202 100.00 100.00

4.0 10326 67.93 99.93

6.3 6250 41.11 99.65

10.0 3145 20.69 98.78

12.6 2161 14.22 98.05

15.8 1493 9.82 97.06

19.9 1009 6.64 95.64

25.1 672 4.42 93.66

31.6 434 2.85 90.87

39.8 253 1.66 86.62

50.1 135 0.89 81 .I0

63.1 65 0.43 74.56

79.4 40 0.26 69.90

i00.0 25 0.16 64.32

125.8 18 0.12 59.13

158.4 i0 0.07 47.29

200.0 4 0.03 29.50

316.1 0 0.00 0.00

Size No % Weight %

Range Range Range

2.0-4.0 32.07 0.068

4.0-6.3 26.81 0.287

6.3-10.0 20.43 0.866

10.0-12,6 6.47 0.732

12.6-15.8 4.39 0.986

15.8-19.9 3.18 1.419

19.9-25.1 2.21 1.979

25.1-31.6 1.56 2,795

31.6-39.8 1.19 4.245

39.8-50.1 0.77 5.524

50.1-63.1 0.46 6.542

63.1-79.4 0.16 4.661

79.4-100.0 0.09 5.580

100.0-125.8 0.04 5.192

125.8-158.4 0.05 11.831

158.4-200.0 0.04 17.796

200.0-316.6 0.00 11.757

Length Diameter = 8.4 microns
Surface-Volume Diameter = 70.5 microns

Weight Diameter = 145.8 microns
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Table B-12.

Particle Size Distribution after 3 min grinding
Illinois No.6 coal ( # 7)

Size Particles No % Weight %
(microns) Over Over Over

/ 2.0 23420 i00.00 i00.00
4.0 18801 80.28 99.94
6.3 13476 57.24 99.59
i0.0 6647 28.38 97.80
12.6 4015 17.14 95.95
15.8 2531 i0.81 93.89
19.9 1550 6.62 91.19
25.1 982 4.19 88.05
31.6 608 2.60 83.9,2
39.8 358 i. 53 78.41
50.1 215 0.92 72. ll

i

63.1 123 O. 53 64.03
79.4 64 O. 27 53.68

100.0 30 O. 13 41.7(.}
125.8 12 0.05 29.23
158.4 5 0.02 19.49
200.0 2 0.01 ii. 13
251.1 0 0.00 0.00

Num_

Size No % Weight %
Range Range Range

m... m--

2.0-4.0 19.72 0.060
4.0-6.3 22.73 0.353

6.3-10.0 29.15 1.792
10.0-12.6 11.23 1.841
12.6-15.8 6.33 2.060
15.8-19.9 2.42 3.136
19.9-25.1 1.59 4.131
25.1-31.6 1.06 5.514
31.6-39.8 0.61 6.296
39.8-50.1 0.39 8.087
50.1-63.1 0.25 10.342
63.1-79.4 0.14 11.895

79.4-100.0 0.07 12.556
100.0-125.8 0.03 9.736
125.8-158.4 0.01 8.369
158.4-200.0 0.01 8.368
200.0-251.1 0.00 11.125

Length Diameter = 9.4 microns
o Surface-Volume Diameter = 48.9 microns

| Weight Diameter = 98.5 microns
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APPENDIX C

RESULTS FROM VARIABLE VOLUME BATCH TESTS
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i. Af.... Ash Content of Feed (%]

2. Ap.... Ash Content of ._roduct (%]
3. Am.... Ash Content of Refuse (%)
4. ARD--- Ash Reduction (_)

ARD = (i -Ap/Af) x 100% ,
5. ARJ--- Ash Rejection (%)

ARJ = (I - Y x Ap/(IO0 x Al)) x 100%
6. BTUR--- BTU Recovery (%]

BTUR = Y x [l-(Ap/lOO)]/[!-(Af/!O0)]
7. CS .... Coal Seam
8. Co Initial Slurry Concentration (%)

9. Dp --- Particle Size (microns]
I0. D --- Diameter of Column (inches)
II. d .... Impeller Diameter (inches)
12. H --- Sl_.urryLayer Height (inches)
13. Nprem --- Pr.emL;ing Speed (rpm)
14. N Impeller Speed in O_erating Period (rpm)

!5_ P..... Operating Pressure (psi)
16. Q .... Liquid C02 Flow .Rate (ce/rain)
17. Sf.... Total Sulfur Content in Feed Coal (%)
18. Sp Total Sulf_urContent in Product (%)
19. Sr --- Total Sulfur Content in Refuse (%)
20. Spyrf--- P/ritic Sulfur Content in Feed Coal (%)
21. Sp,/rp.... _/ritic Sulfur Content in Product Coal (%)
22. Spyrr --- Pyritic Sulfur Content in Refuse (%)
23. Sor_ --- Organic Sulfur Content (%)
24. SRdpyr ---- _/ritic Sulfur Reduction (%)
25. SRjpyr --- _>/r.itic Sulfur Rejection (rain)

SRdp,/r= 1 - (Sp/Sf)

SP_jpyr= 1 - (Y z Spyrp/lO0 x Spyrf',,

26. ?mix---PremLxing Time (min)
27. Tinj --- Liquid C02 Imjection Time (mLu)
28. Y ---- (_rerallYield (%)
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RUN Co Af Spyrf Nprem Tmlx N Q Ap Ar Y BTUR ARD ARJ
X X X rpm min rpm cc/min X X ,X X X X

nimmmmummm mum." m mumm ammmlmmmmmmmmmmmm= =: = _mm .,,n nm m nnn m n=-,=n nn m nn:: := = nn m m,1= ',.:=n = =: _m= n m==mmmn = • = n • lalmm m mm• lm n nmm ml• m • n mmlm•..,mm• • •,..mm• • m mmmm w n • mm m nin

UP1 7.5 24.4 1.14 1320 5.0 1320 400 6,6 50.0 59.0 _,9 73,0 84.0

UP2 7.5 24.4 I.14 1320 5.0 1320 400 8.8 50.9 62.9 75.9 63.9 77.3

UP3 7.5 24.4 I.14 1320 5.0 1320 400 4.4 67.5 68.3 86.4 82.0 87.7

UP4 7.5 24.4 I.14 1320 5.0 1700 400 11.9 60.8 74.4 86.7 51.2 63,7

UP8 6.4 24.4 1.14 1320 5.0 600 400 2.1 49.9 53.3 69.1 91.4 95.4

UP6 6.4 24.4 1,14 1320 5.0 1000 400 3,9 62.2 64.8 82,4 84.0 89.6
UP7 6.4 24.4 1.14 1320 5,0 1320 400 4.5 67.8 68.6 86.6 81.6 87.4
UPI0 6.4 24.4 1.14 1320 5.0 1700 400 9.5 66.8 74.0 88.6 61.1 71.2

UP11 6,4 24.4 1 . 14 1320 5.0 1000 550 4.0 63.7 65,8 83.6 83.6 89.2

UP12 6.4 26,4 1.14 1320 5,0 1000 750 4.1 66.6 67.5 85.7 83.2 88.7
UP13 6.4 24.4 1.14 1320 5.0 1000 1000 5.7 67.1 69.5 86.7 76.6 83.8
UP64 6.4 22.7 1.14 0 0 1000 400 3.2 58.7 64.9 81.2 85.9 90.9
UP65 6.4 22.7 1.14 0 0 1000 400 3.4 55.2 62.7 78.4 85.0 90.6

UP63 7.5 24.4 I.14 2500 0.5 1000 400 2.7 55.7 59.I 76.0 88.9 93.5

UP46 6.4 24.4 1.14 2050 10.0 1000 400 5.9 59.8 65.7 81.7 75.8 84.1
UP36 4.7 24.4 1.14 1680 ?.0 1000 400 4.5 58.2 62.9 79.5 81.6 88.4
UP39 4.7 22.7 1.14 1680 7.0 100(,' 400 4,8 57.1 65.8 81.0 78.9 86.1
UP68 4.7 24.4 1.14 1680 7.0 1000 400 4.3 62.0 65.2 82.5 82.4 88.5

UP69 4.7 26.6 1.14 1680 7.0 1000 400 22.4 37.9 72.9 77.1 15.8 38.6
UPTO 4.7 24.4 1.14 1680 7.0 1000 400 4.5 59.6 63.9 80.7 81.6 88.2
UP71 4.7 24.4 1.14 1680 7.0 1000 400 4.1 65.3 66.8 84.8 83.2 88.8

UP49 6.4 22.7 1.14 2050 10.0 800 400 4,9 56.9 65.8 80.9 78.4 85.8
UP56 6.4 22.7 I.14 2050 10.0 1000 400 4,9 56.7 66.9 82.3 78.4 85.6

UP60 6.4 2.3.4 1.14 2050 10.0 1500 400 7.3 60.5 69.7 84.4 68.8 78.2

UP59 6.4 23.4 1.14 2050 10.0 2050 400 13.2 65.0 80.3 91.0 43.6 54.7
UP81 4.7 23.4 1.14 2050 7.0 1000 500 3.9 53.4 60.6 76.0 83.3 89.9

UPSO 4.7 23.4 1.14 2050 7.0 1320 500 5.9 53.3 63.1 77.5 74.8 84.1
Ul_79 4.7 23.4 1.14 2050 7.0 1733 500 5.6 62.7 68.8 84.8 76.1 83.5
UPT7 4.7 23.4 I.14 2050 7.0 2050 500 6.8 63.6 70.8 86.I 70.9 79.4

L- ILL7 6.4 10.2 2.01 2050 !0.0 1000 400 7.4 16.2 68.2 70.3 27.5 50.5
L-ILL8 6.4 10.2 2.01 2050 3.0 1000 400 7.7 14.1 60.9 62.6 24.5 54.0

L-ILLI 6.4 11.9 2.01 2050 15.0 1000 400 5.0 18.9 50.4 54.3 58.0 78.8

L-ILLll 6.4 10.8 2.01 2050 15.0 1000 400 7.5 18.4 69.7 72.3 30.6 51.6
L-ILL4 9.5 12.5 2.01 2050 15.0 1000 400 7.6 24.0 70.1 74.0 39.2 57.4

L-ILL9 6.4 10.5 2.01 2050 15.0 1000 400 7,9 22.1 81.7 84.1 24.8 38.5

L-ILLI2A 6.4 10.3 2.01 2050 10.0 1000 400 8.3 15.9 73.7 75.3 19.4 40.6

L-ILL12 6.4 12.8 2.01 2050 10.0 1000 400 11,6 18.5 82.6 83.7 9.4 25.1

L-ILL14 4.7 12.8 2.01 1680 7.0 1000 400 7.3 16.3 38.9 41.3 43.0 77.8

L-ILL13 4.7 12.8 2.01 1680 7.0 1000 400 5.6 20.1 50.3 54.5 56.3 78.0

ILL1 6.5 26.4 2.74 2050 20.0 1000 400 16.0 50.5 69.9 79.7 39.4 57.7
ILL2 2.1 16.0 2.74 2050 20.0 1000 400 7.0 53.7 80.7 89.4 56.3 64.7
ILL3 6.5 26.0 2.74 2050 20.0 1000 400 18.6 39.6 64.8 71.2 28.5 53.7

ILL4 1.5 18.6 2.74 2050 20.0 1000 400 6.3 34.4 56.3 64.8 66.0 80.9
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GRINDING ENERGY CORRELATION

Grinding energy per ton of coal was calculated using the following

algorithm:

Y - 10 2,27 - 1.673 (log X) + 0.412 (log X)2 - 0,033 (log X)3
where

/

Y - grinding cost, S/ton

X = particle size, micron

log = logarithmto the base 10

i

This algorithmwas obtained by curve fitting a plot of specificenergy vs.

product size obtained from the followingreference:

"Comminutionand Energy Consumption,NationalMaterialsAdvisory

Board, PublicationNMAB-364,National Academy Press, Washington,

DC, 1981

lhis plot is providedon the followingpage.
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C LICADO PLANT SIMULATION
DIMENSIONDATA(50),R(1000),_(1000)LEM(1000),WT(lO0),

1 SR(1000),AS(100),LES(1000) ,DIAM(12 80),AR(12,80),VEL(12,80),
1 WTS(lO0),_1(i000),VSl(lOOO),c1(12i,_0(12),C2(12),eL(lm)

INTEGER N,P,Q,QA,JI,J2,1NDI,IND2,NI
REAL M, MS, K1, K2, K3, L, LR, LM, PS, OS, A, SF, F1, F2, LEMM, LES, LESM, LEM,

1 MOIST, HV

OPEN 15, FILE=' INPUT. DAT' )'
OPEN 6, FILE= 'OUTP. DAT ')
OPEN 7, FILE=' FLOWST. DAT )

WRITE 16,110)ii0 FORMAT 24X, 'LICADO PLANT SIMULATION' )
WRITE (6, iii)

111 FORMAT(lX)
DATA A /0.0398/, M /0.0074/, PS /0.0056/, OS /0.0048/,

1 FI 10.901 [2 10.901,SF 10.00011 CA 12000.01,SZ 173.01,
1 SCONeIu.i0u01,TM 1100.01,TS 1560.I,Xl 10.9001,Y I0.9951,
1 Z /0.002/, Z2 /0.990/, Z3 /0.005/ PR2 /850./, PR1 /14_7_1 MS /1200./, LR /0.500/, X2 /0.999_,F4/O.001/,F3/0.95/, 0.0001/

1 mo( 147:41,_113000
WRITE (6,120)

120 FORMAT (23X, 'PITTSBURGH-BRUCETON COAL' )
WRITE (6,130)

130 FORMAT(6X,'ASH' 5X 'MOISTURE' 2X 'PYR SUL' 3X 'ORG SUL', t ' ' ' ' '

1 2X,'SULFATES',2X,'FRACT ASH',2X,'FRAC PSUL')
WRITE (6,140) A,M,PS,OS,SF,FI,F2

140 FORMAT (7F10.4)
WRITE (6,160)

160 FORMAT (5X, 'CLEAN COAL PRODUCTION RATE, LB/HR' ,10X, 'COAL HEATING V
IALUE ')

WRITE (6,170) CA,HV
170 FORMAT (15X, IF10. I, 23X, IF10.2)

WRITE (6,171)
171 FORMAT (iX)

WRITE (6,180)
180 FORMAT(26X, 'PLANT CHARACTERISTICS' )

WRITE (6,200)
200 FORMAT(IX,'PART.SIZE',IX,'SLURRY CONC',IX,'MIXER TIME',

1 IX,'SEPAR TIME',IX,'FR COAL/CO2',IX,'FR CO2/CO2')
WRITE (6,210) SZ, SCONe, TM, TS, Xl, Y

210 FORMAT (6FII. 4)
WRITE (6,230)

230 FORMAT( 'FR H20/CO2',IX,'FRH20/DEW',IX,'FR CO2/H20',
1 IX,'SEP PRESS',IX,'INIT PRES',IX,'MIX SPD',2X,'CO2/SLURRY')

WRITE (6,240) Z, Z2, Z3 ,PR2 ,PRI,MS, LR
240 FORMAT (IF8 .6,2FI0.4 ,IF12 •i, IF9. I, IF11. I, IF8 •4)

WRITE (6,231)
231 FORMAT(IX,'COAL FRAC SEP AT FILTER')

WRITE (6,232) X2
232 FORMAT (6X, IF-0.4)

C CALCULATION OF GRINDING/WATER SLURRY SYSTEM
C SLURRY CONCENTRATION (SCONC) = C/(C+W)

FA=(I.-FI)*A
FS = (i. -F2) *PS
FM = (i. -F3) *M
Cl (1 )=CA/XI+CA* (FI*A+F2 *PS+F3 *M)/XI
DO 205 NI=I,10

CL(NI+I)=CA/Xl + CL(NI)*(FI*A+F2*PS+F3*M)/Xl
205 CONTINUE

C=CL(II)
C The above "do loop'°is used to iteratively calculate the coal feed

W=C* (i.-SCONe)/SCONe



WM=(I.-Z)*(I.-Z2)*W+(Xi*C*(i.-F3)*M)
WR=W-WM

C WR is rec_L_e water from the Dewatering Unit
C The equatlon below for the grlnd._ng power was obtained by curve
C fittlng published data for grindlng power as a function of

C part

YXI=I. 673"YX
YX2=0.412 *YX*YX
YX3=0.033*YX*YX*YX
PXI= (I0.0) ** (2.27-YXI+YX2-YX3)
pl=PXl* (C/2000.0)
WRITE (6,233)

233 FORMAT (IX)
WRITE (6,234)

234 FORMAT (IX)
WRITE (6,241)

241 FORMAT (25X, 'PLANT OPERATING DATA' )
WRITE (6,235)

235 FORMAT (lX)
WRITE (6,242 )

242 FORMAT(24Y,, 'GRINDING/SLURRY SYSTEM' )
WRITE (6,2J6)

236 FORMAT (iX)
WRITE (6,243)

243 FORMAT(10X,'COAL FEED',5X,'WATER RATE',5X,'MK-UP WTR',5X,
1 'GRINDER PW' )

WRITE (6,237)
237 FORMAT(IX)

WRITE(6,244) C,W,WM, Pl
244 FORMAT (9X, IF10.2 ,5X, IF10.2 ,3X, IF10.2,5X, IF10.2)

C CALCULATION OF THE MIXING SYSTEM

L=LR*(C+W)
LM=L-Y'L+ (i. -Y) *Z3*L

C P2 =power reguired by the Slurry Pump
C K2 = converslon constant for slurry pump power
C Value of K2 assumed for now;also value of RHOC

K2=1544.
RHOC=52.
RHOW=62.4
RHOCL=87.4

C CHECK THESE VALUES BEFORE RUNNING PROGRAM

P2=K2* (W+C) * (PR2-PRI)
VF= (W/RHOW) + (L/RHOC) + (C/RHOCL)
VM=TM*VF* 1728./3600.

C OPTIMIZATION OF MIXER AND SEPARATOR
C MATERIAL =SA 516,GRADE 70 CARBON STEEL
C ALLOWABLE STRESS=I7500 psi:ASME UNFIRED PRESSURE VESSEL CODE

R(1)=0.0

DO 300 N=2,1000
IF (VM. GE. 60000.) THEN
GOTO 302
ENDIF
CONTINUE

R(N) =0.01+R(N-I)
GOTO 303

302 R(N) =0. I+R(N-I)
303 AM(N) =3. 1416*R(N) *R(N)

LEM(N)= 20.*R(N)
VMI (N)=3 °1416*R (N) *R(N) *LEM (N)

300 CONTINUE
E-5



DO 310 Jl=2,1000
IF(VM .LE.VMI(J1)) THEN

GOTO 315
ENDIF

310 CONTINUE
315 INDI=J1

RM=R (INDI )
LEMM=LEM (IND1 )
TD=PR2*R(INDI) / (17500.-0.6*PR2)
TH=2. O*PR2*R(INDI) / (2.0"17500.-0.2*PR2)

C OPTIMIZATION OF SEPARATOR SYSTEM

VS=TS*VF* 1728. /3600.

SR (1 )=0.0
DO 400 Q=2,1000

IF (VS. GE. 60000.) THEN
GOTO 402
ENDIF
CONTINUE

SR(Q) =0.01 +SR(Q-l)
GOTO 403

402 SR(Q)=0,1+SR(Q-I)
403 LES (Q) =20.0*SR (Q)

VSl (Q)=3.14 16*SR(Q) *SR(Q) *LES (Q)
400 CONTINUE

DO 410 J2=l,1000
IF(VS .LE.VSI(J2)) THEN
GOTO 416
ENDIF

4i0 CONTINUE
416 IND2=J2

LESM=LES (IND2 )
SRM=SR (IND2 )
TSH=2.0*PR2*SR(IND2) / (2.0,17500.-0.2*PR2)
TSD=PR2*SR (IND2) / (17500.-0.6*PR2)
CONTINUE

C CO2 STRE_/4 LEAVING SEPARATOR

CAS=XI* (i. - (FA+FS+FM+OS+SF)) *C
C02S=CAS+Y*L+Z*W

WATERS=(I.-Z)*W+(I.-Y)*L+(FI*A+F2*PS+F3*M)*C +(I.-Xl)*C
COI=Y*L
WAT 1= Z*W

WRITE (6,417)
417 FORMAT (IX)

WRITE (6,450)
450 FORMAT(20X, 'SEPARATOR FLOWS,LBS/HR' )

WRITE (6,460)
460 FORMAT(25X,'CO2 STREAM')

WRITE (6,470)
470 FORMAT(12X,'CLEANED COAL',I0X,'CO2',I5X, 'WATER')

WRITE (6,480) CAS, COl, WATI
480 FORMAT (12X, IF10.2,6X, IF10.2,14X, IF10.2)

WAT 2=W

C The above equation for WAT2 assumes that the dissolved C02 reaches
C steady-state

CO2= (I.-Y) *L
ASH= (FI*A+F2*PS) *C
COAL= (1. -Xl) *C
WRITE (6,490)

490 FORMAT (24 X, 'WATER STREAM ')
WRITE (6,500)
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500 FORMAT(7X,'WATER',I3X,'ASH',I5X,'CO2',I6X,'COAL')
WRITE (6,510 )WAT2, ASH, CO2, COAL

510 FORMAT (SX, IF10.2,5X, IF10.2 ,8X, IF10.2,8X, IFIO. 2)
C CYCLONE FLOWS : 35% OVERFLOW, 65%UNDERFLOW, 3%SOLIDS OVERFLOW

COCYO=0.65"CO1
CASCYO=O •03 *CAS
COCYU=0.35"CO1
CASCYU=CAS

WRITE (6,501)
501 FORMAT (iX)

WRITE (6,512 )
512 FORMAT(24X, 'CYCLONE FLOWS' )

WRITE (6,513 )
513 FORMAT(2X, 'CO2 OVERFLOW' ,5X, 'COAL OVERFLOW' ,5X, 'CO2 UNDERFLOW' ,

1 5X, 'COAL UNDERFLOW' )
WRITE (6,514 ) COCYO, CASCYO, COCYU, CASCYU

514 FORMAT (2X, IF10.2 ,8X, IF10.2 ,7X, IF10.2,6X, IF10.2)
C STREAMS LEAVING THE FILTER

PROD=XI*C + Y2*XI*C

CO3= (i. +Z )*COCYU-Y2*CASCYU+ (I. -X2 )*CASCYU
CO4=CO3 -Z*COCYU- (i. -X2 )*CASCYU
CO5=Y2*CASCYU

C CO3=TOTAL C02 RECYCLE STREAM,C04 = CO2 FLOW IN CO2 RECYCLE STREAM
C CO5=ADSORBED CO2 ON PRODUCT COAL

WAT4=Z*COCYU

COAL4 = (1•-X2 )*CASCYU
ASH=XI*C* (i.-FI) *A
MOIST=XI*C* (i. -F3 )_M
TSULF=XI*C*(I.-F2)*PS +(OS+SF)*XI*C
SBTU=TSULF* I000000. / (HV*CA)
WRITE (6,511)

511 FORMAT (IX)
WRITE (6,520)

520 FORMAT(22X, 'FILTER FLOWS,LBS/HR')
WRITE (6,530)

530 FORMAT(IX,'TOTAL CO2 STR',7X,'CO2',I6X,
1 'WATER' ,1IX, 'COAL')

WRITE (6,540) CO3 ,C04 ,WAT4 ,COAL4
540 FORMAT (IF12 .2, IX, IF12.2,7X, IF12 •2 ,6X, IF12 •2)

WRITE (6,565)
565 FORMAT (lX)

WRITE (6,550)
550 FORMAT(30X, 'PRODUCT RATE' )

WRITE (6,560)
560 FORMAT(6X,'TOTAL PRODUCT',I2X,'CLEAN COAL',I3X,'ADSORBED C02')

WRITE (6,570) PROD, CA, CO5
570 FORMAT (3X, IF12 .2 ,12X, IF12 •2 ,12X, IF12 •2)

WRITE (6,571)
571 FORMAT(3X,'MOISTURE',IOX,'ASH',I0X,'TOTAL SULFUR',7X,

1 'LB S/MM BTU')
WRITE (6,572 ) MOIST, ASH, TSULF, SBTU

572 FORMAT (IX, IFS. 2 ,5X, IF10.2 ,7X, IF10 °2,7X, IF10.2)
C STREAMS LEAVING THE DEWATERING UNIT

WAT6= (I.-Y) *L'Z2+ (I.-Z) *Z2*W+F3*M*C
WAT6N= (I.-Z) * (I.-Z2) *W
CO6=Z2" (I.-Y) *L

C WAT6=TOTAL FLOW IN THE WATER STREAM;WAT6N=WATER FLOW IN THE REFUSE
COAL7= (I. -Xl) * (i.- (FA+FS+FM)) *C
ASH7= (FI*A+F2*S) *C
WAT7= (I.-Z2) *W+ (I.-Z2) * (I.-F3) *M*C
C07= (I.-Z2) * (I.-Y) *L
SOLTOT=COAL7 +ASH7 +WAT7 +CO7

WRITE (6,561)
561 FORMAT (IX)

WRITE (6,580)
550 FORMAT(28X, 'DEWATERING UNIT' )
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WRITE (6,585)
585 FORMAT (30X, 'SOLIDS')

WRITE (6,590)
590 FORMAT('TOTAL SOLIDS STREAM',3X,'WATER',9X,'ASH',I4X,'CO2',

'COAL' ) CO7 COAL7
1 9X,

WRITE (6,600) SOLTOT, WAT7, ASH7,
600 FORMAT (5FI 4.2 )

WRITE(6,610)
610 FORMAT(29X, 'WATER RECYCLE')

WRITE (6,620)
620 FORMAT(7X,'TOTAL FLOW',I9X,'WATER FLOW',IgX,'CO2')

WRITE (6,630) WAT6, WAT6N, CO6
630 FORMAT (7X, IF10.2 ,20X, IF10.2 ,12X, IF10.2)

WRITE (6,640 )
640 FORMAT (3OX, 'DEGASSED CO2 ')

CO8=F4" (i. -Z) *W
WRITE (6,650) CO8

650 FORMAT (25X, IF10.2)
WRITE (6,651)

651 FORMAT (IX)
WRITE (6,800)

800 FORMAT (16X, 'MIXER DIMENSIONS, INCHES ')
WRITE (6,810)

810 FORMAT(SX,'LENGTH',5X, 'RADIUS',3X,'WALL THICK',3X,'HEAD THICK')
WRITE (6,820) LEMM, RM, TD, TH

820 FORMAT (4E12.4)
WRITE (6,830)

830 FORMAT(15X, 'SEPARATOR DIMENSIONS')
WRITE (6,840)

840 FORMAT(SX,'LENGTH',SX,'PADIUS',3X,'WALL THICK',3X,'HEAD THICK')
WRITE (6,850) LESM, SRM, TSD, TSH

850 FORMAT (4E12.4)
C PROGRAM PIPOPT. FOR
C THIS PART OF THE PROGRAM OPTIMIZES THE LICADO PLANT PIPING TO PROVIDE A

C FLOW VELOCITY OF 5 FT/SEC
WRITE (6,860)

860 FORMAT(IX)
WRITE (6,861)

861 FORMAT (IX)
WRITE (6,901)

901 FORMAT(30X,'PIPING DIMENSIONS')
WRITE (6,903)

903 FORMAT (IX)
WRITE (6,902)

902 FORMAT(30X, 'LINE' ,8X, 'DIAM')
CI(1)=L
el (2)=W+C
c1(3)=co3
ci(4)=w
C1 (5 )=WAT6
CI(6)=LM

DIAM (i, i) =0.0
DO 920 NI=I,6
C2 (NI)=Cl (NI) / (RHO (NI) *3600. )
DO 900 N2=2,80
DIAM(NI,N2)=0.5 +DIAM(NI,N2-1)
AR(NI,N2)=3.14]6*DIAM(NI,N2) *DIAM(NI,N2) / (4. "144. )
VEL(NI,N2)=C2 (Ml)/AR (Ml,N2)
IF (VEL(NI,N2) -5.0) 910,910,900

900 CONTINUE

910 WRITE (6,911) Ml, DIAM(NI,N2)
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911 FORMAT (30X, II2,4X, IF10.2)
920 CONTINUE

WRITE (6,93!)
931 FORMAT(2X)

WRITE (6,932)
932 FORMAT(20X,'LINE I=CO2 FROM CYCLONE TO MIXER')

WRITE (6,933)
933 FORMAT(20X,'LINE 2=FEED FROM SLURRY TANK TO MIXER')

WRITE (6,934)
934 FORMAT(20X, 'LINE 3=CO2/COAL FROM SEPARATOR TO CYCLONE' )

WRITE (6,935)
935 FORMAT(20X,'LINE 4=WATER FROM RECYCLE TANK TO GRINDER')

WRITE (6,936)
936 FORMAT (20X, 'LINE 5=WATER FROM REFUSE LETDOWN TO RECYCLE TANK' )

WRITE (6,937)
937 FORMAT (20X,'LINE 6=CO2 MAKE-UP LINE')

AC=A*C

SC= (PS+OS+SF) *C
CM=M*C
SRF=F2 *PS*C
CO9=CO5+CO8
CORCY=COCYO+CO4
ASHR=FI*A*C

THIS SECTION WRITES A SEPARATE FILE,FLOWST.DAT,FOR TRANSFER OF
THE DATA TO THE CADD SYSTEM

WRITE (7,731)
731 FORMAT(24X,'LICADO PLANT SIMULATION')

WRITE (7,732)
732 FORMAT(23X, 'PITTSBURGH-BRUCETON COAL' )

WRITE (7,733) CA
733 FORMAT (22X, 'PRODUCTION RATE, LB/HR=', IF6. I)

WRITE (7,710)
710 FORMAT(14X, 'i' ,9X, '2' ,9X, '3' ,9X, '4' ,9X, '5' ,9X, '6' ,9X, '7' ,9X, '8')

WRITE (7,711)
711 FORMAT (13X, 'FEED' ,4X, 'GRNDR' ,6X, 'SLURRY' ,4X, 'MIXER' ,4X, 'CO2 RCY',

14X,'SEP PR',3X,'SEP RF',5X,'CYL OV')
WRITE (7 ,712) C, C, C,C

712 FORMAT ('RAW COAL' ,El0.4 ,El0.4,El0.4 ,El0.4)
WRITE (7,713) CA, COAL, CASCYO

713 FORMAT ('CLN COAL' ,5OX, 3El0.4)
WRITE (7 ,714) CM,WR,W, W, WATI, WAT2

714 FORMAT ('WATER' ,3X, 2El0.4 ,El0.4, El0.4,El0.4,10X, IEI0.4)
WRITE (7,715) L, L, CO1, CO2, COCYO

715 FORMAT('CO2-1iq ',30X,IEI0.4,1EI0.4,1EI0.4,2EI0.4)
WRITE (7,716) C05

716 FORMAT ('CO2-gas ',50X, IEIO.4)
WRITE (7 ,717 )AC, AC, AC, AC, ASH, ASHR

717 FORMAT ('ASH' ,5X, 4EIO. 4 ,1OX, 2El0.4)
WRITE (7,718) SC, SC, SC, SC, TSULF, SRF

718 FORMAT ('SULFUR' ,2X, 4El0.4 ,1OX, IEI0.4 ,2El0.4)
WRITE (7,719)

719 FORMAT (iX)
WRITE (7,720)

720 FORMAT (iX)
WRITE (7,721)

721 FORMAT( 14X, '9' ,9X, 'i0' ,8X, 'II' ,8X, '12' ,SX, '13' ,8X, '14' ,SX, '15' ,8
IX, '16')
WRITE (7,722)

722 FORMAT(10X,'PRODUCT',3X,'FLTR LIQ',2X,'REFUSE GAS',IX,'PROD GAS',
12X,'COMPRESS',3X,'REFUSE',3X,'RECYL WTR',2X,'MK UP WTR')
WRITE (7,723)

723 FORMAT ('RAW COAL' )
WRITE (7 ,724 )CA, COAL4 ,COAL7

724 FORMAT ('CLN COAL' ,2El0.4 ,30X,EI0.4)
WRITE (7 ,725) MOIST, WAT4 ,WAT6N, WR, WM
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725 FORMAT( 'WATER' ,3X, 2E10.4,30X, 3El0.4)
WRITE (7 726 )CO4, CO9, CO6

726 FORMAT (_CO2-1iq' ,11X, 1E10.4,20X, IE10.4,10X, 1E10.4)
WRITE (7,727) CO5, CO8, CO5, CO7

727 FORMAT ('CO2-gas' ,1X, 1El0.4,10X, 2E10.4,10X, 1E10.4)
WRITE (7,728 )ASH, ASHR

728 FORMAT ('ASH' ,5X, IE10.4,40X, 1E10.4)
WRITE (7,729) TSULF, SRF

729 FORMAT ('SULFUR' ,2X r1E10.4,40X, 1E10.4)

CLOSE (UNIT=7)
CLOSE (UNIT-6)
CLOSE (UNIT=5)
STOP
END
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LICADO PLANT SIMULATION

PITTSBURGH-BRUCETON COAL
ASH MOISTURE PYR SUL ORG SUL SULFATES FRACT ASH FRAC PSUL
.0398 .0074 .0056 .0048 .0001 .9000 .9000

CLEAN COAL PRODUCTION RATE, LB/HR COAL HEATING VALUE
2000.0 13000.00

PLANT CHARACTERISTICS

PART.SIZE SLURRY CONC MIXER TIME SEPAR TIME FR COAL/CO2 FR CO2/CO2
73. 0000 •i000 i00. 0000 500. 0000 .9000 •9950

FR H20/C02 FRH20/DEW FR CO2/H20 SEP PRESS INIT PRES MIX SPD CO2/SLURRY
•002000 .9900 .0050 850.0 14 .7 1200.0 .5000
COAL FRAC SEP AT FILTER

.9990

PLANT OPERATING DATA

GRINDING/SLURRY SYSTEM

COAL FEED WATER RATE MK-UP WTR GRINDER PW

2347.11 21124.03 211.60 2.75

SEPARATOR FLOWS, LBS/HR
C02 STREAM

CLEANED COAL CO2 WATER
2091.68 11676.90 42.25

WATER STREAM
WATER ASH CO2 COAL
21124.03 95.90 58.68 234.71

CYCLONE FLOWS
CO2 OVERFLOW COAL OVERFLOW CO2 UNDERFLOW COAL UNDERFLOW

7589.98 62.75 4086.91 2091.68

FILTER FLOWS, LBS/HR
TOTAL CO2 STR CO2 WATER COAL

4096.97 4086.70 8.17 2.09

PRODUCT RATE
TOTAL PRODUCT CLEAN COAL ADSORBED CO2

2112.61 2000.00 .21

MOISTURE ASH TOTAL SULFUR LB S/MM BTU
.78 8.41 11.53 .44

DEWATERING UNIT
SOLIDS

TOTAL SOLIDS STREAM WATER ASH CO2 COAL
529 .47 211.25 84 .07 .59 233 .56

WATER RECYCLE
TOTAL FLOW WATER FLOW CO2

20945.56 210.82 58 .09
DEGASSED CO2
21.08

MIXER DIMENSIONS, INCHES
LENGTH RADIUS WALL THICK HEAD THICK

.1536E+03 .7680E+01 .3842E+00 .3749E+00
SEPARATOR DIMENSIONS

LENGTH RADIUS WALL THICK HEAD THICK
.2640E+03 .1320E+02 .6604E+00 .6443E+00

PIPING DIMENSIONS
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LINE DIAM
1 2.00
2 2.00
3 1.00
4 2.00
5 2.00
6 .50

LINE 1=CO2 FROM CYCLONE TO MIXER
LINE 2=FEED FROM SLURRY TANK TO MIXER
LINE 3=CO2/COAL FROM SEPARATOR TO CYCLONE
LINE 4=WATER FROM RECYCLE TANK TO GRINDER
LINE 5=WATER FROM REFUSE LETDOWN TO RECYCLE TANK
LINE 6=CO2 MAKE-UP LINE
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c LICADOPU_T SIMULATION
DIMENSION DATA(50),R(1000),AM(1000),LEM(1000),WT(100),

1 SR(1000),AS(100),LES(1000),DIAM(12,80),AR(12,80),VEL(12,80 ),
1 _S(lOO),_1(lOOO),VMi(tOGO),:1(12),RHO(12),c2(12),CL(11_

INTEGER N,P,Q,QA,JI,J2,INDI,IND2,NI
REAL M, MS, KI, K2, K3, L, LR, LM, PS, GS, A, SF, FI, F2, LEMM, LES, LESM, LEM,

1 MOIST, HV
OPEN (5, FILE= 'INPUT. DAT' )
OPEN (6, FILE = 'OUTP. DAT ')
OPEN (7, FI LE= 'FLOWST. DAT )
WRITE (6,110)

ii0 FORMAT (24X, 'LICADO PLANT SIMULATION')
WRITE (6,111 )

111 FORMAT(lX)
DATAA 10.2441,M I0.00741,PS 10.02001,GS 10.01001,

i F1 10.851,F2 I0.851,SF I0.00011,CA 12000.I,SZ 17S.01,
1 SCONC /0.i000/, TM /100.0/, TS /500./, XI /0.900/, Y /0.995/,
1 z 10.0021,z2 I0.9901,z3 I0.0051,PR2 1850.1,PR1 114.71
1 MS /1200./, LR /0.500/, X2 /0.999/,F4/O.OOI/,F3/O.95/,Y2/O.O00.1/ 411 paO(1)I47.41,RHO(2)I61.VI,RHO(3)I48.VI,RHO(4)I6;.41,PaO(5)I62,
1 RHO (6)/47.4/, HV/13000./

WRITE (6,120)
120 FORMAT (23 X, 'UPPER FREEPORT COAL' )

WRITE (6,130)
'ASH' 5X 'MOISTURE' 2X 'PYR SUL' 3X 'ORG SUL'130 FORMAT (6X, , , , , , , ,

1 2X,'SULFATES',2X,'FRACT ASH t,2x,'FRAC PSUL')

WRITE t6,140) A,M,PS,OS,SF,F1,F2140 FORMAT 7FI0.4)

WRITE(6,160) 'COAL HEATING V160 FORMAT(SX, 'CLEAN COAL PRODUCTION RATE, LB/HR' ,10X,
IALUE ')

WRITE (6,170) CA,HV
170 FORMAT (15X, IF10. I, 23X, IF10.2)

WRITE (6,171)
171 PORMAT (IX)

WRITE (6,180)
180 FORMAT(26X, 'PLANT CHARACTERISTICS')

WRITE (6,200)
'PART SIZE' IX 'SLURRY CONC' IX 'MIXER TIME'200 FORMAT (IX, • , , , , ,

1 IX,'SEPAR TIME',IX,'FR COAL/CO2',IX,'FR CO2/CO2')
WRITE (6,2 i0) SZ, SCONC, TM, TS, Xl, Y

2_0 FORMAT(6F11.4)
WRITE (6,230)

230 FORMAT('FR H20/CO2' IX 'FRH20/DEW' IX 'FR CO2/H20'I t t , '

1 IX,'SEP PRESS',IX,'INIT PRES',IX,'MIX SPD',2X,'CO2/SLURRY')
WRITE (6,240) Z, Z2, Z3, PR2, PRI,MS, LR

240 FORMAT (IF8.6,2FI0.4, IF12 •i, IF9. l, IFII. I, IF8.4)
WRITE (6,231)

231 FORMAT(IX,'COAL FRAC SEP AT FILTER')
WRITE (6,232) X2

232 FORMAT (6X, IF10.4)
C CALCULATION OF GRINDING/WATER SLURRY SYSTEM
C SLURRY CONCENTRATION (SCONC) = C/(C+W)

FA= (I.-FI) *A

Fs=II -F2)*PS_--_II-F3),M
CL( 1)=CA/XI+CA* (FI*A+F2*PS+F3*M)/XI
DO 205 NI=I,10
CL(NI+I) =CA/XI+CL(NI) * (FI*A+F2*PS+F3*M)/Xl

205 CONTINUE
C=CL(II)

C The above "do loop"is used to iteratively calculate the coal feed
W=C* (i. -SCONC)/SCONC
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WM- (i. -Z2) * (I.-Z)*W+ (XI*C* (1.-FS) *M)
WR-W-WM

C WR is the recycle water form the Dewatering Unit
C The equation 5elow for the grinding power was obtained by curve
C fitting published data for grinding power as a function of
C partiule size

YX-LOG 10 (SZ_YXI=I. 673'Y
YX2=0.419 *YX*YX
YX3=0. 033*YX*YX*YX

< Cl,ooo** 2oI >WRITE (6 233)
233 FORHAT (1X)

WRITE (6,234)
234 FORMAT (IX)

WRITE (6,2411
241 FORMAT (25X, PLANT OPERATING DATA' )

WRITE (6,235)
235 FOm',AT(1X)

WRITE (6,242)
242 FORMAT (24X, 'GRINDING/SLURRY SYSTEM' )

WRITE (6,236)
236 FORMAT (IX)

WRITE (6,243)
243 FORMAT(10X,'COAL FEED',LX,'WATER RATE',LX,'MK-UP WTR',LX,

1 'GRINDER PW' )
WRITE (6,237 )

237 FORMAT (IX)
WRITE (6,244) C,W,WM, P1

244 FORMAT (gx, 1F10.2,5X, IF10.2,3X, 1FIO. 2,5X, 1FI0.2)
C CALCULATION OF THE MIXING SYSTEM

L=LR*(c+w)
I24=L-Y* L+ (I. -Y )*Z 3*L

C P2 ==power required by the Slurry PumpC K2 conversion constant for slurry pump power
C Value of K2 assumed for now;also value of RHOC

K2=154'4.
RHOC=52.
RHOW =62.4
RHOCL=87.4

C CHECK THESE VALUES BEFORE RUNNING PROGRAM

P2=K2* (W+C) * (PR2-PRI)
VF= (W/RHOW) + (L/RHOC) + (CIRHOCL)
VM=TM*VF* 1728./3600.

C OPTIMIZATION OF MIXER AND SEPARATOR

C MATERIAL =SA 516,GRADE 70 CARBON STEEL
C ALLOWABLE STRESS=I7500 psi:ASME UNFIRED PRESSURE VESSEL CODE

R(1)=0.0

DO 300 N=2, i000
IF (VM. GE. 60000.) THEN
GOTO 302
ENDIF
CONTINUE

R (N) =0.01+R (N-l)
GOTO 303

302 R(N) =0. I+R (N-l)
303 AM (N)=3.1416*R (N) *R(N)

LEMINI = 20.*R(N)_1 =3.1,116*R(N)*R(N)*U_M(N)

300 CONTINUE
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DO 310 Jl=2,1000
IF(VM .LE.VMI(Jt)) THEN

GOTO 315
ENDIF

310 CONTINUE
315 INDI=JI

RM=R(INDI)
LEMM=LEM (INDI)
TD=PR2*R(INDI)/(17500 -0.6*PR2)
TH=2.0*PR2*R(INDI) / (2[ 0'17500.-0.2*PR2)

i
r

C OPTIMIZATION OF SEPARATOR SYSTEM

VS=TS*VF*1728. /3600.

SR(1)=O.0
DO 400 Q=2,1000

IF (VS. GE. 60000.) THEN
GOTO 402
ENDIF
CONTI NUE

SR(Q)=0.01 +SR(Q-I)
GOTO 403

402 SR(Q) =0.1+SR (Q-I)
403 LES (Q) =20.0*SR (Q)

VSI (Q)=3.1416*SR (Q) *SR(Q) *LES (Q)
400 CONTINUE

DO 410 J2=i,1000
IF(VS .LE.VSI(J2)) THEN
GOTO 416
ENDIF

4i0 CONTINUE
416 IND2=J2

LESM=LES (IND2 )
SRM=SR (IND2)
TSH=2. O*PR2*SR(IND2) / (2.0*17500. -0.2*PR2)
TSD=PR2*SR (IND2) / (17500. -0.6*PR2)
CONTINUE

C CO2 STREAM LEAVING SEPARATOR

CAS=XI* (i. - (FA+FS+FM+OS+SF)) *C
CO2 S=CAS+Y* L+ Z*W

WATERS=(I.-Z)*W+(I.-Y)*L+(FI*A+F2*PS+F3*M)*C +(I.-XI)*C
COl=Y*L
WATI=Z*W

WRITE (6,417)
417 Fom T(ix)

WRITE (6,450)
450 FORMAT(20X,'SEPARATOR FLOWS,LBS/HR')

WRITE (6,460)
460 FORMAT(25X,'CO2 STREAM')

WRITE (6,470)
470 FORMAT(12X, 'CLEANED COAL' ,10X, 'CO2',15X, 'WATER')

WRITE (6 ,480) CAS, CO1, WATI
480 FORMAT (12X, IF10.2 ,6X, IF10.2,14X, IF10.2)

WAT2 =W

C The above equation for WAT2 assumes that the water dissolved in
C CO2 has reached steady state.

CO2= (I.-Y) *L
ASH= (FI*A+F2*PS) *C
COAL= -

490 FORMAT (24 X, 'WATER STREAM ')
WRITE (6,500)
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500 FORMAT(7X, 'WATER' ,13X, 'ASH' ,15X, 'CO2 ',16X, 'COAL' )
WRITE (6,510) WAT2,ASH, C02, COAL

510 FORMAT (5X, 1F10.2,5X, IF10.2,8X, 1F10.2,8X, 1FI0.2)
C CYCLONE FLOWS| 35% OVERFLOW,65%UNDERFLOW, 3%SOLIDS OVERFLOW

COCYOu0.65'CO1
CASCYO=0.03 *CAS
COCYU_0.35'CO1
CASCYU=CAS

WRITE (6,501)
SOl FORMAT(lX)

w I E(6,512!
512 FORMAT(24X, CYCLONE FLOWS')

WRITE (6,513)
513 FORMAT(2X,'CO2 OVERFLOW',SX,'COAL OVERFLOW',5X,'CO2 UNDERFLOW',

1 5X, 'COAL UNDERFLOW' )
WRITE (6,514) COCYO,CASCYO,COCYU,CASCYU

514 FORMAT(2X,1F10.2,SX,1F10.2,7X,1F10.2,6X,1F10.2)
C STREAMS LEAVING THE FILTER

PROD=XI*C + Y2*XI*C

CO3= (i. +Z )*COCYU-Y2*CASCYU+ (I. -X2 )*CASCYU
CO4=CO3 -Z*COCYU- (I. -X2 )*CASCYU
CO5=Y2*CASCYU

C CO3=TOTAL CO2 RECYCLE STREAM,CO4= CO2 FLOW IN CO2 RECYCLE STREAM
C COS=ADSORBED CO2 ON PRODUCT COAL

WAT4=Z*COCYU

COAL4= (i. -X2 )*CASCYU

ASH=XI*C* (1. _F1) *A

MOIST=XI*C* _{.-F3) *MTSULF=XI*C*( .-F2)*PS +(OS+SF)*XI*C
SBTU=TSULF* 1000000./(HV*CA)
WRITE (6,511)

511 FORMAT(lX)
WRITE (6,520)

520 FORMAT(22X, 'FILTER FLOWS,LBS/HR' )
WRITE (6,530)

530 FORMATIIX,'TOTAL CO2 STR' 7X 'COt' 16X
1 'WATER ,11X, 'COAL') ' ' ' '

WRITE (6,54 O) CO3, CO4, WAT4, COAL4

540 FORMAT (IFI2_, IX, IF12.2,7X, IF12.2,6X, IF12.2)WRITE (6,56
565 FORMAT(IX)

WRITE (6,550)
550 FORMAT(30X, 'PRODUCT RATE' )

WRITE (6,560)
'ADSORBED CO2' )'CLEAN COAL',I3X,560 FORMAT(6X, 'TOTAL PRODUCT' 12X,

WRITE (6,570) PROD, CA, CO5
570 FORMAT (3X, 1F12.2,12X, 1F12 2,12X, 1F12.2)

WRITE (6,571) i
571 FORMAT(3X,'MOISTURE',IOX, ASH',10X,'TOTAL SULFUR' 7X

1 'LB S/MM BTU')
WRITE(6,572) MOIST,ASH,TSULF,SBTU

572 FORMAT(IX,IF8.2,5X,1FIO.2,7X,1F10.2,7X,1FI0.2)
C STREAMS LEAVING THE DEWATERING UNIT

WAT6= (I.-Y) *L'Z2+ (i. -Z) *Z2*W+F3*M*C
WAT6N=(1.-Z)*(1.-Z2)*W
CO6=Z2" (I.-Y) *L

C WAT6=TOTAL FLOW IN THE WATER STREAM;WAT6N=WATER FLOW IN THE REFUSE
COAL7= (I. -XI) * (i. - (FA+FS+FM)) *C

ASH7= I FI*A+F2*S) *C
WAT7 = I.-Z2)*W+(I -Z2)*(I.-Fa)*M*CcoT=(1.-z2),(1.-Yi,L
SOLTOT=COAL7 +ASH7 +WAT7 +CO7

WRITE (6,561)
561 FORMAT (IX)

WRITE(6 580)
580 FORMAT(28X, 'DEWATERING UNIT')
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WRITE (6,585)
585 FORMAT(30X 'SOLIDS')

wRi(6,596)
590 FORMAT('TOTAL SOLIDS STREAM',3X, 'WATER',9X,'ASH',14X,'CO2',

1 9X, 'COAL' )
WRITE (6,600 )SOLTOT, WAT7, ASH7, CO7, COAL7

600 FORMAT (5F14 2)
WRIT (6,61oi

610 FORMAT(29X, 'WATER RECYCLE' )
WRITE (6,620)

620 FORMAT(7X,'TOTAL FLOW',IgX,'WATER FLOW',IgX,'CO2')
WRITE (6,630) WAT6,WAT6N, CO6

630 FORMAT (7X, IFIO. 2 ,2OX, IF10.2 ,12X, IF10.2)

WRITE (6,6401
640 FORMAT(30X, DEGASSED CO2')

CO8=F4' (I.-Z) *W
WRITE (6,650) CO8

650 FORMAT (25X, IF10.2)
WRITE (6,651)

651 FORMAT (IX)

WRITE (6,800)
800 FORMAT(16X,'MIXER DIMENSIONS,INCHES')

WRITE (6,810)
810 FORMAT(5X,'LENGTH',5X,'RADIUS',3X,'WALL THICK',3X,'HEAD THICK')

WRITE (6,820) LEMM,RM,TD,TH
820 FORMAT (4E12 •4)

WRITE (6,830 )
830 FORMAT(15X, 'SEPARATOR DIMENSIONS' )

WRITE (6,840)
'LENGTH' 5X 'RADIUS' 3X 'WALL THICK',3X,'HEAD THICK')840 FORMAT (SX, , , , ,

WRITE (6,850) LESM, SRM, TSD, TSH
850 FORMAT (4E12 •4)

C PROGRAM PIPOPT. FOR
C THIS PART OF THE PROGRAM OPTIMIZES THE LICADO PLANT PIPING TO PROVIDE A
C FLOW VELOCITY OF 5 FT/SEC

WRITE (6,860)
860 FORMAT(IX)

WRITE (6,861)
861 FORMAT(IX)

WRITE (6,901)
901 FORMAT(30X,'PIPING DIMENSIONS')

WRITE (6,903 )
903 FORMAT(IX)

WRITE (6,902)
902 FORMAT(30X,'LINE',8X,'DIAM')

CI(1)=L
Cl(2)=w+c

ci13)=c0 ,,Cl 4)=w
Cl =WAT6
Cl(6):LM

DIAM(I, 1)=0.0
DO 920 NI=I,6

C2 (NI)=CI (NI)/(RHO (NI) *3600. )
DO 900 N2=2,80

DIAM(NI,N2) =0.5 +DIAM (NI,N2-1)
AR (Ml, N2) =3.1416,DIAM (Ml, N2) *DIAM (Ml, N2) / (4. "144. )
VEL(N3,N2)=C2(NI)/AR(NI,N2)
IF (VEL(NI,N2) -5. O) 910,910,900

9O0 CONTINUE
910 WRITE (6,911) Ml, DIAM(NI,N2)
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911 FORMAT (30X, ii2 ,4X, IF10.2)
920 CONTINUE

WRITE (6,931)
931 FORMAT (2X)

WRITE (6,932)
932 FORMAT(20X,'LINE I=C02 FROM CYCLONE TO MIXER')

WRITE (6,933)
933 FORM_T(20X,'LINE 2=FEED FROM SLURRY TANK TO MIXER')

WRITE (6,934)
934 FORMAT(20X, 'LINE 3=CO2/COAL FROM SEPARATOR TO CYCLONE')

WRITE (6,935)
935 FORMAT(20X, 'LINE 4=WATER FROM RECYCLE TANK TO GRINDER')

WRITE (6,936)
936 FORMAT (20X, 'LINE 5=WATER FROM REFUSE LETDOWN TO RECYCLE TAUK' )

WRITE (6,937)
937 FORMAT (20X,'LINE 6=CO2 MAKE-UP LINE')

AC=A*C

SC= (PS+OS+SF) *C
CM=M*C
SRF=F2*PS*C
CO9=CO5+CO8
CORCY=COCYO+CO4
ASHR=FI*A*C

THIS SECTION WRITES A SEPARATE FILE,FLOWST.DAT,FOR TRANSFER OF
THE DATA TO THE CADD SYSTEM

WRITE (7,731)
731 FORMAT(24X, 'LICADO PLANT SIMULATION' )

WRITE (7,732)
732 FORMAT(23X,'UPPER FREEPORT COAL:)

WRITE (7,733) CA
733 FORMAT (22X, 'PRODUCTION RATE, LB/HR=', IF6. i)

WRITE (7,710)
710 FORMAT(14X, 'i' ,9X, '2' ,9X, '3' ,9X, '4' ,9X, '5' ,9X, '6' ,9X, '7' ,9X, '8')

WRITE (7,711)
711 FORMAT(13X,'FEED',4X,'GP/_DR',6X,'SLURRY',4X,'MIXER',4X,'CO2 RCY',

14X,'SEP PR',3X,'SEP RF',5X,'CYL OV')
WRITE (7,712) C, C, C, C

712 FORMAT ('RAW COAL' ,El0.4 ,EIO. 4,El0.4, E!0.4)
WRITE (7,713) CA, COAL, CASCYO

713 FORMAT('CLN COAL',50X,3EI0.4)
WRITE (7,714) CM,WR, W, W, WATI, WAT2

714 FORMAT ('WATER' ,3X, 2El0.4 ,El0.4 ,El0.4, El0.4,10X, IEI0.4)
WRITE (7,715) L, L, COl,CO2, COCYO

715 FORMAT('CO2-1iq ',30X,IEI0.4,1EI0.4,1EI0.4,2EI0.4)
WRITE (7,716) CO5

716 FORMAT('CO2-gas ',50X,IEI0.4)
WRITE (7,717 )AC, AC, AC, AC, ASH, ASHR

717 FORMAT ('ASH' ,5X, 4El0.4 ,10X, 2El0.4)
WRITE (7,718) SC, SC, SC, SC, TSULF, SRF

718 FORMAT ('SULFUR' ,2X, 4El0.4,10X, IEI0.4,2El0.4)
WRITE (7,719)

719 FORMAT (IX)
WRITE (7,720)

720 FORMAT (IX)
WRITE (7,721)

721 FORMAT( 14X, '9' ,9X, 'i0' ,8X, 'ii' ,8X, '12', 8X, '13' ,8X, '14' ,8X, '15' ,8
IX, '16')
WRITE (7,722)

722 FORMAT(10X,'PRODUCT',3X,'FLTR LIQ',2X,'REFUSE GAS',IX,'PROD GAS',
12X,'COMPRESS',3X, 'REFUSE',3X,'RECYL WTR',2X,'MK UP WTR')
WRITE(7,723)

723 FORMAT ('RAW COAL ')
'WRITE (7,724 )CA, COAL4, COAL7

724 FORMAT('CLN COAL',2EIO.4,30X,EI0.4)
WRITE (7,725) MOIST, WAT4 ,WAT6N, WR, WM
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725 FORMAT('WATER' 3X 2El0 4 30X,3EI0 4)l I ' t "

WRITE (7 ,726 )CO4 ,CO9, CO6
726 FORMAT ('CO2-1iq', 11X, IEI0.4,2OX, IE10.4,10X, IE10.4)

WRITE (7,727) CO5, CO8, CO5, CO7
727 FORMAT('CO2-gas' ,IX, IE10.4,10X, 2E10.4,10X, IEI0.4)

WRITE (7 ,728 )ASH, ASHR
728 FORMAT('ASH', 5X, 1E10.4,40X,1E10.4)

WRITE (7,729 )TSULF, SRF
729 FORMAT('SULFUR', 2X, IEI0.4,40X, 1El0.4)

CLOSE (UNIT=7)
CLOSE (UNIT=6)
CLOSE(UNIT=S)
STOP
END
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LICADO PLANT SIMULATION

UPPER FREEPORT COAL
ASH MOISTURE PYR SUL ORG SUL SULFATES FRACT ASH FRAC PSUL
.2440 .0074 .0200 .0100 .0001 .8500 .8500
CLEAN COAL PRODUCTION RATE,LB/HR COAL HEATING VALUE

2000.0 13000.00

PLANT CHARACTERISTICS
PART.SIZE SLURRY CONC MIXER TIME SEPAR TIME FR COAL/CO2 FR C02/CO2

73. 0000 oI000 i00. 0000 500. 0000 .9000 .9950

FR H20/CO2 FRH20/DEW FR CO2/H20 SEP PRESS INIT PRES MIX SPD CO2/SLURRY
.002000 .9900 .0050 850.0 14.7 1200.0 .5000
COAL FRAC SEP AT FILTER

.9990

PLANT OPERATING DATA

GRINDING/SLURRY SYSTEM

COAL FEED WATER RATE MK-UP WTR GRINDER PW

2991.46 26923.13 269.69 3.50

SEPARATOR FLOWS, LBS/HR
CO2 STREAM

CLEANED COAL CO2 WATER
2557.51 14882.51 53.85

WATER STREAM
WATER ASH CO2 COAL
26923.13 671.28 74.79 299.15

CYCLONE FLOWS
CO2 OVERFLOW COAL OVERFLOW CO2 UNDERFLOW COAL UNDERFLOW

9673.63 76.73 5208.88 2557.51

FILTER FLOWS, LBS/HR
TOTAL CO2 STR CO2 WATER COAL

5221.60 5208.62 10.42 2.56

PRODUCT RATE

TOTAL PRODUCT CLEAN COAL ADSORBED C02
2692.58 2000.00 .26

MOISTURE ASH TOTAL SULFUR LB S/MM BTU
1.00 98.54 35.27 1.36

DEWATERING UNIT
SOLIDS

TOTAL SOLIDS STREAM WATER ASH CO2 COAL
1177.61 269.24 620.43 .75 287.19

WATER RECYCLE
TOTAL FLOW WATER FLOW CO2

26695.66 268.69 74.04
DEGASSED CO2
26.87

MIXER DIMENSIONS, INCHES
LENGTH RADIUS WALL THICK HEAD THICK

.1664E+03 .8320E+01 .4162E+00 .4061E+00
SEPARATOR DIMENSIONS

LENGTH RADIUS WALL THICK HEAD THICK
.2860E+03 .1430E+02 .7154E+00 .6980E+00

PIPING DIMENSIONS
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LINE DIAM
1 2.00
2 2.50
3 1.50
4 2.50
5 2.50
6 .50

LINE I=C02 FROM CYCLONE TO MIXER
LINE 2=FEED FROM SLURRY TANK TO MIXER
LINE 3=C02/COAL FROM SEPARATOR TO CYCLONE
LINE 4=WATER FROM RECYCLE TANK TO GRINDER
LINE 5=WATER FROM REFUSE LETDOWN TO RECYCLE TANK
LINE 6=C02 MAKE-UP LINE
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APPENDIX G-I

LICADOCommercialPlant, 200 Ton/Hour
BudgetaryCost Estimate,Fixed Capital

DIRECT COSTS

Number Power Total Cost
Item/Components Qf Units (Hp}.......$1000

I. Raw Coal Preparation(Turn Key) 5 Systems 12,500 17,400.0
2. Filters (Pitt Auger) 16 240 3,491.7
3. Water Pump (Make-up)Piston 2 150 70.0
4. Water Pump (Recycle) 4 300 150.0
5. Slurry Feed Pump (Coal/Water) 2 400 450.0
6. C02 CirculatingPump (Main) 2 300 325.0
7. CO, FiltratePump (Not Shown) 4 40 315.0
8. Lock Hopper (Raw Coal) 2 - 455.4
g. Slurry Tanks (Coal/Water) 4 120 3,780.0
10. HydraulicMixer 4 - 40.0
11. Separator 4 - 1,583.6
12. Refuse Depressurizer 3 - 1,258.7
13. RecycleWater Vessel 2 - 1,850.0
14. ProductCoal Vessel 2 - 1,775.8
15. Pressurizer I - 152.4
16. C02 Accumulator 2 - 279.7
17. CO, RecycleCompressor 2 700 550.0
18. Cyclones 10 - 325.0
19. Coolers 2 - 60.0
20. Filters (Gaseous) 5 - 40.0
21. Water Storage (Atmosphere) I - 150.0

1000 Contingency
(A) Total Components 15,750 34,502.3
(B) Installation(factor: 0.39A) 6,669.9
(C) Instrumentation (0.13A) 4,485.3
(D) Piping, Installed (0.31A) 10,695.6
(E) ElectricalSystem (0.1OA) 3,450.2
(F) Site Preparation (0.1OA) 3,450.2
(G) Gen. Serv. & Utilities(Assumed) 5,000.0

Total Direct 68,253.3

INDIRECT_COSTS

(H) Engineering& Supervision(O.20A) 6,g00.4
(J) Construction (0.45A) 7 695 9

(Item I omitted,Turn Key) ' "

(K) Contractor'sFee (O.09A) 3,105.2
(L) Contingency (0.25A) 8,625.5

Total Indirect 26,327.0

Total Fixed Capital 94,580.5
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AgglomerationCommercialPlant, 50 Ton/Hour
BudgetaryCost Estimate,Fixed Capital

DIRECTCOSTS

Number Power Total Cost

Item/ComDonents of Units (Hp) $1000 .

I. Cyclones 4-I0's - 100
2. Slurry Feed Tanks 2 100 286
3. Mixer I 75 120
4. Filter,Moving Screen 2 10 664
5. Clean Coal Receiver 2 - . 445
6. Clean Coal Depressurizer I - 223
7. C02 RecycleAccumulator I - 70
8. C02 Recycle Compressor I 800 397
9. Pressurizer I - 77
10. Water Pump, ConcentrationAdjm't I 5 I
11. Slurry Pump, Coal/Water I 150 173
12. C02 CirculatingPump I 25 40
13. Gas Filters 2 - I0
14. Heat Exchanger I - 15

235 Contingency

(A) Total Components 1400 2,621
(B) Installation(factor- o.3gA) 1,022
(C) Instrumentation (O.20A) 524
(D) Piping, Installed (0.31A) 813
(E) ElectricalSystem (O.IOA) 262
(F) Site Preparation (O.IOA) 262
(G) Gen. Serv. & Utilities (0.25A) 655

Total Direct 6,159

INDIRECT COSTS

(H) Engineering& Supervision(O.40A) 1,048
(J) Construction (0.45A) 1,179
(K) Contractor'sFee (O.09A) 236
(L) Contingency (0.4OA) 1,04B

Total Indirect 3,511

Total Fixed Capital 9,670
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